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Foreword
Australia’s rural industries make a fundamental contribution to the Australian economy and way of
life. In addition to the major industries, numerous new and emerging rural industries bring
opportunity, diversity and resilience to rural Australia. This project examined ways of overcoming a
number of barriers that are holding back development and expansion of the redclaw freshwater
crayfish industry in coastal Qld and northern NSW. The outcomes from this project will assist the
industry to move from a wild harvest to successful aquaculture-based industry.
The objectives of this research and development project were:
1.
2.
3.

To improve the management of the micro-biology within the incubator system to
maximise production efficiency, reliability and predictability.
To investigate and implement methods to maximise transition survival from hatchery to
pond and formulate best practice for the hatchery operator and farmer.
To determine the cause and establish a solution, to a long-standing industry problem –
that of post handling mortality of breeding stock.

The project investigated disinfection strategies for egg harvest and identified bacterial pathogens
responsible for early mortalities. Control measures included the use of bacteriophage therapy.
The project also examined feeding, environment and habitat modifications to improve viability of
larval stages and early growth of craylings. The project also identified 2 new viruses associated with
adult mortalities following handling stresses.
As such existing and new entrants to the industry will be the major beneficiaries of this research.
This report for the Emerging Industries Program is an addition to AgriFutures Australia’s
diverse range of research publications and it forms part of our Emerging Industries research and
development program which aims to support the early stage establishment of high potential rural
industries. Most of AgriFutures Australia’s publications are available for viewing, free downloading
or purchasing online at: www.agrifutures.com.au.

Michael Beer
General Manager, Emerging Industries
AgriFutures Australia
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Executive Summary
What the report is about
The redclaw industry is in the unique position that we do not have a marketing problem, prices are
high and demand for large premium freshwater crayfish is insatiable. Our problem has always been a
lack of production knowhow. Although our industry has been increasing in value by around 20% per
annuum over the last 5 years, production is still a drop in the ocean.
This shortfall has been holding our industry back. A small group of dedicated farmers has never
stopped thinking about ways of improving production or encouraging new farmers to grow redclaw.
We feel that our industry is at a crossroads. Currently there is a lot of interest in redclaw within
Australia and around the world. It is important that we capitalise on this interest to help grow our
industry.
When we were initially putting this project together, we identified three main bottle necks that have
put a serious brake on redclaw production: seed stock availability, craylings husbandry (lack of a
nursery phase) and unexplained mortalities. These areas are a serious constraint that needed to be
addressed.
AgriFutures Australia have been fantastic in supporting our industry; and our partnership with them
has allowed us to progress research and development and make significant progress in these three
areas.
We in fact have three projects combined under the one title “Eliminate factors inhibiting redclaw
farming from reaching its full potential”:
Sub-Project A: Improve the management of the microbiology within the incubator system to
maximise production efficiency, reliability and predictability. (Dr Lisa Elliott, AusPhage)
The focus of this project was on the use of bacteriophage to control the bacteria, Aeromonas
hydrophila, it tends to outcompete other bacteria and dominates egg incubation systems causing
catastrophic loss of redclaw larvae (stage 2 syndrome). This is truly the largest bottle neck to
successfully raising commercial quantities of craylings. Testing of bacteriophage prior to this project
showed some promising results and many were hoping that this would be the “silver bullet” to finally
allow our hatcheries to become fully productive. Bacteriophage has so much promise in many other
animal and plant industries, notwithstanding human medicine. I am sure we will be hearing more and
more about this technique in the future. We were trailblazing by applying bacteriophage to redclaw
hatcheries; and the result was the significant lowering of Aeromonas populations. It wasn’t the
panacea we needed but it is another complimentary tool in our arsenal to combat these problematic
bacteria.
Sub-Project B: Investigate methods to maximise transition survival from hatchery to pond and
formulate best practice for the hatchery operator and farmer. (Dr Clive Jones, JCU Cairns)
This project turned out to be the most problematic for us, as we lack permanent infrastructure to carry
out the trials and experiments needed to prove our ideas in the real world. Weather related factors like
drought and extreme temperatures that are the bane of all farmers confounded some experimental
trials. And to complicate matters further, the sale of the farm where we began conducting grow-out
trials on hatchery produced craylings also had its impact. Nevertheless, adjustments and modifications
allowed us to continue gaining value from the experiments.
The grow-out trials of hatchery produced craylings clearly demonstrated that when healthy craylings
are produced from the egg incubation process, they take to commercial farm ponds and after 6 weeks
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they obtained up to 70% survival with an average size of 2 grams. In addition, the many trials
conducted by the PhD candidate at Cairns JCU campus in conjunction with on-farm trials have shown
without doubt, that inserting a nursery phase between the hatchery and grow-out is not only feasible
but necessary to improve production efficacy.
Result from this part of the project are already being used as input to work though designs by farmers
for on-farm nursery systems ready to accept craylings from commercial hatcheries. The
implementation of a nursery stage between the hatchery and grow-out is fast becoming reality.
Sub project C: Investigate the cause of mortality of adult redclaw after crayfish have been subjected
to stress through handling (Associate Professor Leigh Owens).
Redclaw are without a doubt the best Australian freshwater crayfish for commercial culture, they have
most of the physical and behavioural properties we like to see for aquaculture. However, the one
Achilles heel is what we call Handling Stress Mortality (HSM). Redclaw are generally very hardy and
can survive extremes in water quality and temperature. However, when larger redclaw are handled
(harvested, broodstock maintenance or transported) it often occurs that a percentage will begin to die
a few days after the event. It reaches a peak around 7 days later and then begins to subside back to
zero. For example, HSM has caused major problems for our selective breeding projects where the
constant handling caused significant losses of valuable genetic stock. The constant handling of
breeders for egg production also can cause losses. And of course, the next logical question is: are
these losses being reflected in our grow-out ponds unbeknownst to us and to what extent?
We needed an explanation and got much more than we bargained for. After conducting examinations
of moribund crayfish, Leigh Owens and team discovered two viruses new to science. All the
investigations point to these low-level background viruses as being a key to the problem. When
redclaw are stressed, the immune system is supressed, viral number increase over a week and then
subside in the redclaw that survive the assault. The phenomenon fits exactly the pattern farmers see.
The implications of this for our industry can’t be understated. Apart from the obvious mortalities we
see in our holding and breeding tanks what effect could these viruses have in our production ponds
where the effect can’t be easily seen? Although not part of the original project, some preliminary
work was done to try methods to mitigate the virus with some very positive results. For example, the
use of flavonoids in the diet to improve immune system response has already been used in broodstock
facilities to reduce HSM.
The initial very limited budget for this part of the project has not allowed for a thorough investigation.
Despite this I must congratulate the researchers on how much they were able to achieve. It is now a
priority for the North Queensland Crayfish Farmers Association (NQCFA) to have further research
done in this area as the mitigation of these viruses has the potential to increase pond production
significantly.
Who is this report targeted at?
It’s our expectation that the information in this report will be utilised mostly by growers to begin
implementing the recommended techniques and protocols to improve hatchery production, crayling
husbandry and disease mitigation.
We also expect future private and university researchers will continue to build on the information
contained in this report.
This report will also be very useful for new entrants to the industry and potential investors wanting to
further develop hatchery, nursery and farm infrastructure.
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Where are the relevant industries located in Australia?
Currently the vast bulk of redclaw production occur in Queensland along the coastal fringe. The two
hot spots are on the Atherton Tablelands and South East Queensland, north of Brisbane.
There has been quite some interest in growing redclaw in northern NSW and especially across the
north of Australia above the Tropics of Capricorn. We expect any future significant development of
farms to occur there. Especially in the light of the “CRC Developing North Australia” working on a
long-term vision for the Aquaculture Industry.
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Key Findings
Sub-Project A: Improve the management of the microbiology within the incubator system to
maximise production efficiency, reliability and predictability. (Dr Lisa Elliott, AusPhage)
Significant mortalities in a redclaw crayfish (Cherax quadricarinatus) hatchery may be associated
with the bacterial colonization of eggs. In order to determine the optimal method for disinfecting eggs
of this relatively novel culture species, a survey of bacterial species and quantities were carried out
before and after trials with several commonly used disinfectants. In addition, the influence on hatch
rates of eggs and survival of hatchlings to Stage 2 larvae (S2L) were recorded for each disinfectant
investigated to determine their suitability as surface disinfectants.
Eggs of redclaw crayfish were exposed to formalin (1,000ppm, 5,000ppm and 1,5000ppm), hydrogen
peroxide (1,000ppm, 3,000ppm and 6,000ppm), iodine (25ppm, 50ppm and 100ppm) and Virkon S
(0.5%, 1.0% and 2.0%) for 15 minutes. None of the treatments resulted in complete elimination of
bacteria on egg surfaces, however bacterial numbers were noticeably reduced in all treatments.
The species of bacteria cultured both before and after disinfection trials were found to be Aeromonas
sobria, Citrobacter freundii and Exiguobacterium acetylicum.
Iodine was found to be toxic to eggs at all concentrations tested with significant reductions in hatch
and survival to S2L. A significant reduction in hatch and survival to S2L were noted at a Virkon S
concentration of 1.0% and 2.0% but not at 0.5%.
Formalin and hydrogen peroxide at all concentrations showed the best results with low bacterial
growth after treatments and no significant differences in hatch or survival to S2L.
These results indicate that treatment of redclaw eggs with either 1,000ppm formalin or 1,000ppm
hydrogen peroxide for 15 minutes may be a strategy to control bacterial growth on redclaw eggs
before artificial incubation and hatching.
The occasional cause of poor hatch rates of redclaw eggs remain unclear. No bacteria were cultured
from internal egg samples and eggs with poor hatch rates did not look visibly diseased or impeded.
However, of note was a Decadidymus species (tentatively named Decadidymus valverdi) that was
found within all egg masses. Histological staining showed low levels of bacteria and high levels of
lipid in the worm gut strongly suggesting that the worms were not ‘grazing’ on bacteria but may be
feeding on redclaw eggs, possibly associated with sporadic low hatch rates.
Of note is that A. hydrophila was not isolated from eggs immediately after disinfection prior to
entering the hatchery (Objective 1) showing that eggs are not a direct source of bacterial
contamination with A. hydrophila. However, surface disinfected Decadidymus contained culturable A.
hydrophila, which could be a source of contamination as the crayfish corpses breakdown within the
incubator system.
The etiology of bacterial infection follows a distinct pattern. Whilst several bacterial species were
isolated from redclaw samples only A. hydrophila was consistently isolated from samples at all life
stages. Furthermore, a change in bacterial populations from primarily Pseudomonas florescens to A.
hydrophila coinciding with the start of mortalities in S2L strongly suggests that A. hydrophila plays a
significant role in mortality events. This is further supported by the histology results that show the gut
opening at around 4 days post hatch and an influx of Gram-negative rods filling the gut and damaging
the gut wall. This also coincides with the culture of A. hydrophila and larval mortalities. This same
pattern was observed over several disease events.
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A total of eight bacteriophages effective against previously isolated A. hydrophila, two phages
effective against Citrobacter freundii and one phage effective against Acinetobacter sp., were purified
from samples gathered at AquaVerde Redclaw Hatchery and Farm.
Bacteriophage sensitivities to the previously isolated bacteria were tested in vitro with the pattern of
phage sensitivities showing a total of 13 different strains of A. hydrophila. This result is an indication
of the complexity and diversity of the microbiome within the incubator system and the difficulties in
treating these bacterial infections.
Identification of purified phages was undertaken by transmission electron microscopy to determine
morphology and bioassays that demonstrate lytic properties and bacterial sensitivities to the phages.
The A. hydrophila phage samples were quite varied in morphology and dimensions, falling into one of
two family groups; Siphoviridae and Myoviridae.
These results show very encouraging outcomes and a solid foundation for in vivo trials.
The microbial community in the hatchery is complex and ever changing. To effectively use
bacteriophage therapy the causative bacterial pathogen must be known and appropriate phages
purified. In this case, at least 13 different A. hydrophila strains were identified with any one or more
being the pathogen/s. To further complicate treatment, bacterial strains changed rapidly over time
making it very difficult to develop a phage cocktail containing effective phages against bacterial
strains causing mortalities at any one time.
Attempts at preparing phage cocktails based on samples collected days or weeks before treatment,
using only 4 phage per cocktail, showed sporadic success due to the rapid changes in bacterial strains
over time. As additional phage were isolated and purified, a preparation of a cocktail with 11 phages
showing very broad sensitivities across all 13 A. hydrophila strains, showed great promise. Of note
was the successful use of this cocktail prophylactically with excellent survival to S3J of greater than
95%.
The significance of using phages isolated from the farm site to effectively control specific bacterial
infections is immense. Not only can the use of antibiotics and/or other potentially damaging or
restrictive chemicals be reduced or eliminated from the system, phages isolated from the farm site are
naturally occurring and safe to the environment, wildlife and workers.
The results reported here show great promise for the sustainable control of bacterial infections in
redclaw hatcheries. It is strongly recommended that further research be undertaken to fully establish
effective phage treatments for the control of bacterial infections causing high mortalities in redclaw
larvae and to establish reproducibility over time and changing stocking densities.

Sub-Project B: Investigate methods to maximise transition survival from hatchery to pond and
formulate best practice for the hatchery operator and farmer. (Dr Clive Jones, JCU Cairns)
As with most fundamental and applied research addressing basic production issues, the results of this
project have provided useful data and practical outcomes, while leaving many questions unanswered,
or only partially answered. The research for Sub-Project B effectively addressed the specified
objectives, but the issues of concern to redclaw farmers in relation to hatchery practices and nursing
of craylings are not fully resolved.
A more specific understanding of optimal temperature for nursing craylings, including comprehensive
knowledge of metabolism through the post-hatch stages, and practical and effective feeding protocols
to initiate good nutrition that will likely provide ongoing benefits through subsequent production has
been achieved. We have confirmed the significant negative impact of cannibalism at the nursing stage
and the importance of effective nutrition, provision of habitat and management of density factors to
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ameliorate it. Nevertheless, further research of habitat and maximising three dimensions of tank
systems for nursing redclaw is necessary.
We cannot yet conclude that nursing of craylings is best performed in tank or pond systems. Tank
systems offer more complete control of factors with the prospect of greater survival and productivity,
but a complete protocol for such production has not yet been achieved. Pond nursing of craylings may
be a viable option as the pond trials in this study suggest, with more consistent and relatively high
survival at >65% to advanced juvenile stage, than had been achieved previously. However,
consistency in pond production is the key, and many of the factors in pond systems remain difficult to
control. Priority should be given to developing the tank based nursing systems, as these have the
greatest potential, particularly in examining technologies such as biofloc, which at face value, and
based on its success with many other species at post-larval / juvenile stages, is likely to suit the
production of redclaw juveniles.

Sub-Project C: Investigate why significant losses of adult redclaw occur shortly after handling
(Dr Leigh Owens, JCU Townsville)
Section C1 identified a range of organisms histopathologically as well as possible viral aetiology and
lipid deposition. This was reported to the research group and one hypothesis was the presence of a
myonecrotic virus and a vitamin E/selenium deficiency. This led to further studies to identify a
possible virus. It was determined that there was a +ssRNA virus present that had a sequence too novel
to be identified using known sequences. Advice was also given to farmers to generally increase greens
in feed to increase vitamin E thus alleviating a possible deficiency and this was reported to lower
mortalities in the hatchery.
Using separate (non-RIRDC) funding (Section C2), an alternative approach using next generation
sequencing identified 2 novel viruses, (Chequavirus and Athtabvirus). Both had specific PCRs
designed Chequavirus and Athtabvirus were determined to be present in most crayfish tested. A
cricket model of disease was tested and was determined not to work for these viruses. qRT-PCR’s
were then designed for use in therapeutic trials. This separate funding was also used to confirm the
pathogenic Cherax quadricarinatus Densovirus was not involved in the mortalities.
Further funding from the RIRDC grant was used in Section C3 to use the Chequavirus virus qRTPCR the look at tissue tropism of Chequavirus, whether eggs were internally contaminated, as well as
to relate handling stress to viral load and response to therapeutics. Laboratory trials identified a
correlation with viral load of Chequavirus and stunting and mortality. In addition, several therapeutics
were identified as reducing viral load during Chequavirus infection and increasing survival and
growth. These preliminary results using quercetin, increased temperature and interfering RNA are
promising. Athtabvirus has yet to be tested in laboratory trials, though as a quantitative assay was
developed, and the tissue tropism determined to be different to that of Chequavirus. The methodology
used for Chequavirus studies could also be used for Athtabvirus.
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Introduction
Sub-Project A: Improve the management of the microbiology within the incubator system to
maximise production efficiency, reliability and predictability. (Dr Lisa Elliott, AusPhage)
Redclaw (Cherax quadricarinatus) are freshwater crayfish endemic to parts of northern Australia and
Papua New Guinea. They are tolerant of a wide range of environmental conditions, have a relatively
simple reproductive cycle, fast growth rates and omnivorous diet, all of which make redclaw a highly
attractive species for commercial aquaculture (Bitomsky, 2008).
To date redclaw farming has largely been undertaken as extensive culture with the reliance on natural
reproduction in outdoor ponds to restock empty ponds with juvenile crayfish after harvest. This
method creates a number of challenges for the commercial farmer as large size variations and limited
control of biomass in ponds makes it difficult to satisfying a commercial market looking for a reliable
supply of specific size. To overcome these challenges the development of hatchery-cultured larvae
has been investigated with favourable results.
In recent years AquaVerde Redclaw Hatchery and Farm adapted an egg incubation process from
Europe and developed a redclaw hatchery process that has proven a high level of control over the life
cycle of C. quadricarinatus. This has opened many new possibilities and is dramatically changing the
face of the redclaw industry in Australia. Grow-out farmers are now able to stock selectively bred
crayfish with exceptional health status of exact quantities of the same life stage. The results of this
have shown an increase in grow-out production and as the industry gains experience in using
craylings from a hatchery, expectations are that production will continue to increase.
Whilst major progress in hatchery techniques has been achieved, sporadic bacterial infections have
resulted in mortalities of S2L in the order of 80-90%. This causes significant economic losses to the
hatchery owner and a short fall of animals for grow-out farmers. Previous studies indicate that the
most likely cause of mortalities is the bacteria Aeromonas hydrophila, which is an important
aquaculture and human pathogen on a global scale.
With a substantial increase in demand for hatchery reared "craylings" disease management in the
hatchery has become crucial. Several options have been trialled by AquaVerde including probiotics,
chemical treatments and antibiotics to stop the mortalities however all were either unsuccessful or
unsuitable for long term use.

Sub-Project B: Investigate methods to maximise transition survival from hatchery to pond and
formulate best practice for the hatchery operator and farmer. (Dr Clive Jones, JCU Cairns)
The development of hatchery technology for redclaw enables mass production of craylings that in turn
provides opportunity to stock a precise number of consistently sized crayfish. This is important for
effective stock management, measurement of survival and biomass increase. However, in the first
several years of using such hatchery generated craylings, survival appeared to be highly variable,
ranging from 10 to 80%.
The question is, when are the mortalities occurring in the cycle? Is it at initial stocking or through
natural attrition throughout the grow-out phase? This sub-project sought to investigate this issue to
better understand the conditions required in the early months of stocking to maximise survival.
Eight objectives were proposed for this sub-project, comprising experiments in earthen ponds (at
Ironbark Redclaw Farm), in on-farm tanks and in on-farm aquaria (at AquaVerde Redclaw farm).
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However, initial discussion within the projects steering committee suggested that the tank and
aquarium work would best be performed in purpose-built tanks at JCU Cairns. The tank-based work
was developed into a PhD project through a variation to the project. PhD candidate Damian Rigg was
appointed to the project to conduct this work.
The pond research at Ironbark Redclaw was initiated successfully, with two pond trials completed.
However, in year 2 of the project, drought conditions precluded use of the ponds due to insufficient
water. Subsequently, the Ironbark Redclaw farm was sold, and no further pond trials were possible. In
lieu of this, additional tank-based experiments were performed and the objectives modified
accordingly, as outlined below.
Note: The nomenclature for the various life stages of redclaw has varied over time. For clarity, the life
stages which are referred to in this section have been agreed with industry partners and the scientific
advisory team. They are designated as follows: Egg, L1 (larval stage 1, first stage after hatching), L2
(larval stage 2 = L1 + 1 moult), Crayling (previously S3J = L2 + 1 moult), C1 (crayling + 1 moult),
C2 (crayling + 2 moults).

Sub-Project C: Investigate why significant losses of adult redclaw occur shortly after handling
(Dr Leigh Owens, JCU Townsville)
Excess mortalities of redclaw subjected to handling stress has been an ongoing problem for the
redclaw industry. These mortalities have caused sporadic problems with broodstock, selective
breeding, harvesting, holding and transportation of redclaw to market.
These mortalities sometimes reach levels of up to 40% starting a few days after the handling stress
event and continue for about one week, after which mortalities subsided and return to normal levels
after another week.
The losses are particularly significant when regularly handling of valuable broodstock cause losses.
What is also unknown, is if the cause of these losses is also responsible for mortalities in grow out
production systems. Identification and control of these mortalities is therefore important for
increasing production at all life stages.
This part of the project involved investigation into possible causes of stress related mortality, and with
a possible cause identified, development of diagnostics, and testing of potential therapeutics. Viral
causes were focused on to avoid overlap with other researchers examining bacterial influences and
phage therapeutics. Initial seed funding of $10, 000 from this grant was utilized to identify possible
causes. Promising results from this work and the evidence of close collaboration between the North
Queensland Crayfish Farmers Association and the JCU researchers involved leveraged a $35,706
collaborative grant from JCU to do the bulk of the work, followed by another $20,000 being made
available from the RIRDC grant to carry out final proof of concept therapeutics testing. Objectives
and results will be separated into sections C1, C2 and C3 based on the funding source for the
component of the work. While section C2 was not funded from this RIRDC grant, the work is integral
to the RIRDC project outcomes and it was the money previously supplied from the RIRDC grant that
made this grant competitive and successful.
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Objectives
Sub-Project A: Improve the management of the microbiology within the incubator system to
maximise production efficiency, reliability and predictability. (Dr Lisa Elliott, AusPhage)
The focus of this project was to improve the management of the microbiology within an incubator
system. This was undertaken with the following objectives:
Objective A.1: Investigate egg disinfection methods with a focus on elimination of bacterial
contamination.
Objective A.2: Identify and isolate bacteria responsible for early stage mortalities in eggs and larvae.
Objective A.3: Isolate and purify naturally occurring virulent bacteriophage against Aeromonas
hydrophila and other bacterial pathogens if required.
Objective A.4: Determine the therapeutic potential of the bacteriophage preparations in vivo.

Sub-Project B: Investigate methods to maximise transition survival from hatchery to pond and
formulate best practice for the hatchery operator and farmer. (Dr Clive Jones, JCU Cairns)
Objective B.1: To examine feeding and feed type for S3J in hatchery prior to stocking to determine if
an initial feed before dispatch increases survival.
Feeds, feeding rate and frequency for craylings within the hatchery will be examined. Several
commercial high specification prawn diets are available which may be assessed. The objective is to
determine if the yolk residual with in the crayling is sufficient to support them into the transition to
pond, or if feeding is necessary prior to dispatch. The experiment conducted to address this objective
was entitled: Effect of feeding of third instar juveniles of hatchery produced offspring of the redclaw
crayfish Cherax quadricarinatus, on their subsequent survival and growth in earthen ponds.
Objective B.2: To examine effect of density of S3J stocked to ponds on subsequent survival and
growth.
The hypothesis is that S3J are cannibalistic when individuals in the cohort moult and become
vulnerable to cannibalism. This hypothesis is also being tested within tank-based research in in
objective 7, and results of both will be compared and analysed to determine optimal density. The
experiment conducted to address this objective was entitled: The effect of density of craylings stocked
to ponds on subsequent survival and growth.
Objective B.3: To examine effect of fine level predation proofing of ponds on survival and growth of
S3J.
Ponds will be equipped with fine mesh netting to prevent insects such as dragon flies from laying
eggs in the water, to determine if their aquatic stages (dragon fly larvae, etc) have an impact on
survival.
At the time this experiment was due to be performed, the project’s ponds at Ironbark Redclaw Farm
were unavailable (see explanation above), and after discussion with the projects steering committee,
this objective was substituted with a study entitled: The effect of broodstock diet on egg condition and
performance of hatchery produced offspring of the redclaw crayfish Cherax quadricarinatus.
Objective B.4: To examine the effect of feeding and feed type using specific high specification
nursery diets after pond stocking.
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Standard industry practice has been to use a single diet throughout the grow-out phase, despite
documented evidence that juvenile crayfish have different nutritional requirements than sub-adult and
adult phases. In particular, the early juvenile stages are likely to require a higher energy diet with
great protein and lipid content, whose higher cost may be balanced by greater survival and growth.
This objective proposed to test the hypothesis, widely supported by farmers, that the natural pond
productivity can provide adequate nutritional support for the S3J during the early days and weeks
after stocking.
Due to the unavailability of the Ironbark ponds, this experiment was substituted with a tank-based
experiment to examine three high specification feed types, with the following title: The effect of feed
type on redclaw (Cherax quadricarinatus) craylings, using specific high specification nursery diets.
Objective B.5: To examine effect of high density of S3J on survival and growth when held in tanks
for an extended period prior to pond stocking.
This objective proposed to test the hypothesis that S3J may be held over in tanks when pond
conditions are sub-optimal at the end of winter. Maximising density will be important for commercial
operations. Assessing the performance of craylings at different densities is therefore required. The
project steering committee subsequently agreed to the modified object as follows: Determine suitable
density / habitat for a nursery phase for redclaw Cherax quadricarinatus craylings.
Objective B.6: To examine effect of food and feeding on survival and growth of S3J held in tanks.
The experiment conducted to address this objective was entitled: Determine suitable diet for juvenile
Cherax quadricarinatus craylings held in tanks in a nursery phase.
Objective B.7: To investigate the moult/cannibalism relationship of S3J.
A series of trials was proposed in glass aquaria to examine isolation, density, feeding and shelter on
the interactions of S3J during inter-moult and moulting episodes. The hypothesis is that cannibalism
can be minimised through application of optimal conditions of food, shelter and density.
The proposed aquaria trials were not performed as a suitable tank system was not available. The level
and impact of cannibalism was both qualitatively and quantitatively assessed through the other
experiments as they were performed, and discussion of cannibalism is provided in the report.
To meet the commitment to this objective, an alternative series of experiments was performed to
provide important baseline data on the metabolism of redclaw for the first several instars after
hatching. This includes measurement of oxygen consumption and metabolic rate in relation to
temperature. This fundamental physiological information will help inform associated research of
optimal conditions for nursery production. The experiments were entitled: Identify suitable thermal
ranges for Cherax quadricarinatus for each life stage from Egg to C2.
Objective B.8: To determine the effect of water temperature on S3J to identify the minimum
temperature S3J need to thrive when stocked.
This objective will test if S3J that have been produced in a hatchery at 26C can be transitioned into
colder environments without significant loss. This is important to know as S3J are growing very fast
and have evolved in nature to be produced in spring as waters are warming. However, they may be
purchased by farmers in different climatic regions where water temperatures are significantly
different. The experiment conducted to address this objective was entitled: Determine suitable prestocking thermal requirements for juvenile Cherax quadricarinatus craylings.
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Sub-Project C Investigate why significant losses of adult redclaw occur shortly after handling
(Dr Leigh Owens, JCU Townsville)
C1 Investigate why significant losses of adult redclaw occur shortly after handling ($10,000)
Objective C1.1: Investigate the cause of mortality of adult redclaw after the crayfish have been
subjected to stress through handling.
C2 Sequence Identification of a New Virus Impacting the Crayfish Industry for iRNA Intervention
(funded by JCU Collaborative grant: $35,706)
Objective C2.1: Determine the identity of the unknown +ve ssRNA and the complete viral sequence:
Objective C2.2: Generate enough preliminary data to be competitive for further external funding
rounds developing RNAi treatment.
C3 Study the identified Chequa Iflavirus and Athab bunyavirus identified above and develop potential
therapeutics (extra funding was directed to this section of the project to investigate further, postidentification of viruses $20,000)
Objective C3.1: Analyse the effectiveness of RNA interference against Chequa Iflavirus;
Objective C3.2: Understand the role crayfish eggs play in the spread of the viruses;
Objective C3.3a: Develop a quantitative protocol from the RT-PCR protocol for Athtabvirus
Objective C3.3b: Understand the tissue specificity of the viruses in crayfish;
Objective C3.4: Map as far as possible, the prevalence of viruses on crayfish farms;
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Chapter 1 Objective A.1. Investigate egg
disinfection methods with a focus on
elimination of bacterial contamination
1.1 Background
It is widely recognized that opportunistic pathogens can be present as part of the epiflora on eggs
from aquatic species such as fish (Austin, 2002; Hansen and Olafsen, 1989; Liu, et al., 2014;
MÃ-guez and Combarro, 2003; Olafsen, 2001; Oppenheimer, 1955) and crustaceans (FAO, 2007;
Lavilla-Pitogo and de la Pena, 2004; Phatarpekar, et al., 2002; Sahul Hameed, 1996; Talpur, et al.,
2011). When aquatic animals are cultured under high intensity hatchery conditions many of these
pathogens dominate the system and can cause significant mortalities in eggs and larvae. To overcome
this, a number of methods are currently used in aquaculture to control potential pathogens on eggs and
larvae and surface disinfection using treatments such as povidone iodine, formalin, hydrogen
peroxide, ozone and other commercial surface disinfectants have been optimized for several
aquaculture species (Harboe, et al., 1994; OIE, 2009; Salvesen and Vadstein, 1995; Small and
Wolters, 2003; Yanong and Eriacher-Reid, 2012). The treatment method, chemical type and
concentration are determined by the sensitivities of each species and life stage as this varies greatly
between species (Alderman, 1984; Amend, 1974; Uglem, et al., 1996). Preliminary testing of
disinfectants to determine optimal conditions is crucial when contemplating a new species or life
stage.
Although considerable research has been undertaken to investigate egg and larval disinfection
methods for aquatic species, none have been documented for redclaw. Since very little is known about
the bacteria associated with redclaw eggs it is also not known what the appropriate disinfection
methods are. The aims of this investigation were 1) to investigate the composition and categorical
level of bacteria on eggs before and after various disinfection treatments and 2) to determine the hatch
rate and survival to S2L after disinfection and 3) provide recommendations for best practice to reduce
bacterial colonization of eggs.

1.2 Methods
1.2.1 Experimental animals and eggs
Mature Cherax quadricarinatus females were supplied by AquaVerde Redclaw Hatchery and Farm
located on the Atherton Tablelands in far north Queensland, Australia.
All broodstock crayfish were cultured and held under commercial conditions. Eggs in mid to late
stages after spawn were stripped from females and an average of 432 eggs per crayfish from 12
crayfish were used in the trials.

1.2.2 Bacteriology
Egg samples were tested for bacterial growth immediately before and after the first disinfection
treatments. Tryptone Soy Agar with 5% Sheep Blood was used for all bacteriological investigations.
Cultures were incubated at 26°C (+/- 2°C) for a maximum of 48 hours and checked for microbial
growth at 24 and 48 hours. All bacteriology was performed onsite immediately after sample
collection. Bacterial growth was quantified based on results of standard streak methods on primary
agar plates as described by Drew (1977). Briefly, 3+, heavy bacterial growth on primary and
secondary streaks; 2+, heavy bacterial growth on primary streak only; 1+, between 10 and 60 colonies
on entire plate; 1, less than 10 colonies on entire plate; 0, no bacterial growth on any area of plate.
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Bacterial identification was performed using API20E, API20NE and Biolog systems at JCU
Townsville.

1.2.3 Experimental design
A total of four chemical treatments at three concentrations plus untreated controls were investigated
(Table 1.1). The treatments and concentrations chosen are those commonly used in the surface
disinfection of fish and crustacean eggs in aquaculture. Treatment stock solutions were prepared with
ozoned hatchery water immediately prior to trials and all unhatched eggs were treated every second
day to reduce bacterial loads in the egg incubator systems until hatching commenced. No further
treatments were undertaken once hatching had started.
For each Treatment, batches of eggs from three redclaw were used, in duplicate, across each
Treatment concentration group (Figure 1.1). Using Formalin Treatment as an example – Eggs from
Females 1 (Batch 1), 2 (Batch 2) and 3 (Batch 3) were removed from the female, placed into
individual hatchery baskets and gently washed with ozone treated water to remove debris. A total of
22 eggs from each Batch were removed, washed 4 times in sterile saline and homogenised. Using a
sterile dry swab, Tryptone Soy Agar with 5% Sheep Blood (TSA+SB) plates were inoculated with
sample homogenates, labelled Pre-treatment groups, and were incubated at 26°C (+/- 2°C) for a
maximum of 48 hours. Microbial growth was checked and recorded at 24 and 48 hours.
From the remaining eggs in each Batch, 410 eggs were divided into eight hatching baskets, six
containing 55 eggs per basket (Treatment concentration groups) and two containing 40 eggs per
basket (Control groups). Figure 1.1 shows a diagrammatic outline of the experimental design.
Treatments were applied to all eggs every second day, until hatched. All groups were checked daily
for hatching and survival and dead eggs and larvae were removed and recorded.

Table 1.1 Concentration, pH and application time of disinfection treatments used on redclaw
eggs. Eggs in all treatment groups were submersed for 15 minutes at 26°C (+/- 2°C) at 48-hour
intervals in their respective treatments. Untreated Controls were submerged in hatchery water
only under the same conditions as the treatment groups.

Treatment

Concentration of
stock
100% formalin

Formalin
(37% formaldehyde)

Hydrogen Peroxide 30%

1% active iodine
Iodine
(10% povidoneiodine)
Virkon S®

100%

Treatment
concentration

pH
(+/- 0.2)

Batch
#

Treatments per
Batch

1,000ppm
5,000ppm

7.2
7.2

1
2

3
4

15,000ppm

7.2

3

1

1,000ppm

7.2

4

3

3,000ppm

7.2

5

4

6,000ppm

7.2

6

3

10ppm

7.2

7

3

25ppm

7.2

8

2

50ppm

7.2

9

1

0.50%
1.00%

2.7
2.5

10
11

3
4

2.00%

2.2

12

1
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Figure 1.1 Experimental design for testing the influence of surface disinfectants at three
concentrations on bacterial diversity and load as well as hatching and survival success of
redclaw eggs from three different females. Eggs were submerged to the respective
treatments for 15 minutes every second day until hatch. Total number of eggs per basket
after initial treatment = 40.

1.2.4 Statistical analysis
To determine statistical differences among treatments in hatch and survival to S2L, One-way Analysis
of Variance (ANOVA). Using a non-parametric Tukey test, significant differences between individual
treatment groups were determined. The significance level was accepted at P=0.05.

1.3 Results
1.3.1 Bacteriology
Pre-treatment eggs batches from the Formalin and Virkon treatment groups showed heavy growth on
the primary and secondary culture streaks (3+) and all treatment groups showed heavy bacterial
growth on the primary streak (2+) (Table 1.2). One egg batch from the pre-treatment Iodine group (8)
showed relatively low bacterial growth (1+) (Table 1.2).
Formalin treated batches showed considerably lower bacterial growth across all treatment
concentrations compared to the Pre-treatment batches with the lowest concentration of 1,000ppm
consistently low between batches and batch three showing zero bacterial growth at 15,000ppm.
Hydrogen peroxide treated batches also showed considerably lower bacterial growth across all
treatment concentrations compared to the pre-treatment batches with the lower concentrations of
1,000ppm and 3,000ppm consistently low between batches and Batch 3 showing no bacterial growth
at 6,000ppm.
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Iodine treated batches also showed slight reduction or no differences in bacterial growth across all
treatment concentrations compared to the pre-treatment batches. These batches also showed
comparatively low bacterial growth from the pre-treatment Batches. At concentrations of 10ppm and
50ppm all batches showed a slight reduction in bacterial growth however fungal growth was also
recorded on samples from Iodine treated batches seven and eight at 25ppm and 50ppm respectively.
Table 1.2. Results of bacterial growth on Tryptone Soy Agar plus 5% Sheep blood from
homogenized eggs before and after the first disinfection treatments. 3+, heavy bacterial
growth on primary and secondary streaks; 2+, heavy bacterial growth on primary streak only;
1+, between 10 and 60 colonies on entire plate; 1, less than 10 colonies on entire plate; 0, no
bacterial growth on any area of plate and *fungal growth cultured.

Treatment Batch #
Formalin
1
2
3
Hydrogen
Peroxide
4
5
6
Iodine
7
8
9
Virkon S
10
11
12

Pre-treatment Post-treatment
1000ppm 5000ppm
2+
1
1+
3+
1
1
3+
1
1
1000ppm 3000ppm
2+
1
1
2+
1
1
2+*
1+
1
10ppm
25ppm
2+
1+
1*
1+
1
1+
2+
1
1+
0.50%
1.0%
3+
0
1
2+
1
1
2+
1
1

15000ppm
1+
1+
0
6000ppm
0
1
0
50ppm
1
1*
1+
2.0%
1
1
1

Virkon S treated batches showed considerably lower bacterial growth across all treatment
concentrations compared to the pre-treatment batches with less than 10 colonies cultured from any
treatment batches. Batch 10, at a concentration of 0.5%, was the only Virkon S treated batch showing
no bacterial or fungal growth.
A total of three bacterial species were dominant across all batches both before and after disinfection
treatments. These were identified as Aeromonas sobria, Citrobacter freundii and Exiguobacterium
acetylicum. From batches seven, nine and 11 Chromobacterium violaceum was also cultured in the
pre-treatment batches though was not cultured after treatment.

1.3.2 Hatch and survival to stage 2 larvae
Results showed significant differences in average hatch between untreated control groups
(F(3,20)=5.44, P=0.009) (Figure 1.2). Control 2 showed a significant reduction in hatch and survival
to S2L compared to control groups one and four but not control group five. Low hatch from batches
eight and nine at 74% and 73% hatch respectively affected the average results for control two,
similarly with control five (Data not shown).
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Hatch

Survival to S2L

Survival

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

98%

96%

Control1

81%

70%

90%

Control2
Control Groups

74%

Control5

96%

93%

Control4

Figure 1.2. Percentage hatch and survival to stage 2 larvae (S2L) of untreated control groups.

No significant differences in the average hatch (F(3,20)=0.66, P=0.59) or survival to S2L
(F(3,20)=0.68, P=0.58) across the formalin groups were detected. Both hatch and survival to S2L
were greater than 95% for all groups including control one (Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3. Percentage hatch and survival to stage 2 larvae (S2L) of formalin treated and
control group.

The hydrogen peroxide groups showed a similar pattern to the formalin groups. No significant
differences in the average hatch (F(3,10)=1.37, P=0.31) or survival to S2L (F(3,10)=0.79, P=0.52)
across the hydrogen peroxide groups were detected. Hatch rates were between 76% and 90% and
survival to S2L ranged from 66% to 78% (Figure 1.4).
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Figure 1.4. Percentage hatch and survival to stage 2 larvae (S2L) of hydrogen peroxide treated
and control group.

Significant differences in average hatch (F(3,20)=16.36, P<0.01) and survival to S2L (F(3,20)=39.31,
P<0.01) between iodine groups were shown (Figure 1.5). No significant difference in hatch or
survival to S2L was detected between control two and eggs disinfected with 10ppm iodine or between
25ppm and 50ppm treatments. However, control two and 10ppm treatment showed significantly
higher hatch and survival to S2L than both the 25ppm and 50ppm groups. All batches in this
treatment group showed significantly lower hatch and survival to S2L than all other groups except for
Virkon S at the lowest concentration of 0.5% (Figure 1.6).

Figure 1.5. Percentage hatch and survival to stage 2 larvae (S2L) of iodine treated and control
group.

Significant differences in hatch (F(3,20)=3.68, P=0.03) and survival to S2L (F(3,20)=3.93, P=0.024)
between Virkon S groups were shown (Figure 1.6). A significant decrease in hatch and survival to
S2L was detected at 1.0% when compared to the Control, 0.5% and 2.0% treatment groups.
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Figure 1.6. Percentage hatch and survival to stage 2 larvae (S2L) of Virkon S treated and
control group.

1.4 Discussion
The results presented here are the first to describe the effectiveness of surface disinfection of redclaw
crayfish eggs on the reduction of bacterial load, hatch success and survival to S2L.
None of the treatments resulted in complete disinfection of egg surfaces, however, bacterial numbers
were noticeably reduced in all treatments. This result is consistent with studies including surface
disinfection of lobster eggs using iodine (Uglem, et al., 1996) and marine fish using iodine,
glutaraldehyde, chloramine-T and sodium hypochlorite (Salvesen and Vadstein, 1995). The latter
study suggests that total elimination of bacteria on egg surfaces may not be necessary as a
considerable reduction in bacterial biomass alone may positively affect hatch rate and survival by
offering an opportunity for beneficial bacteria to colonise.
Three bacterial types were cultured from eggs both before and after surface disinfection, which were
identified as Aeromonas sobria, Citrobacter freundii and Exiguobacterium acetylicum. Both A.
sobria, and C. freundii have been shown to be pathogens of humans, fish and crustaceans (Buller,
2004; Lucas and Southgate, 2012; Wahli, et al., 2005). However, very little literature describes the
bacterial epiflora on the eggs of freshwater crayfish or whether they have an effect on hatch rates.

1.5 Implications and Recommendations
The results indicate that treatment of eggs with either 1,000ppm hydrogen peroxide or 1,000ppm
formalin for 15 minutes may be a strategy to reduce bacterial growth on redclaw eggs before artificial
incubation, hatching and larval rearing.
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Chapter 2 Objective A.2. Identify and isolate
bacteria responsible for early stage mortalities
in eggs and larvae
2.1 Background
The redclaw industry has reached a pivotal point in its development. The methods for growing and
harvesting redclaw are well established however using the current methods for stocking ponds and an
increase in end product demand, current methods fail to offer a consistent supply of market size
animals and fail to reach full industry potential.
Like many aquaculture sectors, such as prawns and fish, the development of hatchery facilities that
supply high quality hatchery reared juveniles to stock farms has enabled these sectors to expand
dramatically. A hatchery system developed for redclaw by Colin Valverde has been used extensively
in projects funded by RIRDC (Redclaw Selective Breeding Project 2013) over the past seven years,
producing approximately 1,400,000 craylings for farm stocking trials, hence the term S3J farming.
The results from these projects were highly successful and the RIRDC report recommends that S3J
farming using hatchery reared craylings be adopted by the industry as it represents the way of the
future for stocking of redclaw grow-out ponds.
Whilst major progress in hatchery techniques has been achieved, two major challenges remain:
1. Periodic poor hatch rates, with no clear cause, resulting in significant losses in production.
2. Sporadic bacterial infections suspected as Aeromonas hydrophila, resulting in mortalities in
the order of 80-90% in S2L.
The microbiology of any aquaculture hatchery system is complex and interactions between bacterial
species and the target aquaculture species are often not well understood. This is most certainly the
case here as the culture of incubator reared redclaw larvae is a novel technology.
The aims of this investigation were to determine
1. the bacteriology associated with different redclaw larval stages,
2. the bacterial associated with mortalities,
3. possible sources of bacterial contamination.

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Sampling of redclaw eggs and larvae
Redclaw eggs and larvae were cultured in an incubator system established by AquaVerde Redclaw
Hatchery and Farm located on the Atherton Tablelands in far north Queensland, Australia.
Samples were collected on six occasions between October 2014 and January 2016 during commercial
production runs. All samples were taken from commercial incubators, washed 5 times with sterile
physiological saline then either homogenised immediately prior to testing or fixed in Davidsons
solution for 24 hours then placed in 80% ethanol for histopathology examination. All samples were a
minimum of 20 in duplicate.
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To test internal contamination of live eggs, surface sterilisation of eggs was performed using 80%
ethanol then sterile insulin needle and syringe were used to extract the contents of each egg.
Live eggs were determined by movement of unhatched larvae, dead or moribund eggs showed
obvious contamination or no movement of unhatched larvae.

2.2.2 Sampling of temnocephalid worms
Temnocephalid worms were removed from redclaw egg mass after disinfection with 15000ppm
formalin, washed 5 times with sterile physiological saline then homogenised immediately prior to
testing or placed into formalin for histology. All samples were a minimum of 20 worms per duplicate.

2.2.3 Bacteriology
Egg, egg content, larval and worm samples were tested for bacterial growth on Tryptone Soy Agar
with 5% Sheep Blood (TSA+SB). All egg, larval and worm samples were washed 5 times with sterile
physiological saline then homogenised immediately prior to testing. Cultures were incubated at 28°C
(+/- 2°C) for a maximum of 48 hours and checked for microbial growth at 24 and 48 hours. All
bacteriology was performed onsite immediately after sample collection. Bacterial identification was
performed using API20E, API20NE and Biolog systems at JCU Townsville.

2.2.4 Histology
Histopathological examinations were undertaken using standard histological methods with H&E and
Gram stains by JCU Townsville.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Worms
Decadidymus sp (flat worm) was isolated from all egg masses (Figure 2.1). Preliminary identification
suggests that this is a new species and has been tentatively named Decadidymus valverdi. Surface
sterilised homogenised worms were shown to contain viable bacteria identified as Aeromonas
hydrophila. Worms show very similar colour to egg yolk. Lipid and Gram staining of sectioned
worms showed low bacteria but high levels of lipid within the worm gut.
Decadidymus sp.
Redclaw
eggs

a)

Decadidymus sp.

Figure 2.1. Live samples of a) Decadidymus sp b) Decadidymus sp and eggs of redclaw.
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b)

2.3.2 Bacteriology
Egg content was tested for bacterial contamination at several developmental stages from early post
spawn to 24 hours prior to hatch. All samples tested negative for culturable bacteria.
No less than 20 eggs and larvae per sample (in duplicate) were taken from working incubators and
culturable bacteria were identified (Table 2.1).
Table 2.1. Culturable bacteria isolated from biofilms located inside the incubator systems,
homogenised redclaw egg and larval samples over two years.

Bacterial isolate

Aeromonas hydrophila
Aeromonas sobria
Pseudomonas florescens
Acinetobacter sp

Citrobacter freundii
Pseudomonas citronellolis

Source

Frequency

Redclaw larvae and eggs, live and dead, biofilm
Redclaw larvae early S1L only, eggs
Redclaw larvae, S1L and early S2L only
Larvae and biofilm
Eggs
Redclaw larvae

Always
Often
Often
Often
Often
Rare

Five dominant bacterial types (P. citronellolis culture once only) were cultured from eggs, larvae and
biofilm samples during mortality events, however only A. hydrophila was consistently cultured from
all samples during the two-year investigation. This concurs with a previous investigation conducted
by JCU Townsville in the three years prior to this current project strongly suggesting that A.
hydrophila plays a significant role in mortalities in S2L.
Larval samples from one to six days post-hatch were collected during mid hatchery cycle. The
incubator system had been undergoing high mortalities in early S2L for several weeks and all
attempts to control the mortalities had proven unsuccessful or unsustainable. Due to this, a single
basket of S2L from each period were used in the investigation. Each single basket consisted of
approximately 50 larvae. A total of 10 larvae from each period were removed from the basket and
immediately fixed for histopathology.
The remaining samples were homogenised and tested on a range of agar plates to investigate the
culturable bacterial population.
At one- and two-days post-hatch the dominant bacterial culture was Pseudomonas florescens with
heavy growth (Table 2.2). A second bacterial culture was evident in very low numbers however was
unable to be subcultured a second time to enable identification. Low numbers of Acinetobacter sp
were also isolated.
At three- and four-days post-hatch Pseudomonas florescens decreased to low numbers and the
presence of Aeromonas hydrophila was evident at comparatively high numbers. It was during this
time that mortalities were evident and continued until the larvae moult to Stage 3 craylings.
At five- and six-days post-hatch Pseudomonas florescens was no longer cultured and the presence of
Acinetobacter sp at moderate numbers was evident. Aeromonas hydrophila was evident at very high
numbers.
The pattern of bacterial population change in larvae from one to six days post-hatch can be seen in
Figure 2.2. Previous investigations undertaken by JCU and AusPhage concluded that the most likely
pathogen is Aeromonas hydrophila and this data appears to support that view. However, high numbers
of Pseudomonas florescens and the appearance of Acinetobacter sp are of concern and may also
contribute to mortalities.
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Table 2.2. Culturable bacteria isolated from homogenised redclaw larvae from 1-6 days post
hatch. Isolate growth – 3 = heavy growth, 2 = moderate growth, 1 = low growth, few colonies,
S1L = Stage 1 larvae, S2L = Stage 2 larvae.

Day post
hatch

Growth on
SBA

1

Two colony
types

2

Three colony
types

Isolate
Bacterial ID
number
1
Pseudomonas florescens
2
Unable to recover after
subculture
1
Pseudomonas florescens
2
Unable to recover after
subculture
3
Acinetobacter sp
1
Pseudomonas florescens
4
Aeromonas hydrophila
1
Pseudomonas florescens
4
Aeromonas hydrophila
3
Acinetobacter sp
4
Aeromonas hydrophila
3
Acinetobacter sp
4
Aeromonas hydrophila

Two colony
types

3

Two colony
types
Two colony
types

4
5

Two colony
types

6

Isolate
growth
3
1
3
1

Acinetobacter sp

Aeromonas hydrophila

Unable to recover after subclture

Early
S1L, some eggs
All
S1L

1
1
3
1
3
2
3
2
3

Pseudomonas florescens

Life stage

All
S1L
Late
S1L
Late S1L, Early
S2L, molting
S2L only,
high mortalities

3

Bacterial abundance index

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

Days post hatch

Figure 2.2. Pattern of bacterial population in craylings from one to six days post hatch.
Bacterial growth index: 1 = low bacterial numbers, 3 = high bacterial numbers.
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2.3.3 Histopathology
H&E staining of redclaw larvae showed that the gut was fully formed at day two, however, appeared
to be blocked by a plug of material, possibly mucus. At day four the gut opened, and Gram staining
clearly shows the infiltration of Gram negative rods (GNR) into the gut. By day five significant
infiltration of GNR was noted in the gut and some damage to the gut membrane can be determined.
Day six shows the gut full of GNR and significant damage to the gut membrane.

2.4 Discussion
Hatching and larval rearing of redclaw crayfish in an incubator system is a novel technique with
several challenges still to overcome. This study is the first to illuminate the interactions between the
bacterial communities and mortalities associated with hatchery-reared redclaw larvae.
The cause of poor hatch rates of redclaw eggs remain unclear. No bacteria were cultured from internal
egg samples and eggs with poor hatch rates did not look visibly diseased or impeded. However, of
note was a Decadidymus species (tentatively named Decadidymus valverdi) that was only found
within the egg mass. It was hypothesised that this may be an egg predator and an additional study was
funded by AusPhage and JCU Townsville to investigate, the results of which will be published in a
peer reviewed Journal.
Of note is that A. hydrophila was not isolated from eggs immediately after disinfection prior to
entering the hatchery (Section 1) showing that eggs are not a direct source of bacterial contamination
with A. hydrophila. However, surface disinfected worms contained culturable A. hydrophila, which
could be a source of contamination as the crayfish corpses breakdown within the incubator system. In
addition, histological staining showed low levels of bacteria high levels of lipid in the worm gut
strongly suggesting that the worms were not ‘grazing’ on bacteria but may be feeding on redclaw
eggs. Recommendations were made regarding the removal of worms prior to eggs entering the
hatchery system.
The aetiology of infection follows a distinct pattern. Whilst several bacterial species were isolated
from redclaw samples only A. hydrophila was consistently isolated from samples at all life stages.
Furthermore, a change in bacterial populations from primarily P. florescens to A. hydrophila
coinciding with the start of mortalities in S2L strongly suggests that A. hydrophila plays a significant
role in mortality events. This is further supported by the histology results that show the gut opening at
around four days post-hatch and an influx of Gram-negative rods filling the gut and damaging the gut
wall. This also coincides with the culture of A. hydrophila and larval mortalities. This same pattern
was observed over several disease events.

2.5 Implications and Recommendations
The previous studies strongly suggest that A. hydrophila plays a significant role in mortality events.
Earlier investigations show that antibiotics are not long-term option and other studies have failed to
find a probiotic effective at controlling the rapid growth and pathogenicity of A. hydrophila in the
hatchery system. One source of bacterial contamination discovered was the introduction of a flatworm
species into the hatchery facility amongst the eggs. It is crucial that the source of contamination is
removed thus reducing the frequency of infection.
Phage therapy has been used in aquaculture for many years and reviews have recommended that this
may be a sustainable method to control bacterial infections. Thus, it is recommended that phage
therapy be developed and trialled to evaluate its suitability as a control agent for A. hydrophila.
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Chapter 3 Objective A.3. Isolate and purify
naturally occurring bacteriophage against
Aeromonas hydrophila and other bacterial
pathogens if required
3.1 Background
Since their discovery almost 100 years ago, bacteriophages have been investigated extensively and a
plethora of literature reviewing these studies exists (Abedon, 2011; Carlton, 1999; D'Abramo, et al.,
1989; Ellis and Delbruck, 1938; Loc-Carrillo and Abedon, 2011; Ormala and Jalasvuori, 2013;
Skurnik and Strauch, 2006; Sulakvelidze, et al., 2001). Bacteriophages (commonly called phage) are a
group of naturally occurring antibacterial agents that infect only bacterial cells. It is estimated that in
excess of 1030 phage exist, making them the most abundant entities on earth. In all known
environments, phages exist as part of a complex microbial ecosystem. They can be part of a freeliving environment such as soils, vegetation and oceans, or as part of a microbial environment within
a macro organism such as a human or animal system. Phages play a crucial role in the regulation of
nutrient cycling, as sources of diagnostic and genetic tools and as novel therapeutic agents. To date,
phages have been used in a number of areas of biotechnology and medical science including rapid
bacterial detection and diagnosis of disease (phage typing), prevention of bacterial disease (phage
vaccine), treatment (phage therapy) and biocontrol (Haq, et al., 2012).
Bacteriophages are highly specific and can only infect bacterial cells that present cell surface
receptors matching those of the phage (similar to a lock and key mechanism)(Bordner and Conklin,
1981; Kutter and Sulakvelidze, 2005; Lindberg, 1973). Without the matching receptors, phages are
unable to multiply and can quickly be degraded in the environment.
Virulent (lytic) phages are effective at controlling bacterial populations with no known side effects to
human, animal or plant. The method by which virulent phages kill their specific host bacterium is
called ‘lysis’ (Kutter and Sulakvelidze, 2005; Sulakvelidze, 2011). Virulent phages attach to receptors
on the surface of bacteria, insert their genetic material through the bacterial cell wall and take over the
bacterium’s transcription and translation machinery to synthesize many new phages. Finally, the
bacterial cell wall is destroyed (lysed), releasing large numbers of newly assembled phage to the
environment, where they can attack new bacteria. This entire process can take as little as 25 minutes
(Gill and Hyman, 2010).
Virulent phages have been intensely investigated for their bactericidal properties and are particularly
suitable for applications that require destruction of the host bacterium such as biological control and
phage therapy, making them an attractive treatment alternative to antibiotics.
The objective of this study was to isolate and purify lytic bacteriophage effective at controlling
Aeromonas hydrophila, Citrobacter sp. and Acinetobacter sp. in vitro.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Sampling
Water samples were collected from various areas at AquaVerde Redclaw Hatchery and Farm.
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3.2.2 Bacteria
Aeromonas hydrophila, Citrobacter sp. and Acinetobacter sp. isolated from Objectives 1 and 2 trials
were used to determine the host specificity of the purified phages.

3.2.3 Bacteriophage isolation and purification
Bacteriophages were isolated and purified using proprietary methods developed by AusPhage.
Sensitivities were determined using standard methods
Transmission electron microscopy
Samples of AhPh1 – AhPh7 were prepared and imaged by CMSE Microscopy Group using negative
staining with 2% aqueous phosphotungstic acid at pH 7.2. Samples were examined using a Tecnai 12
Transmission Electron Microscope at an operating voltage of 120 kV. Images were recorded using a
Megaview III CCD camera and AnalySIS camera control software.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Bacteriophage isolation and purification
A total of eight phages effective against A. hydrophila, two phages effective against Citrobacter
freundii and one phage effective against Acinetobacter sp., were isolated and purified from samples
gathered at AquaVerde Redclaw Hatchery and Farm.
Bacteriophage sensitivities to the previously isolated bacteria were tested in vitro with the pattern of
phage sensitivities showing a total of 13 different strains of A. hydrophila (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1. Aeromonas hydrophila isolated from redclaw and bacteriophage sensitivities.
Bacterial
isolate

AP001
AP003
AP005
AP007
AP008
AP009
AP010
AP012
AP015
AP031
INC-1
INC-2
AP257

Phage
AhPh1 AhPh2 AhPh3 AhPh4 AhPh5 AhPh6 AhPh7 AhPh8
code

Species

Aeromonas hydrophila
Aeromonas hydrophila
Aeromonas hydrophila
Aeromonas hydrophila
Aeromonas hydrophila
Aeromonas hydrophila
Aeromonas hydrophila
Aeromonas hydrophila
Aeromonas hydrophila
Aeromonas hydrophila
Aeromonas hydrophila
Aeromonas hydrophila
Aeromonas hydrophila

Larvae
Larvae
Eggs
Larvae
Larvae
Larvae
Larvae
Larvae
Larvae
Larvae
Biofilm
Biofilm
Biofilm

3
0
0
3
3
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
0

3
0
1
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0

0
0
0
0
2
3
2
0
1
0
0
2
0

2
0
3
1
1
0
0
3
0
3
0
0
3

0
0
2
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
3
0

2
1
3
1
1
0
3
3
3
3
0
3
0

0
0
1
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
3
0
0
0
0

3 = Highly sensitive, total knockout, 2 = Intermediate sensitivity, 1 = Minimal sensitivity, 0 = Not sensitive.

Of these only one strain (INC-1) was shown to be not sensitive to any of the purified phage. This is an
indication of the variance of bacterial strains and the challenges associated with determining which
strain/s may be associated with mortalities. Whilst strain variations can be detected using molecular
techniques, phage offer both a method of strain differentiation and the ability to selectively target one
or more bacterial strains for elimination.
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A single strain of both C. freundii and Acinetobacter sp were isolated and were sensitive to their
respective phages.

3.3.2 Transmission electron microscopy
Identification of purified phages was undertaken by Transmission Electron Microscopy to determine
morphology and bioassays that demonstrate bacterial sensitivities to the phages. The A. hydrophila
phage samples were quite varied in morphology and dimensions, falling into one of two family groups
1) Siphoviridae comprising of AhPh4 and AhPh6 and 2) Myoviridae for all other Aeromonas phages
(Table 3.2). Morphological features, dimensions (Table 3.2) and sensitivities (Table 3.1) indicate that
Aeromonas phages AhPh1 and AhPh2 may be the same phages however all other Aeromonas phages
show distinct differences in at least one of the identifying features mentioned.
Table 3.2. Summary of phage family, mean capsid diameter, and width if elongated, and
uncontracted tail length of purified A. hydrophila phage samples.

Phage
code
AhPh1
AhPh2
AhPh3
AhPh4
AhPh5
AhPh6
AhPh7

Phage
Mean capsid
family
diameter (nm)
Myoviridae
118.9
Myoviridae
120.54
Myoviridae
124.48
Siphoviridae
67.26
Myoviridae
135.31
Siphoviridae
68.21
Myoviridae
135.03

Mean capsid width
(if elongated)(nm)
87.63
89.17
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

a

Mean tail
length (nm)
120.31
121.04
198.78
225.16
124.78
227.28
210.92

b

Figure 3.1. Transmission electron micrograph images of A. hydrophila phage AhPh1 showing
morphology and a) uncontracted and b) contracted tails.

Purified phage samples AhPh1 and AhPh2 have an elongated hexagonal head (both head length and
width were measured), and a contractile tail. The uncontracted tails are decorated with long, fine
“legs” (Figure 3.1a). The contacted tails terminate in a two-pronged or tubular “needle” (Fig. 3.1b).
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Purified phage samples AhPh3 and AhPh7 have a highly symmetric head, contractile tail and flexible
tail decoration (Figure 3.2a). Close examination suggests that the heads are also coated with very fine
hairs (Figure 3.2b). Phages with contracted tails have almost entirely stain-penetrated heads, and the
terminal tail extension is two-pronged or tubular (Figure 3.2c).
Purified phage samples AhPh4 and AhPh6 have hexagonal heads and flexible, striated tails
terminating with a disordered array of globular proteins on flexible stalks (Figure 3.3a). Note that
many of the tails appear flexible (Figure 3.3b and c) as is typical of Siphoviridae.
Purified phage sample AhPh5 have a large head compared to others in this sample set, luxuriously
surrounded with fine, flexible “hair” (Figure 3.4a). The highly structured contractile tail bears
globular proteins on the end of splayed stalks (Figure 3.4b and c). This is the only phage in which the
head diameter is larger than the tail length (Table 3.1).
Transmission electron microscopy images were also taken of A. hydrophila phage AhPh1 infecting A.
hydrophila bacterial isolate AP001 in vitro. Complete bacterial cell destruction is essential to effective
phage therapy and the images show both intact, uninfected A. hydrophila (Figure 3.5a) and infected,
lysing bacteria (Figure 3.5b). Closer inspection shows the attachment of AhPh1 to the bacterial cell
wall with long, fine “legs” holding the phage in place and contractile tail penetrating the bacterial cell
wall (Figure 3.5c and d).

a

b

c

Figure 3.2. Transmission electron micrograph images of A. hydrophila phage AhPh3 showing
morphology and a) uncontracted b) hairy capsid and c) contracted tails.

a

b

Figure 3.3. Transmission electron micrograph images of A. hydrophila phage AhPh4
showing morphology and a) non-contractile tail b) and c) flexible tails.
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c

a

b

c

Figure 3.4. Transmission electron micrograph images of A. hydrophila phage AhPh5 showing
morphology and a) uncontracted tail, hairy capsid, b) uncontracted tail showing globular proteins
on the end of splayed stalks and c) contracted tail.

a

b

Phage ‘legs’

Bacterial cell wall

c

Bacterial cell wall

d

Figure 3.5. Transmission electron micrograph images of A. hydrophila bacterial isolate
AP001 and phage AhPh1 a) intact, uninfected AP001, b) phage infected, lysing AP0001, c)
phage AhPh1 attached to isolate AP001 cell wall by long, fine ‘legs and d) contractile tail
penetrating the bacterial cell wall.
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3.4 Discussion and conclusions
A total of 11 phages were isolated and purified from water collected at AquaVerde Redclaw Hatchery
and Farm; AhPh1, AhPh2, AhPh3, AhPh4, AhPh5 AhPh6, AhPh7, AhPh8, CbPh1, CbPh2 and AcPh1
effective against bacterial isolates Aeromonas hydrophila, Citrobacter and Acinetobacter associated
with redclaw larval mortalities.
Using purified phage a total of 13 different A. hydrophila strains were identified. This result is an
indication of the complexity and diversity of the microbiome within the incubator system and the
difficulties in treating these bacterial infections.
These phages show lytic properties and will be used in in vivo trials to determine their effectiveness at
controlling bacterial associated mortalities in larval redclaw in commercial incubator systems.
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Chapter 4 Objective A.4. Determine the
therapeutic potential of the bacteriophage
preparations in vivo
4.1 Background
With a substantial increase in demand for hatchery reared "craylings" disease management in the
hatchery has become crucial. Previous studies have indicated that A. hydrophila may be a major
contributor to early stage mortalities in redclaw crayfish larvae. Several options were trialled in
previous projects including probiotics, chemical treatments and antibiotics to control mortalities
however all were either unsuccessful or unsuitable for long term use.
The use of bacteriophage in aquaculture has recently been reviewed with a recommendation for
further research in this area due to its positive therapeutic potential (Oliveira, et al., 2012). The
therapeutic potential for the use of phage in the control of bacterial disease in aquaculture has been
reported for finfish (Nakai and Park, 2002; Park and Nakai, 2003; Park, et al., 2000)) and prawns
(Karunasagar, et al., 2007; Vinod, et al., 2006) with promising results. However, the vast majority of
publications focus on isolating and characterizing phage capable of reducing the biomass of bacterial
pathogens associated with aquaculture species in vitro. There is an urgent need for studies to be
undertaken in vivo to fully prove the advantages of using phage therapy as a control measure for
antibiotic resistance organisms in particular.
A total of eight phages effective against A. hydrophila, two phages effective against Citrobacter
freundii and one phage effective against Acinetobacter sp., were isolated and purified from samples
gathered at AquaVerde Redclaw Hatchery and Farm. Previous trials show that Citrobacter freundii,
Acinetobacter sp., and 12 out of 13 different strains of A. hydrophila associated with redclaw larval
mortalities are susceptible to one or more of the purified phages.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Experimental design
All broodstock redclaw were cultured and held under climate-controlled conditions. Eggs in mid to
late stages after spawn were stripped from females, surface disinfected using 1,000ppm formalin and
placed into hatching and larval rearing incubators at the hatchery facility. Hatching and larval rearing
was undertaken using methods developed by AquaVerde to Stage 3 juvenile (S3J).
All trials were undertaken during natural disease outbreaks within the commercial hatchery facility. A
natural A. hydrophila infection is defined as 1) moderate to high mortalities in 2SL, 2) increase in
biofilm on incubator services, 3) distinctive salmon pink colour of moribund larvae and 4) distinct
smell in hatchery room. The number of eggs and larvae in each trial varied from a minimum of
approximately 12,000 to a maximum of 40,000 per incubator.

4.2.2 Sampling
Bacterial samples were collected seven to 14 days prior to, and immediately after phage treatments.
All samples were cultured within one hour of collection as described previously.
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4.2.3 Phage therapy
Phages were combined at equal concentrations to provide ‘phage cocktails’ effective at reducing
numbers of A. hydrophila, Citrobacter freundii and Acinetobacter sp., in vitro. Each cocktail
contained four or 11 different phages and was dosed at a minimum of 107 pfu/ml final concentration
of each phage.
Phage treatments were trialled in treatment incubators (small versions of the full-scale incubators)
with 20ml phage cocktail per 10lt water for 30 minutes once per day for four weeks. A control
incubator in a separate room was not treated with phages.
Trial 1 – Treatment with 4 phages cocktail during A. hydrophila infection.
Eight different phage cocktails containing 4 phages each were developed according to the phage
sensitivities of bacteria isolated during A. hydrophila infections throughout three culture seasons. All
larvae in infected systems from day one hatch to S3J were phage treated.
Trial 2 – Prophylactic (no A. hydrophila infection) treatment with 11 phages cocktail.
A single phage cocktail was produced containing all 11 previously purified phage. All larvae from
day one hatch to S3J in an incubator system showing no signs of A. hydrophila infection were phage
treated. This trial was conducted only once.
Trial 3 –Treatment with 11 phages cocktail during A. hydrophila infection.
A single phage cocktail was produced containing all previously purified phage. All larvae from day
one hatch to S3J in an incubator system showing signs of A. hydrophila infection or mortalities were
phage treated. This trial was conducted only once.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Sampling
One or more A. hydrophila strains were cultured from all samples showing A. hydrophila infections
prior to phage treatments. Seven to fourteen days later (immediately prior to phage treatment) samples
often showed different A. hydrophila strains from the earlier sampling. Three dominant bacterial
species were consistently cultured being Aeromonas hydrophila, Citrobacter sp. and Acinetobacter sp
as described in Section 2. No A. sobria was cultured at any time.

4.3.2 Phage therapy
Trial 1 – Treatment with 4 phages cocktail during A. hydrophila infection.
A. hydrophila strains in infected incubator systems changed dramatically in less than a week thus
leading to sporadic and varied success at controlling A. hydrophila infections using specific phage
cocktails prepared prior to treatment based on isolated bacterial strains. Trials were repeated at least 6
times with some phage cocktails able to reduce mortalities from greater than 90% to less than 50%
and some showed no effect at all. Strains of A. hydrophila were still present in larval samples after
phage treatments.
Trial 2 – Prophylactic treatment with 11 phages cocktail, no A. hydrophila infection.
Treating larvae with a cocktail of 11 phages in the absence of an established A. hydrophila infection,
showed an average survival to S3J of greater than 95%. No detrimental effects from phage treatment
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were observed and all larval stages appeared very healthy. Samples taken after four weeks of phage
treatment showed no culturable A. hydrophila. Three bacterial isolates were cultured one being
Exiguobacterium acetylicum which was previously isolated from surface disinfected eggs (Objective
1) and two others that have not been identified.
Trial 3 –Treatment with 11 phages cocktail during A. hydrophila infection.
Treating larvae with a cocktail of 11 phages during an established A. hydrophila infection, showed an
average survival to S3J of approximately 60%. The pattern of disease changed slightly with
mortalities beginning at early S3J rather than S2L. Strains of A. hydrophila were still present in larval
samples after phage treatments.

4.3.3 Controls, no phage treatment
In all trials the control groups developed A. hydrophila infections and showed average mortalities of
greater than 80%.

4.4 Discussion
We are the first to describe the effectiveness at using bacteriophage for the control of A. hydrophila
infection in a commercial redclaw hatchery.
To effectively use bacteriophage therapy the causative bacterial pathogen must be known and
appropriate phages purified. In this case, at least 13 different A. hydrophila strains were identified
with any one or more being the pathogen/s. To further complicate treatment, bacterial strains changed
rapidly over time making it very difficult to develop a phage cocktail containing effective phages
against bacterial strains causing mortalities at any one time.
Attempts at preparing phage cocktails based on samples collected days or weeks before treatment,
using only four phage per cocktail, showed sporadic success due to the rapid changes in bacterial
strains over time. As additional phage were isolated and purified, a preparation of a cocktail with 11
phages (showing very broad sensitivities across all 13 A. hydrophila strains) showed great promise.
Of note was the successful use of this cocktail prophylactically with excellent survival to S3J of
greater than 95% with no culturable strains of A. hydrophila after phage treatments. This result is
extremely encouraging and deserves further investigations to establish reproducibility over time and
changing stocking densities.
The significance of using phages isolated from the farm site to effectively control specific bacterial
infections is immense. Not only can the use of antibiotics and/or other potentially damaging or
restrictive chemicals be reduced or eliminated from the system, phages isolated from the farm site are
naturally occurring and safe to the environment, wildlife and workers.

4.5 Implications and Recommendations
Bacteriophage have been investigated, tested and extensively used in human and animal medicine for
more than 60 years in Europe. Although early studies were often inconclusive, modern technology,
methods and a greater understanding of phage and pathogen biology have provided an excellent basis
for development of improved preparations, overcoming many of the perceived disadvantages of phage
therapy. Virulent phages are natural, sustainable antimicrobials that are nontoxic and, when correctly
selected and prepared, do not pose any risk to plant, animal or the environment. Future research and
development of bacteriophage preparations as therapies will contribute to environmental, social and
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economic sustainability in global aquaculture and should be fully embraced and supported by
government, researchers and farmers.
The results reported here show great promise for the sustainable control of bacterial infections in
redclaw hatcheries. It is strongly recommended that further research be undertaken to fully establish
effective phage treatments for the control of bacterial infections causing high mortalities in redclaw
larvae.
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Chapter 5 Objective B.1. The effect of feeding of
third instar juveniles of hatchery produced
offspring of the redclaw crayfish Cherax
quadricarinatus, on their subsequent survival
and growth in earthen ponds
5.1 Background
Like most commercially successful crustacean aquaculture, aquaculture of Cherax quadricarinatus
(redclaw) will come to rely on hatchery produced juveniles for production. Hatchery technology for
this species is reasonably straightforward, as there are no free-living larval stages to manage, with
young hatching from the egg in adult form. Nevertheless, the hatchery procedures involving artificial
incubation of eggs in specialised incubators requires careful management of water quality and
hygiene to ensure high survival and robust condition of the juveniles produced. To maximise such
condition, prior to the subsequent step of transporting craylings to grow-out facilities, the necessity of
feeding the crayfish in the days immediately following the second post-hatch moult has been
questioned. It is apparent at this third instar, that the yolk supply provided from the egg, has been
exhausted, and feeding may be required to maintain condition. In a hatchery environment however,
such feeding must be balanced against the potential negative impact this may have on hygiene.
To examine the necessity of such third stage juvenile feeding, and its impact on the subsequent
survival and growth of the craylings when stocked to a grow-out production system, an experiment
was performed comparing fed and unfed groups of hatchery produced redclaw craylings.

5.2 Methodology
The management of broodstock and the hatchery production was performed at the AquaVerde facility
in far north Queensland. Broodstock females were drawn from the general farm population and
managed in tank systems to stimulate mating and spawning. After spawning, eggs were stripped from
those broodstock for incubation in the hatchery as per standard procedures. At the point when
craylings (S3J) were produced, i.e. after the second post-hatch moult, half of the population was
removed to a separate incubator tank. The group in the original incubator was maintained without
food for four days, and the second group stocked to the new incubator tank was fed over four days
with a combination of a manufactured post-larval prawn diet (Ridley PL300), frozen Artemia and
frozen bloodworms (Chironomidae larvae). The two groups of craylings were then transferred to
Ironbark redclaw farm, stocked to typical earthen grow-out ponds and on-grown for three months.

5.2.1 Broodstock management
Broodstock diets comprised the standard diet as applied at AquaVerde including a variety of pelleted
feeds and fresh animal and plant materials, supplemented with Nutrafeed, a commercial high
specification crustacean broodstock diet produced by Nutrakol in Western Australia (nutrakol.com).
Broodstock were maintained in 5.5m x 2.5m curved rectangular tanks (12.4 m-2) constructed with
corrugated iron walls embedded in a concrete base. Water supply was via a recirculating system
including a biological bead filter, 8kw heat pump and solar heating array, provided to each tank via a
single inlet positioned to create annular flow. Water temperature was between 25 and 27 °C, optimal
for redclaw breeding (Jones, 1990b). 200 female and 70 male adult crayfish were stocked to each
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tank. Berried females with eggs at an equivalent stage of development were removed and their eggs
stripped for stocking to the hatchery incubators.

5.2.2 Hatchery production
Procedures for the stripping of eggs and their incubation in the hatchery were as per standard
protocol. Fine pointed forceps were used to strip the eggs by gripping the base of each pleopod with
the forceps tips which were then drawn along the pleopod away from the crayfish abdomen to remove
the eggs. The eggs from each female were placed into individual plastic baskets. Damaged eggs and
debris were removed, and the entire basket placed into a sterilising solution. Once clean the baskets
containing the eggs were transferred to the egg incubator system. The eggs were incubated for several
weeks until they hatched, and then for a further two moults until they reach crayling stage.

5.2.3 Experimental design
Two treatments (craylings fed and unfed) with four replicates randomly allocated to a row of 8 ponds.

5.2.4 Transfer of juveniles
The two treatment groups of craylings (fed and unfed) were each divided randomly into 4 smaller
batches of 2,500 (10,000 in total) and packed separately for transport to the redclaw farm. Each batch
was packed into a plastic bag containing five litres of clean oxygenated water, which was then placed
into standard 20kg air freight foam box and transported via air. Total freight time was approximately
nine hours. Craylings in each bag were then decanted into a 10L bucket containing the pond water and
acclimated for five to 15 minutes. During acclimation, 20 sub-samples of ten craylings were removed,
weighed and counted to enable determination of a mean weight of 0.0141g. The craylings were then
dispersed into submerged mulch hay in the pond.

5.2.5 Grow-out Culture system
Upon arrival at the redclaw farm, the two groups of craylings (A and B) were allocated randomly and
stocked to each of the eight earthen juvenile ponds (10 x 25 m). Standard ‘best practice’ management
of those ponds was applied including feeding, stock and water management.

5.2.6 Grow-out Procedure
The ponds were each 250 m2 in area resulting in a stocking density of 10 craylings per m2. Each pond
had approximately 40 bundles of prawn net for soft habitat and approximately 50 condominiums of
convoluted gutter guard mesh as hard habitat.
Ponds had been previously treated, each with Agricultural Lime (40kg) and Dolomite (20kg), and
mulch hay was spread evenly over the bottom of each pond before filling. All eight ponds were filled
within a few days from the same water source and were managed equivalently before stocking with
craylings.
Feeding was based on the premise of feeding the pond ecosystem through daily introduction of
organic matter, adjusted up or down according to qualitative assessment of the water and zooplankton
abundance. The organic feed included alternate use of pelleted feeds based on wheat and corn (25%
protein, 8% lipid) and whole corn, that were broadcast evenly over each pond each evening. The
amount per pond varied from 100 to 700g per day with an average of 385g. Periodic additions of
fertiliser (MAP) were made depending on the status of the plankton bloom and to maintain a Secchi
depth of <60cm.
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5.2.7 Data collection
During the course of the grow-out, water quality was monitored with weekly manual measurements of
pH, Secchi depth and dissolved oxygen and hourly readings of water temperature using a logger.
The ponds were harvested in mid-May 2015 after a grow-out period of 11 weeks. Harvesting was
performed using flow traps. Ponds were harvested consecutively over eight days. Individual weight
for random samples of crayfish (of between 125 and 175 individuals per pond) were recorded from
each pond to enable determination of minimum and maximum size and calculation of the mean. The
total weight of crayfish harvested from each pond was measured and the total number of crayfish
harvested from each pond was calculated by dividing the total pond weight by the mean for that pond.

5.2.8 Analysis
Data analyses were performed by ANOVA using SPSS (25).

5.3 Results and Discussion
Water quality remained within acceptable limits throughout the experiment period of 11 weeks as
presented in Table 5.1. Water temperature ranged from 17.9 to 32.8 with a mean of 26.1C.
Table 5.1. Water quality values in eight ponds used for redclaw crayling experiment, including
dissolved oxygen (D.O.) mg/L, pH and Secchi reading (cm).

Pond Minimum D.O. Maximum D.O. Mean D.O. Mean pH Mean Secchi
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

7.5
7.1
3.2
5.1
7.9
6.8
9.2
10.4

8.3
7.6
8.7
7.8
10
8.4
11
12.3

7.9
7.35
5.95
6.45
8.95
7.6
10.1
11.35

7.8
7.7
7.8
7.9
8.0
8.2
8.4
8.5

49.7
50.4
40.5
41.7
42.8
33.6
38.4
37.1

Crayfish harvested from the ponds after 10 weeks were healthy and vigorous. Weight data for each
pond are presented in Table 5.2, and mean weight and survival for each pond is presented graphically
in Figure 5.1. Additional harvest statistics are presented in Table 5.3. The survival overall was
considered to be high and encouraging, notwithstanding one pond (pond five) that had very low
survival (7.5%). An average survival overall of around 65% is relatively high in comparison with
many previous crops farmed at this location.
The low survival of 7.5% in pond five (an unfed treatment) was not attributed to the treatment, but to
specific conditions in that pond. At one stage the pond water became black, attributed to an
oversupply of hay, and the number of dragonflies at this pond appeared to be significantly higher than
the others (as per recorded daily qualitative observations). Dragonfly nymphs are well documented
predators of small crayfish (Jonsson, 1987).
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Table 5.2. Crayfish minimum, maximum and mean weight (g), based on a subsample (N) of the
total harvested for each pond.

N

Minimum
weight

Maximum
weight

Mean weight

1 Unfed

121

5.9

30.2

18.03

2 Fed

147

3.5

27.5

15.34

3 Fed

119

2.5

22.4

12.84

4 Unfed

163

2.3

28.8

12.25

5 Unfed

23

3

24.8

14.25

6 Fed

125

1.7

29.1

13.67

7 Unfed

170

5.7

20.6

12.63

8 Fed

123

3.7

21.4

14.71

Pond Treatment

20

80

18

70

16
60
50

12
10

40

8

30

Survival %

Weight (g)

14

6
20
4
10

2
0

0

Unfed Unfed Unfed Unfed Fed 1 Fed 2 Fed 3 Fed 4
1
2
3
4
Figure 5.1. Mean weight (SE) (left axis) and survival (right axis) of crayfish in eight ponds,
using hatchery craylings that were either fed (in the hatchery prior to dispatch) or unfed.
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Table 5.3. Harvest statistics for the eight ponds including mean weight, survival and pond
biomass.

Treatment
code

Mean
Weight (g)

Survival
(%)

Biomass
(kg)

1 1

Unfed

18.03

43.6

19.3

4 2

Unfed

12.25

65

21.3

5 3

Unfed

14.25

7.5

2.7

7 4

Unfed

12.63

64.9

20.4

2 1

Fed

15.34

67.1

26.4

3 2

Fed

12.85

64.3

21.2

6 3

Fed

13.67

54.3

17

8 4

Fed

14.71

65.5

20.6

Pond Rep

Analysis of variance of weight at harvest indicated no significant difference between the unfed and
fed treatments (P = 0.417). Similarly, analysis of variance of survival and total pond biomass
indicated no significant difference between treatments (P = 0.797 and P = 0.309). However, an
analysis of variance of biomass with survival as a covariate indicated a significant difference (P =
0.005), suggesting biomass in the fed treatment was higher than that of the unfed. The low survival in
two of the unfed ponds (ponds one and five) may explain the higher mean weight, as the density of
crayfish in those ponds was lower and crayfish therefore had access to more resources (food and
shelter).
Although there was no statistically significant difference between the treatments, the data suggest that
the feeding of craylings in the hatchery prior to dispatch had a positive impact. Further examination of
such feeding is justified in regard to the type of food and the length of time of such feeding. In this
experiment, the first stage craylings (post second moult after hatch) were held in the hatchery for 4
days. Observation of many batches of such first stage craylings indicate they moult to second stage
crayling at around seven to 10 days. It may be of value to feed them for five or six days to maximise
the value of the feeding, then transfer them to the ponds.

5.4 Implications and Recommendations
It is recommended that feeding of craylings immediately after they moult (second moult after hatch)
in the hatchery system be continued (using a variety of formulated and fresh foods), for up to six days.
Further research on the feed type, feeding frequency and ration will help to refine this stage.
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Chapter 6 Objective B.2. The effect of density of
craylings stocked to ponds on subsequent
survival and growth
6.1 Background
Aquaculture of Cherax quadricarinatus (redclaw) continues to be of great interest throughout the
world, but production volume has stayed relatively low as suitable, commercial scale production
systems and procedures remain poorly defined. Recent development of hatchery technology for mass
production of juveniles may provide a more consistent and productive approach to the supply of
juveniles for subsequent grow-out. Such hatchery technology for this species involves artificial
incubation of eggs in specialised incubators including maintenance and nurturing of the first three
instars, until the yolk supply is depleted. At this point, the craylings (previously identified as S3J) are
typically transferred directly to earthen ponds where they remain until market size is achieved.
As craylings are very small and delicate, their suitability for such pond stocking has been questioned,
and the application of a transitionary ‘nursery’ phase suggested. The industry standard stocking
density for larger juveniles (> 5g) is typically 10 per m2. However, the very low biomass of craylings
(mean weight 0.014g) means stocking at 10 per m2 may be a waste of resources. This experiment
sought to examine the efficacy of a nursery phase for the craylings, stocking at a relatively high
density for a brief nursing phase to generate advanced juveniles that would be suitable for subsequent
stocking at lower densities.

6.2 Methods
The management of broodstock and the hatchery production was performed at the AquaVerde facility
in far north Queensland. Broodstock females were drawn from the general farm population and
managed in tank systems to stimulate mating and spawning. After spawning, eggs were stripped from
those broodstock for incubation in the hatchery as per standard procedures. Unfortunately, due to a
bacterial outbreak in the hatchery system, the number of craylings available was significantly less
than required for the proposed density experiment. Nevertheless, to gain valuable information on
pond production, a batch of 10,000 craylings was available for transfer to Ironbark redclaw farm,
where they were stocked to four typical earthen grow-out ponds and on-grown for 4 weeks.
It was not possible to adequately assess different densities, because of the lower than planned number
of craylings available. Consequently, the craylings were stocked at 10 per m2 into four ponds each
250m2 in size. Each pond had approximately 40 bundles of prawn net for soft habitat and
approximately 50 condominiums of convoluted gutter guard mesh as hard habitat.
Ponds had been previously treated, each with Agricultural Lime (40kg) and Dolomite (20kg), and
mulch hay was spread evenly over the bottom of each pond before filling. All ponds were filled
within a few days from the same water source and were managed equivalently before stocking with
craylings.
Feeding was based on the premise of feeding the pond ecosystem through daily introduction of
organic matter, adjusted up or down according to qualitative assessment of the water and zooplankton
abundance. The organic feed included alternate use of pelleted feeds based on wheat and corn (25%
protein, 8% lipid) and whole corn, that were broadcast evenly over each pond each evening. Periodic
additions of fertiliser (MAP) were made depending on the status of the plankton bloom and to
maintain a Secchi depth of <60cm.
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The ponds were harvested after a grow-out period of 4 weeks. Harvesting was performed using flow
traps. Individual weight for random samples of crayfish were recorded from each pond to enable
determination of minimum and maximum size and calculation of the mean. The total weight of
crayfish harvested from each pond was measured and the total number of crayfish harvested from
each pond was calculated by dividing the total pond weight by the mean for that pond. This enabled
calculation of survival.

6.3 Results and Discussion
Crayfish harvested from the ponds after 4 weeks appeared to be healthy and vigorous. Harvest
statistics for each pond are presented in Table 6.1, and mean weight and survival for each pond is
presented graphically in Figure 6.1. The survival overall was considered to be uniformly high, with an
average overall of 65%. Growth was also considered to be relatively high in terms of both mean
weight and specific growth rate, relative to equivalent production previously at this farm under similar
conditions.
Although this trial was unable to assess density effects, the results are meaningful as they contribute
to definition of best practice for hatchery and nursery procedures.
Table 6.1. Harvest statistics for the four ponds including minimum, maximum and mean weight
(grams), standard error of weight, survival (%), pond biomass and specific growth rate.

150
249
250
300

0.56
0.54
1.10
0.63

Weight (g)

J3
J4
J7
J8

Minimum Wt Maximum Wt Mean Wt SE wt Survival Biomass SGR
3.69
4.04
5.02
3.57

1.83
2.24
2.95
1.74

0.04
0.05
0.05
0.03

64.68
51.32
73.96
69.76

3.215
2.985
6.005
3.112
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Figure 6.1. Mean weight (SE) (left axis) and survival (right axis) of crayfish in four ponds.
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Chapter 7 Objective B.3. Effect of broodstock diet
on egg condition and performance of hatchery
produced offspring of the redclaw crayfish
Cherax quadricarinatus
7.1 Background
Aquaculture production of redclaw in Queensland, Australia, where it was first established in the
1980’s, has declined progressively from a relatively small base over the past 20 years, and now totals
less than 100 tonnes. This can be attributed to a range of variables, one of which may be the
production and quality of seedstock. Recent development of hatchery technology involving the
artificial incubation of eggs through to hatching (Stevenson, et al., 2013), has provided a foundation
for more consistent and greater production of seed for subsequent grow-out. The juvenile crayfish
produced by the hatchery have generally moulted twice since hatching and consequently are referred
to as craylings (previously as S3J). As opposed to natural breeding within a pond and recruitment of
unknown numbers of new juveniles, hatchery production of seed provides the opportunity to stock an
exact quantity of uniform size crayfish into a pond, which in turn enables calculation of exact
survival, growth and biomass at the end of the production cycle.
Industry data suggests that the average survival from the hatchery until the end of grow-out is around
50% with a range from 80% to 10%. It is possible that natural attrition spread over the grow-out
period is occurring by a steady decline due to moult deaths, cannibalism, disease, predators etc.
However, it is also possible that craylings are lost due to mass mortality over a brief period during the
process of transfer and stocking. Craylings are delicate and vulnerable, and specific protocols for their
conditioning, handling and stocking are likely to be required to maximise their survival. As a first step
in defining such protocols, broodstock nutrition should be examined on the basis that this will
influence the quality of the offspring produced.
Use of high specification broodstock diets in aquaculture is common practice, to generate highest
quality offspring, particularly for those species whose developmental and larval phases rely on a yolk
supply. In this experiment, two different broodstock diets were used to assess the effect this has on
quality of yolk produced in the egg and subsequent survival and growth of the offspring.
There is limited information on the essential fatty acid (EFA) requirements of freshwater crayfish
generally (Saoud, et al., 2012), although Luo, et al. (2008) have documented detailed information for
redclaw, indicating that the saturated fatty acids C16:0 (Palmitic acid), C18:0 (Stearic acid), and
unsaturated fatty acids C18:1ω9 (Oleic acid), and C18:3ω3 (Alpha-linolenic acid (ALA)) were the
predominant fatty acids.
Nevertheless, the much more comprehensive database for fish species is a useful guide. In a recent
review, Tocher (2010) advises that EFA requirements vary qualitatively and quantitatively for species
and during ontogeny of fish, with early developmental stages and broodstock being critical periods.
He further states that the environment and/or trophic level are major factors, with freshwater species
requiring C18 polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) while marine fish have a strict requirement for
long-chain PUFA, eicosapentaenoic, docosahexaenoic and arachidonic acids.
The C18 polyunsaturated fatty acids consist mainly of ω-3 fatty acids: α-Linolenic acid or ALA
(18:3n-3) and ω-6 fatty acids: Linoleic acid or LA (18:2n-6).
In this study we examined the effect of broodstock diet on the biochemical composition of the eggs
and the subsequent performance of the juveniles, on-grown in earthen ponds.
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7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Broodstock diets
The two broodstock diets used were; A – Barramundi pellets (Ridley Aquafeed) and B – Nutrafeed, a
high specification crustacean broodstock diet (Nutrakol nutrakol.com). Broodstock females were
drawn from the general farm population at the AquaVerde redclaw farm in north Queensland
(17°24'20.0"S 145°31'32.8"E) and separated into two groups, with each fed the treatment diet for a
period of 6 weeks prior to mating and spawning. Broodstock were maintained in 5,000 L indoor tanks
supplied with water from a recirculation system, including solar heating to maintain a water
temperature of 25 to 28C, optimal for redclaw breeding (Jones, 1990b). Daily feed ration was based
on 3% of biomass, adjusted to meet satiation. Within three to seven days after spawning, 50 ovigerous
females with equivalent Stage 1 eggs (Jones, 1990b), were chosen from each group for stocking to the
hatchery. Stage 1 eggs as described by Jones (1990b) are equivalent to stage I described by Luo, et al.
(2008).

7.2.2 Hatchery production
Eggs were removed from the ovigerous females by running the tips of forceps through the egg
bundles on each pleopod, directly into a 100ml bath of water. 50ml aliquots of eggs were placed into
incubator baskets and placed in the incubator tank.

7.2.3 Transfer of juveniles
The two treatment groups of craylings were each divided randomly into four smaller batches of 2,500
(10,000 in total) and packed separately for transport to the redclaw farm. Each batch was packed into
a plastic bag containing five litres of clean oxygenated water, which was then placed into standard
20kg air freight foam box and transported via air. Total freight time was approximately 9 hours.
Craylings in each bag were then decanted into a 10L bucket containing the pond water and acclimated
for five to 15 minutes. During acclimation, 20 sub-samples of ten craylings were removed, weighed
and counted to enable determination of a mean weight. The craylings were then dispersed into
submerged mulch hay in the pond.

7.2.4 Pond grow-out
Upon arrival at the redclaw farm, the two groups of craylings were allocated randomly to each of the
8 earthen juvenile ponds (10 x 25 m). Standard ‘best practice’ management of those ponds was
applied including feeding, stock and water management.
Earthen ponds used for on-growing the crayfish were each 250 m2 in area resulting in a stocking
density of 10 craylings per m2. Each pond had approximately 40 bundles of prawn net for soft habitat
and approximately 50 condominiums of convoluted gutter guard mesh as hard habitat.
Prior to stocking each pond was dried thoroughly. Aglime (40kg), Dolomite (20kg) and mulch hay
were spread evenly over the bottom of each pond before filling. All eight ponds were filled within a
few days from the same water source and approximately seven days before stocking with craylings.
Feeding was based on estimated biomass using the table below (Table 1). Standard crayfish pellets
were broadcast evenly over each pond each evening. Feed quantities were adjusted depending on the
algal bloom. Periodic additions of fertilise (MAP) were made to maintain Secchi depth of less than
60cm.
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Table 7.1. Feeding regime for the pond production based on known stocking number and
estimated survival.

Week

N

Weight

Pond
Feed as a % of Feed (g)
biomass (kg) biomass

0
1

2500
1875

0.02
0.10

0.05
0.19

200
53

10.0
10.1

2

1688

0.30

0.51

30

15.3

3

1666

0.60

1.00

20

20.0

4

1644

1.10

1.81

17

30.8

5

1623

1.70

2.76

13

35.9

6

1601

2.50

4.00

10

40.0

7

1581

3.40

5.37

8

43.0

8

1560

4.60

7.18

7

50.3

9

1540

5.90

9.08

6

54.5

10

1520

7.50

11.40

5

57.0

11

1500

9.20

13.80

5

69.0

12

1481

11.20

16.50

4

66.0

13

1461

13.50

19.70

3

59.1

14

1442

16.00

23.00

3

69.0

15

1424

18.70

26.60

3

79.8

The ponds were harvested at the end of December 2014 after a grow-out period of approximately 13
weeks. Harvesting was performed with flow traps. Ponds were harvested consecutively over 8 days.
The weights of all crayfish harvested were measured and recorded.

7.2.5 Egg quality
At the time of egg stripping from the berried female broodstock, 10 samples of eggs (5ml per sample)
from both diet treatments were collected for analysis to examine their biochemical profile. Ten
samples of a third control group were also collected representing eggs from crayfish that had spawned
naturally in an earthen pond.
The egg samples were frozen immediately after stripping from the broodstock females and stored at 15C until analyses were performed. Five samples for each of the three groups were used for FAME
analysis to determine their fatty acid profile, the remaining five samples were pooled and subject to
basic proximate analysis.

7.2.6 Feed quality
A sample of the two test diets (Nutrakol and Barramundi pellets) and a third from a crayfish diet
(Advanced Rural, as typically used in earthen ponds) were subjected to proximate analysis (as per
method described above).

7.2.7 Grow-out
During the course of the grow-out, water quality was monitored with weekly manual measurements of
pH, Secchi depth and dissolved oxygen and hourly readings of water temperature using a logger.
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Production data collected at time of harvest comprised survival and harvest weight, determined by
weighing all individuals.

7.2.8 Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS (25). Percentage data from fatty acid analyses were
examined using Kruskal Wallis Analysis and crayfish production data by ANOVA.

7.3 Results and Discussion
The percentage survival (%) and mean weight (g) of crayfish from the eight ponds representing the
two treatments are illustrated in Figure 7.1. Descriptive statistics (mean, minimum, maximum,
standard error of mean and standard deviation) are listed in Table 7.1.
There was no significant difference (p > 0.05) in either survival or weight (Table 7.2). Average
weight of Barra treatment (16.95g) was substantially higher than for Nutrikol (11.55g) and may be
shown to be significant with analysis of individual weight data.
Overall, survival was poor (average 32 to 35%) and highly variable (16.3 to 53.9%). Mean weight at
harvest was variable, but there appears no correlation between mean weight and survival, i.e. no
density effect, as the highest mean weight occurred in pond J3 with the highest survival (i.e. highest
density).
Poor survival may be attributed to excessive water temperature which exceeded 32C on 31 days out
of the 90-day experimental period. As per Jones (1990b), water temperature above 32C is likely to
lead to low growth and significant mortality. The relatively small size of the ponds used in the
experiment confers a higher degree of temperature fluctuation in relation to the air temperature.
During the period of the experiment air temperatures often exceeded 38C, and two periods in
particular from day 53 to day 58, and again from day 70 to day 73 of the experiment, saw water
temperatures exceed 34C over consecutive days.

60
50

Survival %
Weight g

40
30
20
10
0
Nutrikol J1Nutrikol J2Nutrikol J5Nutrikol J6 Barra J7

Barra J3

Barra J4

Barra J8

Figure 7.1. Percentage survival (dark bars) and mean weight (g)(light bars) of crayfish from the
eight ponds representing the two treatments.
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Table 7.2. Descriptive statistics for survival and harvest weight of craylings harvested from
ponds.

Treatment

Variable

Nutrikol

Survival % 32.88

16.3

43.7

6.16 12.32

Weight g

11.55

8.1

14.5

1.33 2.67

35.43

24.3

53.9

7.07 14.14

16.95

14.4

23.6

2.22 4.44

Barramundi Survival
Weight g

Mean Minimum Maximum SE

StdDev

Lipid analysis of the eggs indicated significant differences in some lipids, but only between eggs from
the pond females (berried females taken form the pond which received pond nutrition only) and the
two tank bred treatments (Nutrikol and Barramundi) (Table 7.3). For most fatty acids the eggs from
pond fed females had a lower percentage than from the two tank fed groups (i.e. for C14:0, C16:0,
C17:1, C20:1n-9, C22:6n-3 DHA). Only for C16:1n-7 Palmitoleic Acid, did eggs from pond fed
females have a higher percentage.
As craylings from the pond fed females were not part of the subsequent pond rearing, the effect (if
any) of the differences in fatty acids of their eggs was not assessed. There were no significant
differences in the fatty acid profiles of eggs from the two tank fed treatments.
Although the Nutrikol diet is purported to be a high specification crustacean broodstock diet, its
proximate composition appeared similar and somewhat less nutritious than the barramundi diet.
Figure 7.2 shows that the relative proportion of lipid and protein is lower for the Nutrikol and
Barramundi pellets respectively, as is the gross energy.
Examining the proximate composition of the eggs from the females fed the three diets, the results
were a little different. In contrast to the diet, the proportion of lipids in the eggs of the Nutrikol
treatment were higher than those of the Barramundi pellet treatment, but for protein level the trend
was equivalent to the diets, with egg protein highest for the Barramundi treatment. The relatively
similar lipid and protein percentage and gross energy of the eggs from pond bred crayfish, suggests
they gained considerable additional nutrients from the pond environment, above and beyond that
available from the crayfish diet applied to the ponds.
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Table 7.3. Percentage of fatty acids in eggs from females fed Nutrikol, Barramundi pellets or
natural pond diet. Those fatty acids shaded have significant difference between the three
treatments.

Fatty acid

Common name

Nutrikol Barramundi

Pond

C14:0 %

0.96

0.80

0.57

C15:0 %

0.41

0.37

0.42

C15:1 %

0.00

0.00

0.20

C16:0 %

Palmitic acid

22.92

21.88

17.80

C16:1n-7 %

Palmitoleic acid

13.55

14.69

18.86

C17:0 %

0.31

0.28

0.39

C17:1 %

0.50

0.51

0.30

C18:0 %

3.52

3.37

3.39

C18:1n-7 %

1.67

1.78

1.64

C18:1n-9C %

Oleic acid

35.93

36.33

32.59

C18:2n-6C %

Linoleic acid

13.76

13.34

17.71

C18:3n-3%

Linolenic acid

0.84

1.13

1.46

C20:0 %

0.17

0.16

0.17

C20:1n-7 %

0.00

0.00

0.04

C20:1n-9 %

0.36

0.39

0.21

C20:2n-6 %

0.30

0.39

0.35

C20:3n-3 %

0.00

0.02

0.05

C20:3n-6 %

0.00

0.02

0.04

C20:4n-6 %

Arachidonic acid

0.99

1.09

1.53

C20:5n-3 %

EPA

2.19

1.69

1.37

C22:0 %

0.14

0.14

0.10

C22:1n-9 %

0.06

0.05

0.06

C22:2 %

0.00

0.00

0.00

C22:4n-6 %

0.00

0.00

0.03

C22:5n-3 %

0.10

0.15

0.07

1.00

1.09

0.31

C22:6n-3 %

DHA
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Figure 7.2. Proximate composition of eggs from broodstock females fed Nutrikol, natural pond
food and Barramundi pellets, and of the Nutrikol, Barramundi and Crayfish pellets.

7.4 Conclusions
Nutrient differences between the Nutrikol and Barramundi pellet diets were small and this was
reflected in the nutrient profile of the eggs from broodstock females fed those diets. Subsequent pond
grow-out of the craylings from the two treatments suggests the Barramundi diet treatment provided a
benefit, although this was confounded by high variability in both survival and growth.
The importance of broodstock condition for provision of highest quality eggs for hatchery incubation
is uncontested, however, the necessity of providing specific high specification diets to broodstock
appears to be not critical. The Nutrikol diet is a specifically formulated (for crustacea), high
specification (i.e. optimal ingredients) and expensive diet, but it did not generate any difference in the
quality of eggs produced by broodstock receiving that diet. Under standard best practice pond
management (Jones, 2000) conditions or for broodstock held in tanks, common sense feeding should
be sufficient to generate high quality eggs. Namely, a variety of feed materials of plant and animal
origin that are attractive to redclaw, combined with maintenance of high water quality.
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Chapter 8 Objective B.4. The effect of feed type on
redclaw (Cherax quadricarinatus) craylings,
using specific high specification nursery diets
8.1 Background
Feed, and in particular the protein component of feed is a major cost of crustacean farming. In
general, dietary protein requirement for crustaceans declines through life stages, with the highest
requirement during the larval and post larval stages. Only very small quantities of feed are required
during the larval and nursery stage, making the increased cost of a high protein less a consideration
than improved growth. Studies have shown protein requirement for crustaceans to be highly variable
from 25 to 57% (Takeuchi and Murakami, 2007). Current feeds provided to redclaw tend to be low in
protein (25%), when compared to commercial larval feeds with typically have protein of >50%.
Improving the palatability or attractiveness of feed is an established method to improve feed intake. In
this study we assess the inclusion of krill hydrolysate, which is known to improve feed intake and
growth in some crustaceans and fish (Kolkovski, et al., 2000; Smith, et al., 2005).
The diets provided for this experiment were based on the formulation routinely used at the CSIRO
Aquaculture Nutrition Laboratory Bribie Island, to assess ingredients in marine post larval prawns.
This experiment was designed to examine the efficacy of such a high specification diets, with
different inclusion rates of krill hydrolysate, compared with a third, control diet representing the
formulation arising from earlier redclaw nutrition research (Pirozzi, et al., 2016) and manufactured by
Advanced Rural (Tolga, Queensland).

8.2 Methods
8.2.1 Animal husbandry and system design
Redclaw craylings at S3J were supplied by a commercial redclaw producer (AquaVerde redclaw,
Atherton, Queensland). Animals were transported in a clear polyethylene bag containing clean
freshwater of the same quality as the animal rearing water, and an oxygen enriched atmosphere, at a
density of approximately 200 animals L-1. The bag was held within a polystyrene container to
physically protect the animals and prevent temperature fluctuations, and then transported by air to
Townsville, Qld, Australia (total time from packing to arrival < 12 h).
Upon arrival at the JCU Research Facility in Townsville, 40 animals were randomly allocated to each
of eighteen rectangular plastic tanks (43 L working volume) within a recirculating aquaculture system
(RAS). The RAS system contained a total of 24 tanks, two 100 L biofilters, a 10,000 L sump and a
bag filter (50 μm). To provide habitat to the animals, each tank bottom contained a strip of black
plastic mesh 180 × 320 mm in dimension (Gutter guard, Saxon, China). To prevent animals from
escaping, outlets were covered in fly screen mesh using cable ties. Temperature was measured daily,
while other water quality specifications were measured seven times throughout the experiment and
were within optimal ranges for redclaw (0 ppt salinity, 26.7 ± 0.4 °C, 0 NH4, 0 NO2-, 10 NO3-, pH 7.5,
hardness 124 ± 8 ppm, mean ± SEM). Light conditions in the room were maintained via fluorescent
tubes on a 12:12 h day: night cycle. Flow rates to each tank started at ≈ 0.5 L-1 minute and were
increased progressively during the trial to reach ≈ 1 L-1 minute by the final week (17 to 33 water
exchanges day-1).
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Six tanks were randomly allocated to each treatment. Of these, three tanks for each treatment were
randomly allocated to each of the top and bottom racks. This was done to allow for the possibility to
use a nested statistical design, as the top rack was closer to light sources and had opaque white tanks,
compare to the bottom rack that had blue plastic tanks, and were visibly dimmer than tanks on the top
rack.
The day after stocking, any mortalities due to transport and/or stocking were replaced with S3J from a
stock tank. Tanks were cleaned several times per week, and animals observed daily and any
mortalities removed.

8.2.2 Feeds and feeding trial
Three diets (A, B, C) were prepared for this trial (Table 8.1). For diets B and C, dry ingredients were
milled to < 750 µm, weighed and mixed in a bowl using a spatula. Wet ingredients and water (30 %)
was added during mixing and the ingredients further mixed by hand to form a homogenised dough.
The dough was then finely crumbled, spread on a mesh tray, steamed for three minutes and then oven
dried at 65 ºC for 24 h. Feeds were then sieved into three fractions, < 250 µm, 250 – 500 µm, and >
500 µm. Feeds were stored at -20 °C until use. Diet A was a closed formulation proprietary
commercial diet (Advanced rural, Tolga, QLD, Australia), that was ground, sieved and stored as for
diets B and C.
Table 8.1. Composition of diets fed to redclaw craylings. The composition of diet A (Advanced
Rural) is proprietary.

Ingredient

A

B

C

Fishmeal 68%
Gluten

58.00
7.00

56.00
7.00

Flour

30.03

30.03

Lecithin

1.00

1.00

Fish oil

1.50

1.50

Carophyll

0.05

0.05

Cholesterol

0.10

0.10

Banox E

0.02

0.02

Vitamin C (StayC)

0.10

0.10

Vitamin Premix

0.20

0.20

Krill Hydrolysate

2.00

4.00

100.0% 100.0%
Protein

25*

55

55

Lipid

8*

13

13

*estimated based on (Pirozzi, et al., 2016)

Diets were fed twice daily at ≈ 09:00 and 16:00. Each tank received feed from a separate feed
container that was weighed after the final days feeding. Feeding rates were based on feeding animals
to excess, with feed rates increasing as the starting at > 100 % DM feed per wet weight biomass in the
first week to around 10% DM feed per wet weight biomass on the sixth week. For the first three
weeks the 250 – 500 μm size diet was fed, while the > 500 μm diet was fed for the final three weeks.
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8.2.3 Sampling
At the start of the experiment, twenty individual craylings were randomly sampled from the total pool
and individually weighed to determine the initial mean weight of 0.0159 ± 0.0005g. Four lots of 10
animals were sampled at random, rinsed with freshwater, weighed, and collected in a container for
analysis of dry mass. A further 200 animals were collected at random, rinsed with freshwater and
collected in a container and frozen and stores at -20 °C for proximate analysis.
After two, four and six weeks on the diets animals were individually weighed and their claw number
counted, and total animal number per tank assessed. At 2 and 4 weeks, the animals were returned to
their respective cleaned tanks, while at six weeks animals were rinsed with water, all individuals from
each tank were placed in the same plastic sampling container and then frozen at -20 C for proximate
analysis.

8.2.4 Data analyses
Data were analysed and are graphically presented using the statistical software Graphpad Prism
(V.7.03), using Two-Way ANOVA with multiple comparisons. Data tables were compiled and
statistical checks performed in RStudio. For analysis of mass, robust ANOVA methods were used by
trimming means (0.1).

8.3 Results and Discussion
Overall the trial clearly demonstrates that diets B and C resulted in better growth, higher tank overall
biomass’s and estimated FCR’s than diet A (Figure 8.1). The data also demonstrate that the small
increase in krill hydrolysate from 2 to 4% at the expense of fishmeal in redclaw diets did not affect
their growth or survival performance (Figure 8.1). No difference was found in the survival (around
60% after six weeks, Figure 8.1d) or the number of remaining claws (around 1.6, Figure 8.1e)
between craylings fed the different diets. Claw number was assessed as it is easily measured and may
give insight into any dietary effects on animal aggression and possible preference for cannibalism
over an unpalatable diet. Visually, crayfish fed diet A appeared paler in colour than those fed diets B
and C. The data demonstrate the outcomes observed are unlikely to be due to different feeding
regimes, as tanks were fed similar levels of feed over the trial (Figure 8.1g), and visually crayfish
were fed to excess. At the start of the trial craylings were at the moult S3J and had a weight of 15.9 ±
2.9 mg (n=20).
To summarise, after 6 weeks culture, redclaw fed diets B and C in comparison with those fed diet A
were:
•

Around two-fold heavier (570 vs 260 mg)

•

Had SGR’s 1.2-fold higher (8.8 vs 7.2 % increase in WW / day).

•

Had FCR’s around 50 % lower (2.6 vs 5.3)

•

Had tank biomasses around two-fold larger (13 g vs 7 g per tank)

It is difficult to identify the specific reasons/s why diets B and C resulted in superior crayling
performance compared to diet A, due to the closed formulation of this commercial diet. Visually the
diet was light in colour, which suggests the inclusion of high levels of plant ingredients, as animal
based proteins tend to result in darker coloured diets in our experience. The proximate composition of
the diet indicates that diet A had less than half the crude protein content of diets B and C (25 versus
55%) and lower lipid levels (eight versus 13%, Table 8.1). The protein requirements of crustaceans
are generally high ranging from 31 to 46% (Halver and Hardy, 2002; Shahkar, et al., 2014), and 37%
specifically for redclaw juveniles (Campaña Torres, et al., 2003). Thus, it is likely based on protein
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levels alone, diet A was nutritionally inadequate for redclaw craylings reared under tank conditions
without supplemental nutrition from pond biota. As mentioned, the visual appearance of the animals
fed diet A was also paler than animals fed diets B and C. Pale craylings per se is not necessarily an
indication of animals that are unhealthy or have poor growth, but it does suggest that diet A lacked
carotenoids and other pigments responsible for much of the colouration in their exoskeleton (Harpaz,
et al., 1998). While subjective, visual assessment of animals during the trial indicate the 500 mg
addition of carophyll pink (40 mg astaxanthin equivalent) to the diets appeared to result in animals
with normal pigmentation. This is similar to the findings in craylings/juveniles that were fed diets
with or without 1250 mg carophyll pink (100 mg astaxanthin equivalent) (Harpaz, et al., 1998).
In summary it was evident that the higher protein feeds promoted enhanced growth. Any benefit
achieved during the larval nursery or nursery stage is typically maintained throughout grow-out. The
potential benefits include shorter production duration or larger size at harvest. The logical next step
would be to conduct a dose response assessing optimal protein requirement for craylings, a range
between 20 to 60%. As there was no difference in growth performance of redclaw fed the feeds
containing 2 or 4% krill hydrolysate, the result suggests no benefit from an inclusion level >2%. As
krill hydrolysate is an expensive ingredient, future work could assess the benefit at lower inclusions
level, between 0 and 2%. To improve feed intake, assessment of a range of attractants should be
considered for assessment in crayling and grow-out feeds. The inclusion of attractants may be most
beneficial in low protein diets which contain proteins of plant origin.
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Figure 8.1. Boxplots of the mass (a), SGR (b), total tank biomass (c), survival (d) and average
claw number (e), estimated FCR (f) and feed fed per tank (g) of redclaw craylings fed one of
three diets for 42 days. Data are mean ± SD, n = 6. Letters indicate statistical differences
between treatments on a given sampling day.
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Chapter 9 Objective B.5. Determine suitable
density / habitat for a nursery phase for
redclaw Cherax quadricarinatus craylings
9.1 Background
9.1.1 Habitat
Cannibalism and predation are major causes of mortality during grow-out of redclaw (Barki, et al.
(1997). This may also apply to the nursery phase and has been shown in experiments where craylings
were held in fibreglass tanks (Jones, 1990c; 1995b) and also with craylings held in experimental tanks
at high densities with no habitat (Barki, et al., 1997). In most instances animals appear to be
cannibalised whilst moulting (Barki, et al., 1997), and there is evidence that redclaw may avoid
cannibalism by positioning themselves away from conspecifics in the shallow margins of the ponds,
or on top of habitat structures (Jones and Ruscoe, 2001). Several studies have demonstrated the
effectiveness of various structure to provide habitat for advanced juvenile to adult redclaw in ponds
(Jones, 1995c; Jones and Ruscoe, 2001). Jones and Ruscoe (2001) simulated macrophyte
arrangements and used various-sized PVC pipes for habitat (Viau and Rodríguez, 2009). Juvenile
redclaw will also take refuge in onion bag or mesh arrangements that simulate macrophytes, which
provide shelter and protection, and also decrease the density by offering larger areas of substrate.
The literature shows no evidence that experimental manipulation of juvenile habitat at the crayling
life stage, reduces cannibalism in laboratory experiments. Some candidates for suitable habitat may be
scaled down versions of the habitat provided for adults, such as bundles of micro tubes, onion bag
mesh, or even adapting the Indonesian lobster puerulus-gathering technique that employs folded paper
to create multiple crevices in which the lobster pueruli settle. Research is justified to close the
knowledge gap for this confounding effect to survival in the nursery phase.

9.1.2 Density
Stocking density is an important factor which can have effects right through to eventual harvest
(Jones and Ruscoe, 2000; Naranjo-Paramo, et al., 2004; Pinto and Rouse, 1996). Size at stocking and
stocking density significantly impact yield for other aquaculture crustaceans (Allan and Maguire,
1992; Daniels, et al., 1995; Geddes, et al., 1993; Morrissy, et al., 1995; Tidwell, et al., 1999). Also,
weight at harvest is often inversely related to original stocking density (Jones and Ruscoe, 2000;
Naranjo-Paramo, et al., 2004; Pinto and Rouse, 1996; Rodgers, et al., 2006) and there is a general
inverse relationship between density and mean weight (Barki and Karplus, 2004; Jones and Ruscoe,
2000; Karplus and Barki, 2004; Pinto and Rouse, 1996). There is also evidence that yields are often
directly related to density (Naranjo-Paramo, et al., 2004); Jones and Ruscoe (2000) found that mean
food quotients, yields and economic returns significantly increased with increased stocking size and
density. The juveniles in that study were larger than craylings (4.71g and 16.89g) and the stocking
densities were low (3, 9, 15m2).
Large size variance in groupings of redclaw can negatively affect the smaller individuals (Karplus and
Barki, 2004). For example the growth of small males was reduced by 50% when in contact with larger
males due to increased inter-moult period and reduction in size increment per moult (Karplus and
Barki (2004). Competition for food fed ad libitum when it was a defendable resource, was found to
contribute to increased growth rates and the addition of shelters to minimise interactions in nursery
units resulted in an increase in juvenile mass (Karplus, et al., 1995). Therefore habitat may play an
important role in attenuating the negative effects of high stocking density (Jones and Ruscoe, 2000).
Furthermore, Barki, et al. (2006) used individual compartments to overcome social-dependant density
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limitations in a battery culture experiment. Male redclaw showed a lower growth rate when
surrounded by neighbours, small crayfish surrounded by large neighbours also showed lower growth
rates. Therefore, shelter alone may not be the solution to density growth rate suppression, number and
size of neighbours may also have a negative effect.
A nursery-stage stocking density study of redclaw using 1.3g juveniles in gravel-lined nursery ponds
was conducted by Naranjo-Paramo, et al. (2004). They looked at stocking densities of 5, 6, 8, 11 and
20m-2 grown for 80 days to see which densities could achieve 25g redclaw in that time. This study
found that densities of 11m-2 and lower could achieve this.
Extremely low stocking density of animals may have a negative consequence through potential loss of
production and a higher per unit production cost and loss of efficiency.
Aquatic organisms in general can achieve a maximum density based on an inverse linear function of
body size (Duarte, et al., 1987). This is a fundamental regularity across all terrestrial and aquatic
systems, showing that organisms typically use the space of 1/3 power of their body size (Duarte, et
al., 1987). These density effects can be mitigated through the addition of habitat as it provides
additional protection and space for the animals (Jones, 1990c; 1995a), the mitigation of high stocking
density effects has not been researched thoroughly for craylings at the post larval stage being held in a
nursery phase. Furthermore, the provision of habitat which provides for usage of the threedimensional space could greatly enlarge the carrying capacity or density of stocking for the space. As
such, provision of scaled-down tubes of an appropriate size for craylings which are then stacked upon
each other forming habitat in the three-dimensional space would greatly enhance the use of this space.
Another approach would be to provide bundles of netting, which would also assist the animals in
occupying more of the three-dimensional space rather than just the benthos which they would
normally populate.
The aims of this study were to identify the highest stocking density and habitat provision requirement
to maximise the carrying capacity of the experimental tanks while negating cannibalism.

9.2 Methods
An experiment was conducted where three density treatments and two habitat treatments were trialled
for four weeks. The aim was to test for a difference in survivorship and weight gain (as a proxy for
growth) varying with amount of habitat provided and stocking density of craylings.
Six discreet individual systems were constructed with three experimental tanks each, except systems
five and six which only had two tanks (Figure 9.1 and Table 9.1). Each experimental tank held
different densities of craylings, all the experimental tanks reticulated back into a sump for each
system. Three of the systems trialled 2cm long crayling microhabitat, three trialled 4cm microhabitat.
The crayling microhabitat arrangements were a scaled-down version of the stacked plastic tubes
which are standard habitat used in grow-out aquaculture of redclaw (Figure 9.2, “Crayling
microhabitat”) which were constructed of drinking straws held inside one inch plastic pipe. There was
a provision of two tubes per crayling in all the treatments.
Craylings were fed frozen Artemia ad libitum daily in the afternoon, a water exchange of
approximately 25% (20L) was performed daily to maintain water quality. Water temperature was
maintained at 220C +/- 0.50C via heater / chiller units, airstones in the sumps provided aeration of the
water. Ammonia and pH readings were taken daily throughout the experiment using an API
Freshwater Master Test Kit, Nitrite was measured weekly. Dissolved oxygen readings were taken
weekly via YSI Professional Plus water quality meter (Yellow Springs Instrument Company Ohio
USA).
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System 1, small microhabitat (2cm)

18
craylings

36
craylings

72
craylings

sump

72
craylings

sump

72
craylings

sump

72
craylings

sump

System 2, large microhabitat (4cm)

18
craylings

36
craylings

System 3, small microhabitat (2cm)

18
craylings

36
craylings

System 4, large Microhabitat (4cm)

18
craylings

36
craylings

System 5, small Microhabitat (2cm)

36
craylings

72
craylings

sump

System 6, large Microhabitat (4cm)

36
craylings

72
craylings

sump

Figure 9.1. Nursery phase redclaw Cherax quadricarinatus craylings density / habitat
experiment experimental setup.

Table 9.1. Nursery phase redclaw Cherax quadricarinatus craylings density / habitat
experiment experimental setup; details of the two factors examined.

Density: 18 craylings
per tub

Density: 36 craylings
per tub

Density: 72 craylings
per tub

Craylings M-2

171

342

684

Habitat per Crayling
2cm tube / total

8cm2 / 144cm2

8cm2 / 288cm2

8cm2 / 576cm2

Habitat per Crayling
4cm tube / total

16cm2 / 288cm2

16cm2 / 576cm2

16cm2 / 1152cm2
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Figure 9.2. Images of “Crayling Microhabitat”, a scaled-down habitat for nursery phase.

Craylings were obtained from AquaVerde Redclaw Farm, Atherton, in north Queensland
(17024’20.0”S 145031’32.8”E) and were the progeny of four females which were mixed and randomly
assigned to treatments. Craylings were allowed to dry on kitchen paper for three seconds prior to
weighing on a four-point balance. At the completion of the experiment statistical analysis was
conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics 24. Data were analysed via One Way ANOVA for percentage
survival and total percentage weight gain for density and habitat treatments, and significant
differences were further explored through least significant difference (LSD) analysis.

9.3 Results
Water quality remained stable throughout the four-week experiment. Ammonia was maintained at
≤0.5ppm, pH was maintained at 7.2 – 7.6, nitrite remained at zero and dissolved oxygen was 90% 100% saturation.
Percentage survival was not significantly different for the three densities (p ≤ 0.05) at the conclusion
of the study (four weeks) (Figure 9.3).
Similarly, percentage survival was not significantly different for different habitat lengths (a.k.a. total
habitat provision) (F1, 14 = 0.116, p = 0.738) at the conclusion of the study (Figure 9.4).
As for survival, percentage weight gain was not significantly different between the three densities (F2,
12 = 0.254, p = 0.780) (Figure 9.5).
Percentage weight gain was not significantly different for different habitat lengths (a.k.a. total habitat
provision (F1, 13 = 3.597, p = 0.080) (Figure 9.6), although a trend is evident suggesting percentage
weight gain is greater with increased habitat length.
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Figure 9.3. Nursery phase redclaw Cherax quadricarinatus craylings density / habitat
experiment; density treatments plotted against percentage survival. Error bars indicate 95%
confidence interval (F2, 13 = 0.123, p = 0.886), there was no statistically significant difference
between the density treatments.

Figure 9.4. Nursery phase redclaw Cherax quadricarinatus craylings density / habitat
experiment; percentage survival plotted against habitat length treatments. Error bars indicate
95% confidence interval (F1, 14 = 0.116, p = 0.738), there was no statistically significant
difference between the length treatments.
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Figure 9.5. Nursery phase redclaw Cherax quadricarinatus craylings density / habitat
experiment total percentage weight gain plotted against density treatments. Error bars
indicate 95% confidence interval (F2, 12 = 0.254, p = 0.780), there was no statistically significant
difference between the density treatments.

Figure 9.6. Nursery phase redclaw Cherax quadricarinatus craylings density / habitat
experiment total percentage weight gain plotted against habitat length treatments. Error bars
indicate 95% confidence interval (F1, 13 = 3.597, p = 0.080), there was no statistically significant
difference between the habitat treatments.

9.4 Discussion
Results for this experiment (Figures 9.3 – 9.6) show no significant effect of density or habitat
treatments for percentage survival or total percentage weight gain at the conclusion of the study at
four weeks. In order to generate further data and attempt to clarify the effect of density and provision
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of habitat, a second experiment is proposed. The second experiment is outlined below and is expected
to be run in March 2019.
Proposed Density / Habitat Experiment 2
Background
In the first experiment crayling microhabitats were used which resembled a scaled down version of
what has commonly been considered the best habitat for grow-out used by a large number of crayfish
farmers in recent times. Onion mesh netting has also been used as an in-pond habitat for craylings and
juvenile redclaw in grow-out ponds but has not been tested for craylings in a laboratory setting. Onion
mesh has a number of potentially advantageous attributes for crayfish, allowing for use of the threedimensional space for individual spaces if arranged with multiple infolds, water can flow through it to
minimise anoxia, and it provides potential protection from conspecifics. A similar material,
dressmaker’s tulle, has been used to hold craylings for the respirometry / metabolic rate experiments
reported elsewhere in this report (Chapter 11) and appears to show promise as a habitat medium in the
laboratory setting.
Methods
Dressmaker’s tulle will be measured and proportioned as per Table 9.2 below to be comparable to the
provision for habitat in the first density / habitat experiment as described above. The material will be
arranged and clumped so that it provides three-dimensional space, with an electric ceramic insulator
attached to provide negative buoyancy.
Table 9.2. Nursery phase redclaw Cherax quadricarinatus craylings density / habitat
experiment 2, experimental setup; details of the two factors examined.

Density: 18 craylings
per tub

Density: 36 craylings
per tub

Density: 72 craylings
per tub

Craylings M-2

171

342

684

Habitat per Crayling
2cm tube / total

8cm2 / 144cm2

8cm2 / 288cm2

8cm2 / 576cm2

Habitat per Crayling
4cm tube / total

16cm2 / 288cm2

16cm2 / 576cm2

16cm2 / 1152cm2

Craylings will be fed frozen Artemia ad libitum daily in the afternoon, a water exchange of
approximately 25% (20L) will be performed daily to maintain water quality. Water temperature will
be maintained at 220C +/- 0.50C via heater / chiller units, airstones in the sumps will provide aeration
of the water. Ammonia and pH will be measured daily, Nitrite and dissolved oxygen will be measured
weekly.
Craylings will be obtained from AquaVerde redclaw Farm Atherton and will be the progeny of four
females which will be mixed and randomly assigned to treatments. Craylings will be allowed to dry
on kitchen paper for three seconds prior to weighing on a four-point balance. At the completion of the
experiment animals will be counted and weighed in the same fashion for each treatment in bulk and
means generated.
Statistical analysis will be conducted in IBM SPSS Statistics 24. Data will be analysed via One Way
ANOVA for percentage survival and total percentage weight gain for density and habitat treatments.
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9.5 Implications and Recommendations
Subject to the results from the second density / habitat experiment a habitat type and length (if the
microhabitat is statistically better at promoting survivorship and gain in mass) will be chosen, as well
as the stocking density which also promotes the best survivorship and gain in mass. The implications
are that this factor plus the other factors analysed in the PhD project will be able to be combined to
create the factors for a nursery phase to be added between the hatchery phase and the grow-out phase.
Further work is then required to assess the benefits of this additional nursery Phase on the
survivorship and eventual mass of redclaw at harvest.
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Chapter 10 Objective B.6. Determine suitable diet
for juvenile Cherax quadricarinatus craylings
held in tanks in a nursery phase
10.1 Background
Food constitutes up to 70% of the operating cost in aquaculture (Metts, et al., 2007; Thompson, et al.,
2003b) and cost-effectiveness of the feed is a critical factor for aquaculturists worldwide.
The protein requirement for healthy growth and efficient food conversion (Food conversion ration
FCR = Feed Given / Animal Weight Gain) in redclaw falls with increased age; pre-adults (<50g)
require 25.6% protein (Cortés‐Jacinto, et al., 2004), whilst juveniles require 31 -34% (Cortés-Jacinto,
et al., 2009). As juveniles <0.6g consume zooplankton (Jones, 1995a), bacteria, biofilm and many
other biotic sources, this may reflect their higher protein requirement.
As for protein, lipids are also a critical component of the diet that affects growth and health. Cortés‐
Jacinto, et al. (2003) suggest that the optimal level of dietary digestible lipid is 75g Kg-1 for small
(1.08 +/- 0.34g) juveniles, others, (Rodriguez‐Gonzalez, et al., 2009) suggest a dietary lipid level of
8.7% to optimise egg quality for spawning females (23 +/- 3g). Further studies have also examined
dietary lipid levels and concluded that 8% satisfies the requirements for optimal growth, prevented
oxidative stress and protected immune function integrity in small juveniles ranging from 0.7 – 1.54g
(Cortes-Jacinto, et al., 2005; Zenteno-Savín, et al., 2008). Hernández-Vergara, et al. (2003) found that
4.2% dietary lipids were acceptable for larger juveniles (4.08 +/- 0.2g) provided natural food sources
were available in addition to supplement this level of dietary lipid. Thus the proportion of lipid
required in the diet does not appear to vary with the life history stage of the redclaw, contrary to the
level of protein, which does (Arredondo-Figueroa, et al., 2013; Campaña, 2001; Cortes-Jacinto, et al.,
2005; Cortés‐Jacinto, et al., 2004; Guillaume, 1997; Joaquı́ and Montes, 2001).
Carbohydrates are another essential component of the redclaw diet used to satisfy energy
requirements (Zhu, et al., 2013), including the formation of steroids and fatty acids, glycogen storage
and chitin synthesis (Ahamed Ali, 1993; Dall, et al., 1990; Parvathy, 1971; Sánchez-Paz, et al., 2006;
Saoud, et al., 2012).
The balance of carbohydrate, protein and lipid is important to ensure energy requirements are met
from the dietary carbohydrate, and not from protein, which is generally more expensive (CampanaTorres, et al., 2006; Campaña-Torres, et al., 2008; Zhu, et al., 2013) and more effectively and
efficiently utilised for somatic growth (Campaña-Torres, et al., 2008; Sedgwick, 1979). The
appropriate quantity of carbohydrates in the diet can have protein sparing effects, preventing
catabolism (D’Abramo and Robinson, 1989; Guillaume and Choubert, 2001; Pillay, 1990; Saoud, et
al., 2012; Sedgwick, 1979; Wouters, et al., 2001). Zhu, et al. (2013) found that the best ratio of
carbohydrates to lipids was 3.6:1, translating to a proportion of 290.10 g/kg and 80.70 g/kg for
optimal digestive and hepatic enzyme activities, body composition and growth performance in
juvenile redclaw (1.54 +/- 0.02g).
Comparatively little work has examined the proportion of carbohydrates which may be suitable in a
formulated diet specifically for craylings (≤0.02g). There appears to be a gap in the literature
concerning the appropriate proportion of carbohydrates in the diet appropriate to craylings, which
may be of importance due to the apparent ontogenetic diet shift which most crayfish exhibit (Saoud,
et al., 2012).
The inherent challenges with developing a diet which both provides the required nutrition at each
stage following the transition from endogenous to exogenous feeding (Garcia-Guerrero, et al., 2003b)
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and follows the ontogenetic and developmental changes as the crayling progresses to advanced
juvenile (Figueiredo and Anderson, 2003; Lovett and Felder, 1990), cannot be underestimated.
Studies need to be conducted to develop a series of manufactured diets which meet these needs,
following the specific changes in requirements.
There are several physical properties for a manufactured diet which also warrant discussion. A
nursery diet which takes redclaw craylings through to a more advanced size would require good water
stability and durability due to the periodic nature of feeding (Ruscoe, et al., 2005). Pellet size, texture
and moisture content require examination for suitability also (Ruscoe, et al., 2005; Volpe, et al.,
2015). Another approach which has been examined as far as a nursery or early crayling diet, is to
consider more natural food sources and either feed them exclusively, or combine them with a
commercially-developed feed. (Anson and Rouse, 1996a) trialled and compared various
commercially-produced feeds (“crawfish feed”, “rabbit chow”, “trout chow”, “shrimp feed”,
“Biodiet”, “crustacean reference diet”, “Shrip-el-etts”) against live Artemia nauplii, catfish muscle,
and squid mantle, and found that for the first two weeks the craylings (c. 20mg) showed improved
growth and survival when fed Artemia, or a combination of Artemia and a commercial diet. Jones
(1995a) performed a 39 day trial on newly-hatched craylings (c. 20mg), and compared fresh
zooplankton (comprising cladocerans [Moina spp.], copepods, chironomid larvae) with commercially
produced “Frippak” Flake and found that zooplankton provided the largest growth. Poor survival was
unaccounted for however and appeared to be related to the interaction with the floating water plant
Pistia statiodes, which may be a shelter or habitat effect.
Meade and Watts (1995) compared commercial formulated feeds (“AB” UAB Research Foundation
Formulation, “Crayfish Feed”, “Catfish Floater”, “Shrimp Grower”, “Post-larval Granules” and
“Shrimp Grower Pellets”), with more naturally-sourced feeds (Brine Shrimp flakes, freeze-dried Krill,
hatchfry encapsulation, powdered Spirulina), and found the best results over 10 weeks with the “AB”
feed (30% protein, 10% lipids, 10% carbohydrate). Substantial weight gain was recorded, combined
with a survival of >95% and it was evidenced that the culture of redclaw juveniles can be successful
using formulated feeds (Meade and Watts, 1995). It should be noted here that the 10-week trial period
may have skewed the results as the advantage of the more “natural” feeds may have been significant
only in the first two weeks as per Anson and Rouse (1996a) and the “naturally-sourced” feeds offered
may have been indigestible (Campana-Torres, et al., 2006) or unpalatable to the craylings.
Although there appears to be evidence that natural feeds, especially zooplankton (Jones, 1995a;
Tcherkashina, 1977) and decayed plant material (which may hold epibenthic and sessile epiphytic
organisms), appear to hold a benefit in early crayling growth and survival (Brown, et al., 1992;
Celada, et al., 1989; D'Abramo, et al., 1985; Loya-Javellana, et al., 1993; McClain, et al., 1992;
Mitchell and Collins, 1989), supplemental feeding with a nutritionally-balanced commercial feed as
the craylings grow older may provide essential nutrients for maximum growth and be better
assimilated as they age (Anson and Rouse, 1996a). It would be useful to gather data on feeding
craylings different experimental diets, both naturally sourced and manufactured, to ascertain the best
feed for a nursery phase.
The aim of this study was to examine the effect on survivorship and growth of four commonly used
feeds for redclaw craylings held in a Nursery phase for 14 days.

10.2 Methods
10.2.1 Craylings
One female redclaw Crayfish (OCL = 49mm, 76.10g) with post-larval stage 2 juveniles attached was
sourced from a breeding facility at JCU where redclaw broodstock were held in Spring / Summer
breeding conditions of 14 : 10 hours Light : Dark and water temperature was maintained at 280C to
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maintain constant breeding cues. Eggs from a single female were used in order to avoid the possible
confounding effects of multiple genetic sources (Austin, 1986; Jones and Romaire, 1995). The
selected animal was moved to the experimental laboratory, placed in a small aquarium and observed
for five days until the juveniles had achieved a further moult and begun making forays away from the
pleopods. At this stage they were deemed to be post-larval Stage 3 craylings and were removed from
the female utilizing a magnifying lamp and forceps. Craylings were dried on kitchen paper for three
seconds and weighed using a four-point balance prior to being placed in the experimental apparatus.
Each diet treatment started with 90 craylings.

10.2.2 Systems
Four treatments were each assigned exclusively to a recirculating system with a flow rate of 120LHr-1
held at 260C +/- 10C using 50W, 200mm aquarium heaters. Each system consisted of five
experimental tubs (0.008m3, 7.6L) and one sump (0.010m3, 9.7L) with a total system water volume of
47.7L. Three of the experimental tanks in each experimental system contained a stainless steel rack
holding 30 slotted plastic baskets of 50ml capacity (50 x 35mm top dimension, chord = 60mm, 20 x
35mm bottom dimension). Each basket was modified by the addition of sealant to the bottom 10mm
to prevent food loss. Each treatment therefore had 90 craylings held in individual baskets. The fourth
and fifth tanks held no experimental baskets but did hold system water. Mechanical filtration was via
a filter sock fitted over the sump inlet, biological filtration was via a mixture of 20mm & 30mm
activated bio-balls held in a plastic drainage basket beneath the filter sock.

10.2.3 Water Quality
Dwelled tap water which had been heavily aerated for 48 hours to remove free chlorine was used to
initially fill the systems, and to perform a water exchange of 34L per system per day (c. 70%).
Ammonia and Nitrite readings were taken daily throughout the experiment using an API Freshwater
Master Test Kit. Temperature, pH and dissolved oxygen readings were taken on days two and nine via
YSI Professional Plus water quality meter (Yellow Springs Instrument Company Ohio USA).

10.2.4 Food
The commercial Prawn aquaculture industry commonly uses a product (“Frippak”) which works well
as a post-larval diet, and may be applicable to this species (Meade and Watts, 1995). Simon Irvin at
CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation) nutrition division at Bribie
Island also designed and formulated a diet for this experiment. Ingredients, protein, lipids, and
carbohydrate levels as well as calorific content were based on the most current published scientific
literature for juvenile redclaw. Therefore, Artemia, Bloodworms, Frippak and the CSIRO diet
constituted the four diets trialed in this experiment. The nutritional analyses of the diets were as
specified in Table 10.1.

10.2.5 Feeding Regime
Diets were prepared as follows. Defrosted Bloodworms were mixed with dechlorinated tap water at
the ratio of 10 H2O: 1 Bloodworms (one blister pack block). Defrosted Artemia were mixed with
dechlorinated tap water at the ratio of 10 H2O: 1 Artemia (one blister pack block). Frippak was mixed
with dechlorinated tap water at the ratio of 10 H2O: 1. CSIRO pellets were ground and passed through
a 500-micron sieve. This powder was then mixed with dechlorinated tap water at the ratio of 10 H2O:
1, so as to overcome potential physical handling effects which may have occurred due to the
difference in form to the Frippak, as per Meade and Watts (1995). Feed was distributed once a day in
the afternoon via a 5ml disposable pipette at the rate of one droplet per individual animal placed
directly into the bottom of the experimental baskets. At the conclusion of the experiment remaining
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craylings were dried on kitchen paper for three seconds and weighed using a four-point balance. The
experiment was conducted for 14 days to allow for at least one occurrence of ecdysis.
Table 10.1. Nutritional composition of the four diet treatments used in the Cherax
quadricarinatus craylings 14-day Nursery Phase study.

Diet

Crude Protein %

Crude Lipids %

Moisture %

Aquarium Industries
frozen Bloodworms

4.5

0.2

95

Aqua One frozen
Brine Shrimp
(Artemia)

6.1

0.9

89.3

PL Feeds Frippak
PL+300 Ultra

42

7

9

CSIRO juvenile
formulated pellet

49

10

Unknown

10.2.6 Statistical Analysis
Data were analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 24 via One-Way Analysis of Variance for
‘Diet’ effect on survival at end. ‘Daily mortalities’ were analysed for the particular day they occurred
via One-Way Analysis of Variance. ‘Proportional weight increase’ was analysed via One-Way
Analysis of variance. Where significant results were obtained each analysis was further examined
through post-hoc least significant difference.

10.3 Results
At the conclusion of the experiment survival for the treatment Frippak was significantly lower than
for all other treatments. Artemia supported significantly higher survival than CSIRO diet and Frippak,
but was not significantly different than for bloodworms (F3, 8 = 80.308, p < 0.001) (Figure 10.1).
At the commencement of the experiment the starting weights were compared, Frippak and Artemia
were significantly different from each other (P≤ 0.05) (Figure 10.2), although when considered as an
overall factor start weight was not significantly different (F3, 356 = 1.762, p = 0.154). However, to
compensate for this variation the analysis was conducted as a change in percentage from the starting
mass.
At the conclusion of the experiment the end mean weight of the Artemia diet treatment was found to
be significantly higher than all the other treatments except Frippak (F3, 230 = 24.399, p < 0.001)
(Figure 10.3).
Percentage survival was compared for each diet at the end of the experiment (Figure 10.4), Frippak
was significantly lower than all 3 other treatments, Artemia was significantly different to Frippak and
CSIRO but not Bloodworms, Bloodworms was significantly different to Frippak only (F3, 8 = 80.308,
p < 0.001).
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Cherax quadricarinatus Craylings Diet Trial
Survival
96.67

100

Percentage Survival

82.22

77.78
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4.44

0
Frippak (a)

Artemia (b)

Start

Bloodworms (b,c)

CSIRO (c)

End

Figure 10.1. Cherax quadricarinatus craylings Nursery Phase diet trial, percentage survival of
craylings after 14-day diet trial, by diet treatment. Treatment names with the same letter
following in brackets are not significantly different for percentage survival at end (F3, 8 =
80.308, p < 0.001).

B
A,
B

A

A,
B

Figure 10.2. Cherax quadricarinatus craylings Nursery Phase diet trial, comparison of start
weights per treatment (error bars show 95% confidence interval). Treatment names with the
same letter are not significantly different (P≤ 0.05), overall, however start weight was not
significantly different (F3, 356 = 1.762, p = 0.154).
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Figure 10.3. Cherax quadricarinatus craylings Nursery Phase diet trial, comparison of end
weights per treatment (error bars show 95% confidence interval). Treatment names with the
same letter are not significantly different (F3, 230 = 24.399, p < 0.001).

Figure 10.4. Cherax quadricarinatus craylings Nursery Phase diet trial, comparison of
percentage survival per treatment at the conclusion of the experiment (error bars show 95%
confidence interval). Treatment names with the same letter following in brackets are not
significantly different (F3, 8 = 80.308, p < 0.001).

A large spike in mortalities occurred in the diet treatment Frippak on days 6-9 (Figure 10.5), CSIRO
diet treatment had its peak mortalities on days eight and nine, the survival for the other diet treatments
remained reasonable consistent throughout (Figure 10.5). As the experiment progressed mortalities
accumulated (Figure 10.6), the large cumulative frequency of mortalities for Frippak was driven by
the spike in mortalities on day eight. The other three diet treatments suffered very few mortalities
until days eight – nine. Over the course of the experiment Artemia had a significantly higher
percentage weight change from Bloodworms and CSIRO but not Frippak (F3, 230 = 22.046, p < 0.001)
(Figure 10.7).
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Figure 10.5. Cherax quadricarinatus craylings Nursery Phase diet trial, mean mortalities per
day of experiment, per diet treatment. Mortality Day (F 13, 55 = 18.416, P< 0.001) and the
interaction of Diet Treatment and Mortality Day (F 39, 55 = 16.730, p < 0.001) were both
statistically significant.

Figure 10.6. Cherax quadricarinatus craylings Nursery Phase diet trial, mortality accumulation
per diet treatment over the course of the experiment.
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Figure 10.7. Cherax quadricarinatus craylings Nursery Phase diet trial, percentage weight
change over the course of the experiment, diet treatment names with the same letter in
brackets following are not significantly different (F3, 230 = 22.046, p < 0.001). Error bars indicate
95% confidence interval.

10.4 Discussion
This study aimed to ascertain whether one of the four diets trialed had the potential to provide
significantly increased survivorship and growth. The aim was to then apply this particular diet to a
proscribed nursery period which would encompass the first two feeding stages and potentially
enhance the craylings for grow-out in ponds on-farm, improving survivorship and growth to adult.
During this trial, Frippak had significantly less survivorship than the other three diets (Figures 10.1
and 10.4), however redclaw fed Artemia had significantly higher survivorship than Frippak and
CSIRO but not Bloodworms. Bloodworms showed only significantly higher survivorship than
Frippak (Figures 10.1 and 10.4). Animals fed Frippak showed high levels of mortality (Figure 10.1),
whereas the other three diets showed significantly higher survival. Redclaw fed Artemia and
Bloodworms had the highest survival which were not significantly different from each other. The
results indicate that when choosing a nursery phase diet in this instance from the four treatments the
choice would be either Artemia or Bloodworms.
The proportional amount of protein in the different diets is worthy of note. At this early stage in their
life history the craylings are highly carnivorous; juveniles require 31 -34% protein (Cortés-Jacinto, et
al., 2009) and juveniles <0.6g consume zooplankton (Jones, 1995a), which may reflect their higher
protein requirement. Intuitively this would indicate that higher protein feeds would be favoured by the
craylings, which should be reflected in the results. This was not the case. Frippak (42% protein) and
CSIRO formulated diet (49% protein) performed poorly against the lower protein content “natural”
feeds. CSIRO formulated diet was based on the collated literature based on experiments with juvenile
crayfish, and Frippak was especially developed and commonly utilized for post-larval prawns.
Bloodworms (4.5% protein) and Artemia (6.1% protein) counter-intuitively, performed much better.
The other component that can be looked at is the proportion of lipids in each diet. CSIRO and Frippak
diets (10%, 7% respectively) had more than an order of magnitude higher lipid component as
compared to Artemia and bloodworms (0.9% and 0.2% respectively). This is also counter-intuitive, as
two studies examined dietary lipid levels and concluded that 8% satisfies the requirements for optimal
growth, prevented oxidative stress and protected immune function integrity in small juveniles ranging
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from 0.7 – 1.54g (Cortes-Jacinto, et al., 2005; Zenteno-Savín, et al., 2008). There may be two drivers
behind what is going on here. Firstly, the research on the optimal proportions of protein (CortésJacinto, et al., 2009) (juvenile crayfish = 1.04 ± 0.30g) and lipids (Cortes-Jacinto, et al., 2005;
Zenteno-Savín, et al., 2008) (juvenile crayfish = 0.7 – 1.54g) were based on were juvenile crayfish
which were many times larger than the craylings in this study (overall mean at start = 0.0136g, overall
mean at end = 0.0221g (Table 10.1). There may be a difference between the animals used in those
experiments and the ones in this study due to a possible ontogenetic (Saoud, et al., 2012) or preferred
diet change in the intervening period. The animals in this experiment may have yet to go through a
life-history phase change whereby they can source their nutritional requirements through a mixture of
plant and animal food types and may well prefer at this stage to feed on animal sources only, hence
the success of the animal-based feeds in this study.
A second explanation may be access to the nutrients in the diets. If the craylings are unable to actually
feed on the diets proffered, they can’t absorb the proteins and lipids, assimilate and benefit from them.
This may be the case for the Frippak, as it is of such a small particle size (300 micron) that it would
require a filter feeding method to generate a current to sweep the particles into the mouth. According
to the description by Loya-Javellana et al. (1994) the dentition of craylings is more raptorial and
suited to the capture and mastication of zooplankton such as Daphnia. Similarly, the CSIRO diet may
have been unable to be eaten for the same reason as it was reduced to <500 micron and suspended in
water as well. Previous pilot studies (D. Rigg, unpublished) had suggested that the CSIRO diet, which
was formulated as pellets, may have been too large for the craylings in this form. The second piece of
reasoning behind grinding the feed and suspending it in water was to bring it into line with the
Frippak to make it more comparative; hence reducing the particle size.
Further to this, craylings at this life stage may not recognize the formulated feeds as prey items. If
they are actively hunting prey at this life stage, they may need a different attractant in the formulated
feeds, or they may only be attracted to real animal feeds. The authors suspect that live prey items
would perform even better than the diets tested here. The intent was to trial practical, inexpensive,
easily obtainable feeds in this study. There are various challenges including intensive husbandry and
associated costs in consistently producing live prey within a proscribed nursery phase, which may
prohibit their use, therefore they were not tested.
A further observation which may help unravel the story is that both the CSIRO and the Frippak
tended to sit in a “gloop” in the bottom of the baskets due to the necessity to block the bottom 10mm
of holes so that food items would actually remain in the baskets long enough for the animals to feed
on them to satiation. This gloop may have produced a slightly anoxic or ammonic microclimate,
negatively impacting on survival and growth, or may have actually stuck the animals down to the
bottom of the baskets and impaired their ability to move and feed. Many of the mortalities were found
partway through ecdysis, mired in this gloop.
The data on daily mortalities reflects the fact that most mortalities occur in the diet treatment Frippak,
these mortalities occur between days seven and nine (Figure 10.5), and are significantly driven by
mortalities in Frippak between days seven and nine (Figure 10.6). “Moult-death syndrome” (Anson
and Rouse, 1996b) occurs when the animal dies whilst attempting to complete ecdysis and is
acknowledged as being caused by unfulfilled nutritional requirements and accompanied physiological
stress (Anson and Rouse, 1996a; Bowser and Rosemark, 1981; Meade and Watts, 1995; Thompson, et
al., 2003a). Days seven to nine are when the first crayling moult occurs and some mortalities were
noted as being mid-moult, i.e. halfway out of the exoskeleton, when mortality occurred. The inference
here is that Frippak did not fulfill the nutritional requirements for the physiologically-stressful activity
of ecdysis. This may have been manifested in the fact that the Frippak either did not contain the
required nutrients, or that it did, and these were not accessed. The Frippak tended to accumulate in the
bottom of the baskets and was difficult to flush out. It formed a clump which may have been
unappetizing to the craylings or physically inaccessible due to the nature of feeding required to access
it.
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Frippak was not significantly different in percentage weight gain to any of the other diet treatments
(Figure 10.7) whereas Artemia was significantly different to all the other diets except Frippak (Figure
10.7). The large error bars for the Frippak (Figure 10.7) reflect the high levels of mortality (i.e. only
three survivors) and there was a large difference in weights hence the large amount of error. Artemia
was the clear leader here (Figure 10.7) and when combined with the survival data looks to be the best
candidate for a nursery phase diet of the four diets trialed.

10.5 Implications and Recommendations
The aims of this study were to examine effect of food and feeding on survival and growth of craylings
(S3J) held in tanks. The implications are that a diet of ongrown Artemia has shown promise as a diet
for a nursery phase in the aquaculture of juvenile Cherax quadricarinatus compared to the
commercially available diets tested here. This diet shows good survivorship and mass increase in
comparison to the other diets trialled, but this is not to say that more work in respect of a nursery diet
is not warranted. Based on the behaviour and nutritional requirements of C. quadricarinatus a mixed
diet with Artemia combined with the provision of a formulated diet designed to be compatible with
the gape size and mechanical attributes of the crayling mouthparts. Furthermore, periodicity of
feeding has not been investigated in this study and would be a natural progression of the knowledge
from here.
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Chapter 11 Objective B.7. Identify suitable thermal
ranges for Cherax quadricarinatus for each life
stage from Egg to C2
11.1 Background
As detailed in Chapter 12 (Objective B.8: Determine suitable pre-stocking thermal requirements for
juvenile Cherax quadricarinatus craylings), environmental temperature is an integral component of
the physiological capacity of an organism to consume and convert resources such as food, into
growth, reproduction and survival. This is particularly important for organisms which cannot control
their internal body temperature and are forced to match their environmental temperature. This applies
heavily to thermos-conformers in the marine / freshwater environments which rely entirely on
environmental thermal regimes for thermoregulation. Previous research has explored many aspects of
temperature on the survivorship and growth of redclaw craylings and explored egg incubation
temperatures (Anson and Rouse, 1996a; Barki, et al., 1997; Calvo, et al., 2011; Calvo, et al., 2013;
Campaña-Torres, et al., 2005; 2008; Cortés‐Jacinto, et al., 2003; De Bock and López Greco, 2009;
Garcia-Guerrero, et al., 2003a; Jones, 1990a; Jones, 1995a; b; Jones, 1995c; Karplus, et al., 2003;
King, 1994; Yeh and Rouse, 1995; Zhao, et al., 2000).
What is now required is a series of experiments designed to determine suitable thermal regimes for
each life stage. Crayling survivorship / growth experiments have been conducted as part of this
project (see Objective 8 Determine suitable pre-stocking thermal requirements for juvenile Cherax
quadricarinatus craylings), and the results suggest cooler rearing temperatures for increased
survivorship during the crayling stage. As it may be possible that each life stage between egg and C2
may require different environmental temperature regimes to maximise growth and survivorship, a
series of experiments are being conducted to produce high resolution thermal performance curves for
each life stage. It is imperative to mention that all results presented here are raw preliminary data as
this component of this research project is still in the data collection stage. In short, this component of
the project proposes to measure the effects of environmental temperature on each life stage by
measuring the change in oxygen consumption relative to changes in temperature. By measuring
oxygen consumption (often a surrogate measure of metabolism) a thermal performance profile can be
generated (Lucas and Watson, 2014).
Metabolism is the life-sustaining process whereby energy and metabolites are transformed and
subsequently exchanged from within an organism to its external environment (Gillooly, et al., 2001).
Also, the metabolic rate of whole organisms increases exponentially with temperature (Gillooly, et
al., 2001; Hemmingsen, 1960; Kleiber, 1932).
Metabolic rate is often quantified indirectly via respirometry, whereby the rate of oxygen
consumption from 100% air saturation to a lower figure (in this case 70%) is ascertained. After a
thermal performance curve is generated, a series of questions can be generated and the performance
curve can be interrogated statistically. By measuring oxygen consumption over a range of
temperatures it becomes possible to compare the suitability of different temperatures to identify Pejus
temperature change points, i.e. at which physiological performance ceases to be optimal, and
therefore indicate optimal and suboptimal thermal regimes.
For example, one area of thermo-physiological research on ectothermic invertebrates is routinely
conducted in the field of entomology, whereby understanding the effect of temperature on
developmental times of insects is paramount in predicting when particular insects will be at certain
life stages for effective pest management interventions (Bellows and Fisher, 1999; Huffaker, 1999;
Roy, et al., 2002). This requires precise estimation of when the environmental temperature is too low,
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or too high, for a species to operate, usually determined as theoretical biological zero, where the
measured function , often developmental time, respiration rate, or reproductive rate, theoretically
ceases due to unfavorable environmental temperatures (see review, Damos and Savopoulou-Soultani
(2012)). The value of biological zero is then used as the basis for projecting developmental times in
situ based on the amount of time the environmental temperature is above this minimum temperature
threshold (usually reported as “degree days”) (Damos and Savopoulou-Soultani, 2012; Ikemoto and
Takai, 2000). This extensive body of knowledge does not exist for redclaw.
The primary aim of this group of experiments was to determine the thermal tolerance for redclaw
Cherax quadricarinatus early life stages from egg through five further stages to C1 by measuring
oxygen consumption rate over a range of temperatures in order to define the Pejus temperature change
points and elucidate optimum thermal regimes for each of the six life stages and therefore delineate
holding temperatures for these life stages to maximise growth and survivorship.

11.2 Methods
Cherax quadricarinatus experimental specimens were sourced from AquaVerde Redclaw Farm and
Hatchery, 39 Blue Gum Rd, Carrington QLD 4883 (17.3082300 S 145.4597100 E). Specimens
supplied were at various life stages, either: Eggs (E); after hatching, Larval Stage 1 (L1); after first
moult post-hatching, Larval Stage 2 (L2); or after 2 moults post-hatching, Crayling (C). Crayling + 1
Moult (C1), and Crayling + 2 Moults (C2) were produced by on-growing Craylings in the laboratory
facility at JCU.
Craylings for on-growing were held in a 60L recirculating system of aged fresh water and provided
with habitat to discourage cannibalism. Habitat consisted of bundles of dressmaker’s Tulle clumped
into a “bowtie” arrangement with a cable tie around the middle. Oxygenation was provided via
airstones in the sump. Craylings, C1 and C2 were fed at the rate of .25g Artemia per Litre per day
(Aquarium Industries Pty Ltd, Reorder Code: MF420100, Crude Protein 4.5% minimum, Crude Fat
0.2% minimum, Crude Fibre 0.7% maximum, Moisture 95% maximum) and monitored for mortalities
and moults. Eggs, L1’s and L2’s were held in similar apparatus but without habitat and not fed. Water
quality was maintained through a water exchange of 20L minimum per day per system (systems
consisted of three experimental tubs [17L each] plus a sump [15L] [total 66L]) which approximated to
30% water exchange each day. Water quality was maintained at: pH 7.2 – 7.6, Ammonia 0 - 0.25ppm,
Nitrite = 0, Nitrate 0 – 5ppm, Temperature 240C +/- 0.50C.
Prior to the commencement of each experiment for each life stage, experimental subjects and the
filtered (vacuum filtered with .45 µm filter paper) water to fill the respirometry chambers in which the
specimens were to be placed were acclimated at the rate of 20C per hour relative to the ambient
temperature they were held at (240C +/- 0.50C). Additionally, water acclimating for the respirometry
chambers was aerated with an airstone to maintain 100% air saturation.
The life stages and temperatures which were examined are specified in Table 11.1.
Respirometry equipment used was MicroResp TM version 1.0.4 Microplate System, Loligo Systems
Toldboden 3, 2nd floor DK – 8800 Viborg, Denmark. Respiration rate chambers of 5.5ml (Figure 11.1)
were used to accommodate C. quadricarinatus life stages from L1 to C2 (L1: 0.0124g +/- 2.5%, L2:
0.0142g +/- 2.5%, C: 0.0184g +/- 2.5%, C1: 0.0261g +/- 2.5%, C2: 0.0366g +/- 2.5%), and 2.5 ml
chambers for Eggs (0.0068g +/- 2.5%). The black dots in the centre of each chamber are the light
sensitive oxygen sensors which the plate reader detects from below each chamber. The small orange
mass in each chamber are L2’s.
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Table 11.1. Experiments conducted via life stage and temperature, n = number of experimental
subjects for each experiment.

Temperature

Egg

L1

L2

C

C1

C

0

16 C

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

0

20 C

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

220C

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

0

24 C

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

0

26 C

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

0

28 C

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

310C

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

0

34 C

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

0

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

39 C

Figure 11.1. Micro respirometry plate with experimental subjects in situ

Each plate held 20 experimental specimens and 4 controls with no specimens. The control chambers
allowed for quantification of intrinsic factors such as background respiration, and / or extrinsic factors
such as atmospheric pressure variation. Plates were custom made precision cut Perspex with light
sensitive reader spots attached (Oxygen Sensor Spot SP-PSt5-NAU-D5-YOP_US Batch No.: SPPSt5-NAU-D5-YOP_US-1547-01 PreSens GmbH), supplied by Loligo Systems Toldboden 3, 2nd
floor DK – 8800 Viborg, Denmark.
Micro respirometry plates were loaded with vacuum filtered (Whatman filter paper no.1, 150mm Ø
Cat. No. 1001 150, .45 µm) >1-day aged tap water which had been acclimated to the experimental
temperature over the rate of 20C per hour with an integral airstone maintaining 100% air saturation.
Experimental subjects were correspondingly acclimated in one liter containers and loaded into the
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experimental chambers without delay, to maintain the correct experimental temperature. The surface
of the plate was flooded and then covered with Parafilm®, followed by a rubber sealing pad and
weight supplied for use with the system following manufacturer’s specifications. The surrounding
water bath had the lid secured and was then flooded with water from the sump maintained at the
experimental temperature via a heater / chiller unit. Recording limit was set to 30% depletion of
oxygen, atmospheric pressure was ascertained daily via the Australian Bureau of Meteorology
website and relevant experimental temperature was also set. Zero calibration data was loaded from
previously generated data for each experimental temperature (generated using a 4% Na2So3 solution)
and 100% calibration was then recorded. The MicroResp TM program was started recording once the
traces had levelled out from the initial loading of the plate and calibration. The experiment in each
instance was run at a minimum to the point at which all wells had reached 70% O2 saturation, which
varied in length of time relative to the temperature of the experiment.

11.2.1 Analyses
Data for individual temperature experiments were transferred to Excel (2013) and data trimmed to
include the top 30% depletion of oxygen. The oxygen consumption rate was calculated as the slope
and y-intercept for each replicate, at each temperature treatment, at each life stage and was presented
as oxygen depletion per micromole of oxygen per hour (µmol O2 H-1) in each chamber. This was the
initial raw analysis done for the purposes of this report, which has been included as Figures 1 – 8
showing means for each temperature treatment for each life stage. Further analysis will be continued
after all data is collected by transferring data to IBM SPSS Statistics 24, means will be generated and
compared via One Way Analysis of Variance. Post hoc analysis will be conducted to establish
significant differences between the temperature treatments and data will then be plotted for the ten
temperature treatments for each of the six life stages with error bars showing 95% confidence interval
of the mean. This data will then be further analysed through a combination of linear and non-linear
regressions and a change point analysis. If necessary the data will then be modelled to indicate
mathematically the best fit. It is important to note that one of the major factors that contribute to
oxygen consumption is mass (e.g. larger animals typically consume more oxygen). The allometry for
redclaw craylings has not previously established and is integral to the precision of these
measurements. Therefore, the allometry of these specimens are currently being determined for the life
stages which have had metabolic rate experiments performed on them i.e. Egg to C2. After accounting
for the effect of mass, it is expected that the variance and batch effect obvious in the following raw
data plots will be reduced substantially.
Optimum temperature for each life stage will be ascertained via identification of the asymptote of the
curve. Following this a grouped plot will be produced with all data for all life stages at all
temperatures with error bars showing 95% confidence interval of the mean.

11.3 Results
Not surprisingly larger crayfish consume oxygen at a higher rate than smaller crayfish, however there
is a pattern common across all these life stages in that generally oxygen consumption rate increases
gradually to a point but then markedly increases. In C & C1 at 390C the rate then plummets (Figure
11.2).
The oxygen consumption rate raw data plot for eggs appears to increase at a reasonably consistent rate
up until 310C, after which the rate increases to 340C, then drops off at 360C (Figure 11.3). The low
figure for 200C may well be accounted for as a batch or mass effect and will be alleviated once mass
is accounted for.
The oxygen consumption rate raw data plot for L1’s appears to rise at a fairly consistent rate right
through the temperature range, with the 240C and 260C treatments being lower perhaps to a batch and
/ or mass effect (Figure 11.4).
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Figure 11.2. Raw preliminary data plot for oxygen consumption for Cherax quadricarinatus for
life stages from Egg to C2.

Figure 11.3. Raw preliminary data plot for oxygen consumption for Cherax quadricarinatus for
Egg life stage.
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Figure 11.4. Raw preliminary data plot for oxygen consumption for Cherax quadricarinatus for
L1 life stage.

The oxygen consumption rate raw data plot for L2’s shows a consistent rise to 260C but then drops
right down at 280C, before resuming a consistent rise between 280C and 360C (Figure 11.5). Again,
the seemingly anomalously low figure for 280C may well be accounted for by batch or mass effect.
Crayling life stage raw data plot for oxygen consumption shows an interesting shape (Figure 11.6),
with a low figure for 260C (perhaps again a batch or mass effect), but a large-scale rise in oxygen
consumption between 340C and 360C. This large rise then falls rapidly back to the 340C level when
the experiment is run at 390C.

Figure 11.5. Raw preliminary data plot for oxygen consumption for Cherax quadricarinatus for
L2 life stage.
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Figure 11.6. Raw preliminary data plot for oxygen consumption for Cherax quadricarinatus for
crayling life stage.

The oxygen consumption rate raw data plot for C1 appears to show that the majority of the
temperatures tested show a similar gradual increase in oxygen consumption up to 340C, then a rapid
increase in rate followed by a rapid decrease in rate at 390C (Figure 11.7). In this instance the low
figure for 220C may well be accounted for in a batch or mass effect also.

Figure 11.7. Raw preliminary data plot for oxygen consumption for Cherax quadricarinatus for
C1 life stage.
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The raw data plot for life stage C2 appears to show a more consistent rise in oxygen consumption than
all the other stages (Figures 11.2 – 11.7) rate right through from 260C – 390C (Figure 11. 8). It is
interesting to note that 160C – 260C shows an initial decrease in oxygen consumption rate, followed
by a slight rise, bringing it back to the 160C temperature rate. Further analysis may discover a batch or
mass effect at work here. Note there are also missing data points here at 220C and 280C (Figure 11.8).
When the raw data for all the life stages from Egg to C2 is plotted on the same axis (Figure 11.9) it is
interesting to note that a similar pattern can be discerned which is visible in the individual raw data
plots (Figures 2 to 8) but perhaps even more defined. A noticeable almost parabolic area of data
points between 200C and 280C can be clearly seen, as can a consistent ramping of oxygen
consumption rate from 280C to 390C.

Figure 11.8. Raw preliminary data plot for oxygen consumption for Cherax quadricarinatus for
C2 life stage.

Figure 11.9. Raw preliminary data plot for oxygen consumption for Cherax quadricarinatus, all
life stages E – C2 grouped.
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11.4 Discussion
The analysis presented here is a preliminary raw analysis. The PhD project it is sourced from has a
completion date of 18 April, 2020, and the Metabolic Rate / Respirometry experiments conducted to
generate the data are not yet complete. There are missing data points and as the experiments are
ongoing, that which are presented here are raw plots only. There are however a number of points of
discussion which can be gleaned from it; subject to the caveat that these may change slightly when a
more rigorous analysis is performed later.
Generally speaking, there is a similar shape / pattern to the raw data plots across the life stages from
Egg to C2. This trend starts with an initial gentle increase in oxygen consumption rate from 160C to
the 260C treatment, followed by a more rapid increase in oxygen consumption rate from 260C to 340C.
At the 390C point craylings and C1 both show a rapid decline in oxygen consumption rate, however
C2 do not. As this temperature has not been trialled on the other life stages as yet, it will be interesting
to see how that data fits on the plots when collected.
Once the experiments are complete it will be possible to compare the treatments via One-Way
Analysis of Variance including a post hoc analysis and thereby identify significant differences
between the temperature treatments. Furthermore, linear and non-linear regressions can be performed,
as can a change point analysis to further elucidate the relationships between the treatments. If at that
point the data requires further scrutiny to identify the underlying patterns that explain the data it can
be modelled to indicate mathematically the best fit which explains the data.
Part of the process of analyzing the data once it has all been collected is to adjust the data for mass as
larger crayfish typically consume more oxygen and this may explain some of the anomalies observed
in the raw data plots. Furthermore, the allometry of these life stages needs to be performed. At present
data exists for wet weight, mass and OCL (occipital carapace length). Dry mass data will also be
collected via lyophilization and the relationships between these factors determined in order to find the
best combinations to explain the allometry for each specimen used in this study. This data has not
previously been collected for these early life stages for redclaw and will contribute greatly to the
enhancement of the precision of the oxygen consumption measurements. It is expected that the
allometry and adjustment for mass will reduce the variance and batch effect obvious in the raw data
plots greatly.

11.5 Implications and Recommendations
It is hoped that the work presented here, when complete, will offer insights into both the hatchery part
of the production process and also a further, intermediate nursery phase before release into grow-out
ponds. This information should help guide further experiments to examine survivorship and growth at
each of these life stages and temperatures.
For the hatchery, experiments need to be conducted for the stages Egg, L1 and L2, and needs to be
gathered and combined with timelines for production, as temperature dictates speed of development
(Anson and Rouse, 1996a; Barki, et al., 1997; Calvo, et al., 2011; Calvo, et al., 2013; CampañaTorres, et al., 2005; 2008; Cortés‐Jacinto, et al., 2003; De Bock and López Greco, 2009; GarciaGuerrero, et al., 2003a; Jones, 1990a; Jones, 1995a; Karplus, et al., 2003; King, 1994; Yeh and
Rouse, 1995; Zhao, et al., 2000), as well as inherent costs in holding time in the hatchery.
If a nursery phase is inserted between the hatchery and release in the grow-out ponds, then this phase
should cover the next three life stages (C, C1, C2) as discussed in the Temperature, Diet and Density /
Habitat experiments in this report (Objectives 8, 6 & 5). Survivorship and growth experiments should
also be performed at these life stages and the relevant temperatures. Interestingly, the Temperature
Experiment reported on elsewhere in this document (Objective 8) shows a strong case that
survivorship was best for a nursery phase of three weeks at 220C, a period of time that equates to
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development from crayling to C2. Perhaps what may develop from this work is a need to change the
temperature for particular life stages of redclaw to offer the best thermal regime for efficient and
sustainable metabolic rate.
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Chapter 12 Objective B.8. Determine suitable prestocking thermal requirements for juvenile
Cherax quadricarinatus craylings
12.1 Background
Environmental temperature is an integral component of the physiological capacity of an organism to
consume and convert resources such as food into growth, reproduction and survival. This is
particularly important for organisms which cannot control their internal body temperature and are
forced to match their environmental temperature. This applies heavily to thermos-conformers in the
marine / freshwater environments which rely entirely on environmental thermal regimes for
thermoregulation.
Previous published research, which has quantified the success of growing out redclaw craylings (S3J),
has suggested a water temperature of 270C (Anson and Rouse, 1996a; Barki, et al., 1997; Calvo, et
al., 2011; Calvo, et al., 2013; Campaña-Torres, et al., 2005; 2008; Cortés‐Jacinto, et al., 2003).
However, Garcia-Guerrero, et al. (2003a) recommended an optimal egg incubation temperature of 22
– 250C for aquaculture of redclaw. Previous research has also demonstrated an inverse relationship
with temperature on incubation period and a positive relationship with hatch rate of eggs (GarciaGuerrero, et al., 2003a).
The time from hatching of the juvenile craylings through to release into the grow-out ponds is
affected by temperature, as temperature is an integral factor to many aspects of redclaw biology and
physiology, including modulation of growth (De Bock and López Greco, 2009; Garcia-Guerrero, et
al., 2003a; Jones, 1990a; Jones, 1995a; b; Karplus, et al., 2003; King, 1994; Yeh and Rouse, 1995;
Zhao, et al., 2000). Although many trials have ascertained suitable thermal regimes that maximise
growth and survivorship for adult and sub-adult redclaw (Anson and Rouse, 1996a; Barki, et al.,
1997; Calvo, et al., 2011; Calvo, et al., 2013; Campaña-Torres, et al., 2005; 2008; Cortés‐Jacinto, et
al., 2003), little data exists on the thermal preference of many of the early life stages, particularly C –
C2.
One factor that has been identified as requiring improvement in commercial scale aquaculture of
redclaw is the variation in success of the young craylings during the first few moults post-detachment
from the broodstock female. The variation that has been seen during the early life stage rearing has
been in the form of variation in growth rate and survivorship. Although many factors, both biotic and
abiotic may cause this variability, one aspect that is paramount is determining a suitable thermal
regime for those early life stages. Therefore, the aim of this project is to quantify the effect of
temperature on the growth and survivorship of juvenile redclaw, to determine suitable thermal
regimes for a proposed nursery phase prior to pond seeding.

12.2 Methods
12.2.1 Systems
Eight treatments were assigned individually to eight systems, all recirculating and independent of
each other with separate dedicated sumps. Sumps incorporated heating / cooling systems to maintain
temperature. The arrangement is illustrated in Figure 12.1.
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Figure 12.1. Tank arrangement for temperature assessment.

Each system consisted of two tanks with racks holding 30 baskets in each (Figure 12.2); each basket
holding an individual crayling (S3J); 60 craylings per temperature treatment. Total system water
volume was 46L each. Mechanical filtration was achieved via a filter sock over the return pipe to the
sump.
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Craylings were held individually to negate the confounding effect of cannibalism and so that
individual weights at the start and end of the experiment could be tracked. The baskets were topped
with a cover to prevent movement between baskets. Each system was individually controlled for
temperature treatment, having two experimental tanks and a sump tank. A total of 60 craylings were
trialled per temperature treatment.
Water exchanges of approximately 30% were conducted daily utilizing dwelled pre-acclimated water
(=/- .50C dictated by the accuracy of the chiller / heater units). Water temperature for the treatments
was monitored over the period with thermal data loggers. Ammonia, pH and water exchange volume
were recorded daily, in addition, Total hardness, Total Alkalinity, and Cyanuric Acid were recorded
weekly.

Figure 12.2. Experimental tank showing 30 baskets in a rack.

12.2.2 Craylings
Experimental craylings were sourced from AquaVerde Redclaw farm in north Queensland
(17024’20.0”S 145031’32.8”E), 480 individuals from the same broodstock female were weighed and
randomly assigned to treatments. Individual craylings were placed on kitchen paper for a minimum of
three seconds to remove external water and then weighed at the start and end of the experiment.
Craylings were housed in the baskets individually to negate the confounding effect of cannibalism and
covered to prevent escape or translocation. Craylings were fed on-grown adult Artemia (Aqua One©)
daily ad libitum, defrosted, suspended in water and fed out at a rate of ≥2 Artemia per crayling. Racks
were lifted and swirled in the tubs to remove uneaten feed daily which was collected in the filter sock
and removed.

12.2.3 Data Analysis
Data were analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 24 Analysis of variance for percentage change
in original weight and total mortalities.
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12.3 Results
Water quality in the system remained stable and suitable for redclaw craylings (Table 12.1). The
measured mean temperature for each temperature treatment remained close to that specified (Table
12.2).
Percentage survival was markedly different between the treatments (Figure 12.3) with temperatures
180C, 200C and 220C showing 100%, 98% and 100% survival respectively at the end of the threeweek trial. Conversely, 240C, 260C, 280C, 300C and 320C had 6%, 3%, 5%, 2% and 0% survival.
A strong pattern emerged in the number of daily mortalities (Figure 12.4), with a large spike in
mortalities from day six to day 11. Mortalities levelled off after that, slowing to one to two mortalities
per treatment by day 18.
There was a statistically significant effect of temperature on the change of mass of craylings (F6, 144 =
20.666, p <0.001). Percentage change in original weight was significantly different between the
treatments 18, 20 and 220C and increased with increasing temperature (Figure 12.5). Treatments 240C,
260C, 280C, 300C and 320C were excluded from post hoc analysis for percentage change in original
weight due to paucity of experimental crayfish remaining alive to measure weight gain. There was a
trend noticed however whereby treatments above 240C showed decreased weight gain with increasing
temperature.
The total number of mortalities experienced over the three weeks of the study were split between two
groups; 180C, 200C and 220C were not significantly different from each other (F7, 8 = 2379.381, p
<0.001) (Figure 12.6), but significantly different from 240C, 260C, 280C, 300C and 320C, which were
not statistically significantly different from each other.
Table 12.1. Water quality parameters measured over the three weeks of the study.

Water Quality Parameter Range over the course of the experiment
Ammonia

0 – 0.25 ppm

pH

7.2 – 8.8

Total Hardness

0

Total Alkalinity

80

Cyanuric Acid

0

Table 12.2. Water temperature means measured via iButton over the three weeks of the study.

Temperature Treatment Mean Temperature over the course of the experiment
180C

180C +/- .50C

200C

19.70C +/- .50C

220C

220C +/- .50C

240C

24.90C +/- .50C

260C

26.50C +/- .50C

280C

280C +/- .50C

300C

300C +/- .50C

320C

320C +/- .50C
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Cherax quadricarinatus Craylings Temperature Experiment
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Figure 12.3. Cherax quadricarinatus crayling mortalities per temperature treatment. Over the
three weeks of the experiment temperature treatments 180C, 200C and 220C had far lower
mortality and a far higher % survival than treatments 240C, 260C, 280C, 300C and 320C.

Figure 12.4. Cherax quadricarinatus three-week temperature trial, daily crayling mortalities per
temperature treatment. Large scale mortalities commenced on day six and were primarily
concentrated in the seven - 11 day period.
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Figure 12.5. Cherax quadricarinatus craylings three-week temperature experiment. Percentage
change in original weight by temperature treatment (error bars show 95% confidence interval),
treatments with the same letter are not significantly different from each other (F6, 144 = 20.666, p
<0.001). 320C treatment was excluded due to zero survivors, treatments 24 0C, 260C, 280C, 300C
excluded from post hoc analysis due to lack of replicates.

Figure 12.6. Cherax quadricarinatus craylings three-week temperature experiment. Total
mortalities per temperature treatment, error bars represent 95% confidence interval,
treatments with the same letter are not significantly different from each other (F7, 8 = 2379.381,
p <0.001).
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12.4 Discussion
There was a distinct separation in the survivorship associated with temperature whereby treatments
over 220C suffered high levels of mortality over the period of the study, whereas the 180C, 200C and
220C treatments showed almost complete survival (Figures 12.3 and 12.6). The mean weights of the
surviving animals from these lower temperature treatments: 180C, 0.0199g [C – C1], 200C, 0.0311g
[C1 – C2], 220C, 0.0383g [C2] show a larger weight corresponding to a higher temperature treatment,
and also show that they have survived through at least one iteration of ecdysis.
The mortalities of treatments 240C, 260C, 280C and 300C, all occurred on days eight and nine and at
mean weights (0.0288g, 0.0266g, 0.0244g, 0.0225g) that correlate to them being C1’s (crayling + 1
moult = c. 0.0261g). This would tend to suggest that temperature may be a stressor or driver of moultdeath in these early stages and the lower temperatures allowed the animals to perform ecdysis once or
twice over the course of the study and survive.

12.5 Implications and Recommendations
This study provides supporting evidence that craylings can survive very well at what are considered
cooler temperatures, but which are well within their non-lethal temperature range. It appears that in
this case at least, higher temperatures are a stressor which encourage faster growth but do not allow
the crayfish to survive ecdysis. To relate this back to the initial question, which generated the study,
we can see that there is very little mortality in the lowest end of the temperatures trialled, right down
to 180C. The implications are that initial growth may be slowed, however if craylings experience a
cooler Nursery phase for a few weeks prior to release in grow-out ponds, a stronger / fitter C1-2
released for grow-out may show enhanced survivorship due to having already made it through the
first one to two difficult iterations of ecdysis. Therefore, during this trial, it would seem that 220C
would be the best balance between growth rate and survivorship during a nursery phase.
The next information we need to gather to examine this idea is to experiment with temperature for all
the stages from egg to C2 and measure the oxygen consumption as analogous to metabolic rate (see
Objective 7, Metabolic rate Experiments in this report). We can then determine through combination
of these studies the effective best temperature to hold all of these stages in order to provide the ideal
temperature environment in a nursery phase, with a view to releasing C1-2’s into grow-out ponds with
an enhanced chance of survival to harvest.
If we were to persist in releasing craylings into grow-out ponds without the addition of a nursery
phase to take them through to C1-2’s, this study shows that even at 180C the initial low stocking
temperature should not prove to be a detrimental effect in terms of survivorship, merely slowing
initial growth. High temperatures may however prove to be highly detrimental to survivorship. Cooler
temperatures slow development time during a critical life history change point which may lead to
higher survivorship, lower pathogen load, lower feed / diet requirements and increased robustness.
The implications for industry are that over time, cost savings may be made and overall, the higher
survivorship of these mass spawning animals may prove to provide higher income.
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Chapter 13 Objective C1.1. Investigate the cause of
mortality of adult redclaw after the crayfish
have been subjected to stress through
handling
13.1 Methods
13.1.1 Histopathology
Histopathology was carried out as this is a technique which can identify both bacterial presence and
viral lesions.
Moribund broodstock were collected, rendered non-responsive by being placed at 0°C for 10 minutes
and cut in half. One half of each crayfish was placed into Davidsons’ fixative and submitted to JCU
BMTVS for routine processing for histopathology. The remaining half of each crayfish was frozen at
-20C and submitted and retained at JCU BMTVS for subsequent procedures as required (maximum
n=50 individuals). This allowed sufficient crayfish to identify trends and different processing for a
range of downstream application.
After 48 h in Davidson's fixative, the cephalothorax, gills and muscles of redclaw crayfish were
transferred to 70% ethanol, then dehydrated though a series of alcohols to xylene and then embedded
in paraffin wax. Tissue sections were cut at 5 μm and stained with Mayer's haematoxylin and eosin (H
& E). The sections were screened under light microscopy for lesions and viral inclusion bodies.
Digital photographs were taken with a MicroPublisher 5.0 RTV.
Through histopathological survey of the moribund crayfish a report was sent to the executive of the
collaborative research group. Identification of bacterial/parasitic pathology was provided to the larger
collaborative research group, advice on possible changes in feeding of crayfish and an investigation
into possible viral causes was carried out as part of this subproject.

13.1.2 RT-PCR
RT-PCR was carried out as histopathology identified lesions similar, but not identical, to those
formed by a known RNA virus of Macrobrachium rosenbergii, which is found in similar locations to
redclaw crayfish aquaculture in northern Queensland.
Tissue with virus-like pathology was subject to RNA extraction for polymerase chain reaction (RTPCR) using a High Pure Viral Nucleic Acid Kit (Roche) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Tetro cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bioline) was used following the manufacturer's protocol to produce
cDNA before DNA amplification using. The cDNA was used as a template for PCR assay, using
primers for Macrobrachium rosenbergii nodavirus (MrNV) (Table 13.1). MyFi™ Mix, (Bioline) was
used for amplification with a PCR profile consisting of initial denaturation at 95 °C for 5 minutes, 40
cycles at 95 °C for 30 seconds denaturation, 56 °C annealing for 30 seconds and polymerisation at 72
°C for 30 seconds. Samples were polymerised for an additional five minutes at 72 °C following the
last cycle. Products were electrophoresed on a gel followed by cloning into pGEM®-T Easy Vector
System (Promega) and sequencing at Macrogen Inc (Seoul, Korea). All obtained sequences were
compared with both single-stranded and doublestranded RNA and DNA viruses published in NCBI
GenBank using bioinformatic tools (BLAST). Other primers designed based on initial sequence
results, degenerate primers and low annealing PCR were also trialled with limited results.
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Table 13.1. Published MrNV primers

Primer name

Sequence

Reference

MrNV-external Forward

GCGTTATAGATGGCACAAGG

(Sahul Hameed et al., 2004)

MrNV-external Reverse

AGCTGTGAAACTTCCACTGG

MrNV B2 Forward

GACCCAAAAGTAGCGAAGGA (Hayakijkosol et al., 2011)

13.2 Results
Histopathology was carried out and results reported to crayfish farmers with some suggestions as to
feeding regimes to improve health. In addition, an interesting putative viral presence was examined
via RT-PCR and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). It was determined an unknown +ssRNA
virus was present and may be involved in the mortalities.
Initial histopathological results identified that all crayfish had high Psorospermium (protozoan) loads.
There was subtle, widespread but focal myonecrosis with migration of myonuclei and some
eosinophilic granule haemocytic infiltration. One crayfish had disorganized pattern to the heart
myofibrils with some short bundles. Two crayfish had systemic haemocoel invasion with many
ciliates (c.f. Tetrahymena). This is really rare with the first and last case of ciliate invasion was 20
years ago! Many crayfish had extensive lipid deposition in the hepatopancreas to the point of
squeezing down the size of other cells in the hepatopancreas (c.f. steatosis = fatty degeneration of the
hepatopancreas). Bright yellow hepatopancreai were seen in crayfish brought to JCU for other
research work. However, there was no further work carried out on this and there was no indication
this was related to the mortalities.
The crayfish had no signs of any of the known viruses, however lesions were reminiscent of viral
infection (Figure 13.2) and muscle was brittle and friable. They had no bacteraemia, septicaemia,
melanisation or damage to gill filaments; therefore water quality was considered an irrelevant issue
herein.
The general and most likely diagnosis was of disseminated, low grade myolysis of unknown cause.
One hypothesis was that the crayfish were suffering from chronic low-grade vitamin E/selenium
deficiency leading to myonecrosis. This could be brought on by excessive inappropriate oils/lipids in
the grains being fed without enough green vegetable matter. This results in high omega 6 fatty acids
displacing more useful omega-3 fatty acids which complement the vitamin E/selenium antioxidant
pathways.
Farmers were advised to increase green vegetable content in feed also asked to change diet to lower
grain content, possibly consider addition of oily fish occasionally and consider what other costeffective foods were available.
The other hypothesis is that there was a chronic, low grade unidentified myonecrotic virus circulating
in the population. A number of viruses also cause vitamin E/ selenium deficiencies as part of their
virogenesis.
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Figure 13.1. Light microscopy of crayfish with H & E (A) and Gram stains (B, C, D) respectively.
(A) degenerating muscle fibres with a haemocytic infiltrate (B) nuclear pyknosis of nerve cells.
(C) Meconium (white arrows) filling the lumen of the gut of a day four crayling. (D) Gramnegative bacterial cells (white arrows) filling the lumen of the gut of a day six crayling (Sakuna,
et al., 2017a).

To investigate this further, primers were designed from the sequence of Macrobrachium rosenbergii
nodavirus (MRNV), a +ssRNA virus endemic in crayfish aquaculture areas in Queensland that infects
Macrobrachium rosenbergii and can cause muscle lesions experimentally in redclaw crayfish.
However, all sequence results, with multiple primers designs including degenerate and low annealing
temperatures produced off-target sizes with partial hits to a range of ssRNA viruses, including many
hits to RNA-dependant RNA polymerase genes which are found in +ssRNA viruses. Reverse
transcriptase-PCR analysis found sequence consistent with a mixture of 4 viruses: nodavirus,
dicistrovirus, togavirus and endogenous viral elements in the genome of the crayfish. Further
investigation ruled out the togavirus as it appeared to be highly probably associated with an
actinomycete, Planctomyces commensal on the crayfish.
Transmission electron microscopy was also carried out on a gradient purified extract from the case
crayfish. Once again (Figure 13.3), there was evidence of viral presence due to icosahedral/sphere
shaped presumptive capsomeres of 14nm diameter with a density of 1.10g/cm3
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Figure 13.2. TEM image of presumptive capsomeres from extract from case crayfish (Sakuna
et al., 2017)

It was evident that there was a +ssRNA virus present, but it was not MrNV nodavirus or any known
virus. RT-PCR protocols were not efficient in identifying the virus as it was likely to be novel, with a
different sequence to known viruses. It was proposed to try to use next generation sequencing to
sequence all of the RNA in case and control crayfish and use this approach to look for viruses,
however, the funding allocated in the grant was insufficient to carry this out this novel approach.
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Chapter 14 Objective C2.1. Determine the identity
of the unknown +ve ssRNA and the complete
viral sequence
14.1 Methods
14.1.1 Next generation sequencing (NGS)
Total RNA from two crayfish was analysed as this was the only method which would find novel RNA
viruses. A case crayfish was tested to find the virus, a control crayfish was tested to compare any viral
sequence against to confirm likelihood that the identified virus was the disease-causing agent and not
just present in all crayfish.
Total RNA was extracted from muscle from one case (moribund: farm) and one control (healthy: JCU
population) crayfish as follows;
The muscle from case crayfish was taken from −20 °C and deep frozen to −80 °C for at least three
hours before further processing. The presumptive negative control muscle was prepared from a
freshly killed crayfish and treated the same. The case and control muscles were homogenised
separately with sterilized pestles in an RNase-free microcentrifuge tube containing an appropriate
amount of liquid nitrogen to cover the sample. The homogenised samples were subjected to total
RNA extraction using RNA Purification Kit (NorgenBiotek®) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Quantitation of RNA was determined using QuantiFluor® RNA System (Promega) and
Nano Drop®. Quality was determined by the entire electrophoretic trace of the RNA sample using
Agilent 2200 TapeStation System (Agilent Technologies).
Two suitable RNA samples were subjected to RNA sequencing using Illimuna TruSeq stranded total
RNA library preparation with Ribozero treatment followed by illumins Hiseq 2x125bp paired-end
reads at the Otago Genomics facility, New Zealand. Reads were de novo assembled using
TrinityRNASeq and all contigs greater than 5000 bp and their translated proteins were further
compared with both single-stranded and double-stranded RNA and DNA viruses published in NCBI
GenBank using Bioinformatic tools (BLAST) by Geneious using the computational pipeline shown in
Figure 14.1.

Figure 14.1. Computation pipeline to determine potential sequences (Sakuna et al., 2017).
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14.1.2 RT-PCR for Chequavirus and Athtabvirus
RT-PCR was developed and carried out to confirm the presence of virus in the original crayfish
tissues and to allow for screening of further crayfish without the expense of NGS
Primers (Table 14.1 and Table 14.2) were designed from the putative virus sequences identified by
NGS to confirm infection of the crayfish used for sequencing. For Chequavirus, these were used in a
PCR with a thermal profile consisting of initial denaturation at 95 °C for five minutes, 40 cycles at 95
°C for 30 seconds denaturation, 56 °C annealing for 30 seconds and polymerisation at 72 °C for 30
seconds. Samples were polymerised for an additional five minutes at 72 °C following the last cycle.
Products were electrophoresed on a gel followed by cloning into pGEM®-T Easy Vector System
(Promega) and sequencing at Macrogen Inc (Seoul, Korea). All obtained sequences were compared
with both single stranded and double stranded RNA and DNA viruses published in NCBI GenBank
using bioinformatic tools (BLAST).
Table 14.1. Primers designed from initial putative viral sequences (Chequavirus)

set

Primer name

Anneal temp.

Sequence

Predicted size

1

864F

56

CTCCTTCTGGGTGCGCTTTA

104

967R
2

ATACTCTGGCGCATGCTCTC

864F

56

CTCCTTCTGGGTGCGCTTTA

1481R

618

GGGACCCTAACAGCAACACA

For Athtabvirus, a thermal profile consisting of initial denaturation at 95°C for one minute, 30 cycles
at 95 °C for 15 second denaturation, annealing for the temperature described in Table 3 for 15 seconds
and polymerisation at 72 °C for 15 seconds was used. Samples were polymerised for an additional
five minutes at 72 °C following the last cycle. Products were electrophoresed on a gel followed by
cloning into pGEM®-T Easy Vector System (Promega) and sequencing at Macrogen Inc (Seoul,
Korea). All obtained sequences were compared with both single-stranded and double stranded RNA
and DNA viruses published in NCBI GenBank using bioinformatic tools (BLAST).
Table 14.2. Primers designed from initial putative viral sequences (Athtabvirus)

set

Primer name

Anneal
temp.

Sequence

Predicted
size

1

bunya-like virus
forward 1

58

AACACAGGGTTCAAGGCGAA

276

bunya-like virus
reverse 1
2

bunya-like virus
forward 2
bunya-like virus
reverse 2

GATTGGGGTCAGTGTCTGCA
59

GATCCGGCAGAATACGAGGG
ACAACTGTCTGGCTACTGGC

14.2 Results
See Chapter 15 for results of Objective C2.1.
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Chapter 15 Objective C2.2. Generate enough
preliminary data to be competitive for further
external funding rounds developing RNAi
treatment
15.1 Methods
15.1.1 qRT- PCR for Chequavirus
qRT-PCR for Chequavirus was developed to measure viral loads and allow for lab trials to monitor
increase/decrease in viral load with stress or therapeutic trials. Chequavirus PCR qRT-PCR was
developed first as this was the first virus found in the NGS data and the taxonomy matched the muscle
lesions.
One set of primers was selected to develop quantitative real time RT-PCR for Chequavirus for use in
laboratory trials and analysis of diagnostic assays.
A DNA plasmid containing a 618 bp Chequavirus insert (Table 2, Set 2 primer product) was
linearized by EcoRI (Promega, US) digestions. An aliquot of the digested plasmid was run in a 1.8%
agarose gel to confirm the digestion before purifying the remaining digestion reactions by Isolate II
PCR and Gel kit (Bioline, UK). DNA was quantified by spectroscopy and standards were prepared by
10-fold serial dilutions in nuclease-free water to prepare stocks containing 1 ×107–101 copies/μl. Two
microliters of template was used in RT-qPCR reactions. The amplification was carried out in 20 μl of
reaction volume containing 10 μl of 2 x SensiFast SYBR No-ROX Mix (Bioline, UK), and 0.4 μM of
Chequavirus forward and reverse primer. The thermal profile was 95 °C for 10 minutes followed by
40 cycles of 95 °C for five seconds, 59 °C for 10 seconds and 72 °C for 10 seconds. The data
acquisition and analysis were carried out with Rotor-Gene Q Series Software 2.3.1 (QIAGEN, GE).

15.1.2 RT-LAMP Assay for Chequavirus
RT-LAMP was developed as an on-farm, pond-side test, to make production decisions quicker and
easier for farmers as qRT-PCR requires considerable laboratory skills and equipment.
A reverse transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification (RT-LAMP) was developed and
assessed to determine if it would be a suitable and simple pond side diagnostic. For this purpose, total
RNA was extracted from muscle of Chequavirus positive and negative crayfish using the Total RNA
Purification Kit (Norgen Biotek®, Canada) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA was
produced using Tetro cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bioline, UK) following the manufacturer's protocol and
used as a template for comparison with RT-PCR, qRT-PCR and the RT-LAMP assay.
For RT-LAMP, the RdRp domain of Chequavirus was chosen as the target gene. For RT-LAMP
primer design, RT-LAMP primers (inner primer pair FIP/BIP, outer primer pair F3/B3 and loop
primer pair LF/LB – Table 4) were designed using Primer Explorer version 5
(https://primerexplorer.jp/e/) (Table 15.1). The outer primer pair F3/B3 and loop primer pair LF/LB
were synthesized by Macrogen Inc (Korea), while inner primer pair FIP/BIP were synthesized by
Thermo Fisher Scientific (Australia). A 25 μl reaction mixture contained 12.5 μl WarmStart
Colorimetric LAMP 2X Master Mix (NEB, US), 1.6 μM inner primers, 0.2 μM outer primers, 0.4 μM
loop primers, 8 μl nuclease free water and 2 μl template. The mixture was incubated at 65 °C for 30
minutes onwards. The result was examined by eye; positive reactions should turn yellow due to acid
from released protons while negative controls should remain pink. If an orange colour was visible,
reaction was returned to 65 °C for an additional 10 minutes.
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Table 15.1. RT-LAMP primers

Primers

Sequence

Position

LAMP F3

GCTTCTGTAGAAGATTGTGTT

9664–9684

LAMP B3

AGAACATTACATCTGTTTACTCC

9894–9872

LAMP LF

ACGAGTGTGCTCTCACGAAT

9728–9709

LAMP LB

ACGCGTATAACAGAATTGGTGT

9806–9827

FIP (LAMP F1c +
LAMP F2)

CCTACCATACGCTAACTCGCAAGGGTATGGAAGTCATCCGAT

BIP (LAMP B1c +
LAMP B2)

TTCGTATTGTTCAAACCATTCGCATGTAGTTCCTCCCACGTAG

LAMP F2

GGTATGGAAGTCATCCGAT

9690–9708

LAMP F1c

CCTACCATACGCTAACTCGCAAG

9765–9743

LAMP B2

TGTAGTTCCTCCCACGTAG

9860–9842

LAMP B1c

TTCGTATTGTTCAAACCATTCGCA

9782–9805

15.1.3 Testing of a cricket model (Acheta domesticus) of disease for
Chequavirus and Athtabvirus
As most crayfish screened carried Chequavirus, an alternate model to find virus-free animals was
examined. The cricket model has successfully been used previously to model PmeHDV for RNAi
gene silencing experiments (La Fauce and Owens, 2013), and insects have been found to be hosts to
other iflaviruses and bunyaviruses, so this was tested for Chequavirus and Athtabvirus.
Chequavirus and Athtabvirus sequence-positive muscle tissue from crayfish was homogenised with
insect media Sf-900th III SFM (Life Technologies, US) and the supernatant collected and clarified by
centrifugation and filtration through a 0.45um filter.
Crickets were randomly distributed between four experimental treatments: (1) unhandled controls, (2)
controls injected with 20 μl Sf- 900th III SFM, (3) injected with 20 μl viral inoculum suspended in Sf900th III SFM, and (4) fed with dried chicken food and carrots containing infected crayfish tissue.
Experimental treatments contained two replicates of ten crickets each. All needles were discarded
after each inoculation to minimise cross-infection. Crickets were injected by inserting the needle into
the membrane below the pronotum. Control crickets were injected with the same volume of insect
medium (Sf-900th III SFM). The experimental period began on the day of injection (day zero) and
concluded on day 30. Experimental aquaria were monitored daily. Dead crickets were removed,
recorded and prepared for reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). Approximately
50 mg of tissue was removed from crickets (flight muscle, gut and reproductive tissue) after
longitudinal ventral dissection. Tissues were stored frozen until processed. At the end of the
experimental period, all remaining crickets were sacrificed and the tissue removed for RT-PCR.
Total RNA was extracted from cricket tissue using total RNA Purification Kit (NorgenBiotek®, CA)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A positive and a negative control were prepared from
muscle of Chequavirus positive and negative crayfish (identified in RNA next generation sequencing)
respectively. RT PCR was carried out as per the RT-PCR protocols described above (objective C2.1).
Primer set one (Table 14.2) was used for Chequavirus and both primer sets (Table 15.1) were used for
Athtabvirus.
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Densovirus exploration
RT-PCR for was carried out on extracted RNA from samples as used in C1.1 for RT-PCR. RT-PCR
conditions as described by Bochow (2016).

15.2 Results C2.1 and C2.2
Based on results from histology and reverse transcriptase-PCR, alternate funding was sourced and
used to carry out next generation sequencing (NGS) of the transcriptome of an affected crayfish and a
non-affected crayfish from a separate location. This work identified two viruses (Chequavirus and
Athtabvirus) in the affected crayfish. This successfully completed objective C2.1. RT-PCR
(Chequavirus and Athtabvirus), qRT-PCR (Chequavirus) and RT_LAMP (Chequavirus) assays were
developed for confirmation of sequencing, use in lab trials and pond side testing respectively. A
cricket model of disease was also tested and determined not to be a suitable model for either virus.
This successfully completed objective C2.2.
NGS results
Chequavirus was a positive, singled-stranded RNA (+ssRNA) iflavirus of 9933 base pairs (bp).
Phylogenetic analysis (Figure 15.1) identified most BLAST matches were the family Iflaviridae with
some unclassified viruses. The single host match was from NGS data and may have been
misidentified as host rather than correctly identified as a viral infection.
Athtabvirus was a negative, single-stranded RNA (-ssRNA) bunya-like virus consisting of a large
(6868bp) and middle (3537bp) segment. No small segment was found, so this may be bi-segmented
like the unassigned group of negative-sense RNA viruses including Whenzhou Shrimp Virus 2
(WZSV2) which do not have the S segment identified as yet (Li, et al., 2015). Phylogenetic analysis
(Figures 15.2 and 15.3) confirmed clustering of both segments (L & M) with WZSV2.
Other members of the iflavirus like Chequavirus (Figure 4) cause lesions compatible with the
histopathology of muscle lesions in broodstock and grow-out and other members of the bunyaviruses
(Athtabvirus) (Figures 15.2 and 15.3) cause lesions compatible with the nerve lesions in craylings.
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Figure 15.1. Phylogenetic tree of protein translation of Chequavirus and its related protein
sequences (E ≤ 100). Blue dot Chequavirus, Red stars = +ve ssRNA Iflaviridae, Black stars =
+ve ssRNA Picornaviridae-like, Blue stars = unclassified RNA viruses, Green dot = non-viral
sequence (host) (Sakuna et al., 2017)
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Figure 15.2. Athtabvirus large segment. The nearest neighbour relationship between
Athtabvirus and order Bunyavirales (where E < 10−50). Athtabvirus is identified by a red dot
(Sakuna, et al., 2018b).

Figure 15.3. Athtabvirus middle segment. Dendrogram of nearest neighbour joining of
unassigned negative-sense ssRNA virus and bunyaviruses where E < 10−20. Athtabvirus is
identified by a red dot (Sakuna, et al., 2018b).
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15.2.1 RT-PCR
Two sets of primers confirmed that Chequavirus was in the case but not the control crayfish (Figure
15.4) and the sequences were identical to the sequence in the next generation sequencing.

Figure 15.4. Gel electrophoresis of RT-PCR products using two pairs of Chequavirus
iflavirus primers. Red arrows identify the sequence specific bands (Sakuna et al., 2017)

15.2.2 Assessment of detection assays
Chequavirus was used as a viral target for RT-qPCR and an RT-LAMP assay. All methods (RT-PCR,
RT-qPCR and RTLAMP) were specific to Chequavirus and did not react against nine other
Picornavirales and crustacean viruses. However, crayfish positive by histopathology for reovirus (RV)
from a JCU source gave positive result in all three assays, with RT-qPCR producing a peak which
was co-located with the Chequavirus control peak, indicating that this sample was also infected with
Chequavirus iflavirus
In vitro, the reverse transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification (RT-LAMP) read at 60 min
had poor repeatability for a linearized plasmid with an iflavirus insert with often two of three
replicates negative at many dilutions and an increase in false positives when incubation was extended.
For these reasons, the RT-LAMP was considered not fit-for-purpose and not used further. A redesign
of the primers for this protocol may be required to produce a workable pond-side test.
For RT-qPCR a strong linear correlation (r2= 0.995) was obtained between threshold cycles (CT) and
viral quantities over a 6-log range from 107 to 102 viral copy numbers per microliter and its’
measurement of uncertainty (0.07–1.37) was similar to PCRs for other crustacean viruses.
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In a limited, comparative sample of clinical crayfish haemolymph, the lowest, non-zero copies were
2.88 ×104 for RT-PCR and 4.60 ×101 for the RT-qPCR. In 68 further clinical crayfish haemolymph
samples tested by RT-qPCR only, copy numbers ranged from 0 to 1.14 ×106. For RT-qPCR, the
amplification plots, melt curves and the CT values indicated that the CT above 34.0 is a potential
negative result but examination of the melt curve is necessary for an accurate interpretation. A
suggested program of testing for crayfish farmers would consist of non-destructive bleeding, labelling
of crayfish and screening with RT-qPCR. Only those crayfish nominally negative (below detectable
limits) would be used for broodstock or selective breeding.

15.2.3 Testing of a cricket model for use as a bioassay for Chequavirus and
Athtabvirus
No abnormal signs were seen in any treatments with only a few of crickets dying during a 30-day
experimental trial. Three crickets died in the unhandled control and the viral injection groups: two in
the viral feeding and one in the control injected cricket groups. There was no statistically significant
difference (P > 0.05) between treatments (ANOVA) or in survival time (survival analysis).
No amplicons positive for Chequavirus or Athtabvirus were seen in any treatments using both sets of
primers. Unfortunately, these results demonstrate the house cricket has no capacity of being used as
an alternative bioassay for Chequavirus or Athtabvirus from redclaw crayfish. The search for an
alternative model will have to be broadened.

15.2.4 Other testing
This funding was also used to investigate other possible associations. The role of Cherax
quadricarinatus Densovirus in the current disease was tested using PCR on case and control crayfish.
This virus has no role in the current malady but previous work by Bowater et al. (2002) indicated it
does cause a chronic, near total mortality event in Cherax quadricarinatus. The virus is carried
without any indication in Cherax destructor. These two crayfish species should not be translocated or
co-habited without extensive and precise biosecurity evaluation.
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Chapter 16 Objective C3.1. Analyse the
effectiveness of RNA interference against
Chequavirus Iflavirus
16.1 Methods
Experimental nucleic acid interventions via RNA interference (RNAi) against viruses have been
widely reported (La Fauce and Owens, 2012). In addition, interventions such as raising the water
temperature to 32 °C for crayfish lead to apparently less cherax bacilliform virus in crayfish (Claydon,
et al., 2004) and statistically significant drops in copy number of Penstylidensovirus in Penaeus
vannamei held at 32.8 °C (Montgomery-Brock, et al., 2007). Furthermore, chemotherapeutics like
ivermectin have been shown to be functional in crayfish in statistically significantly reducing the
effect of two parvoviruses, presumptive gill parvo-like virus and cherax ambidensovirus (Nguyen, et
al., 2014). Clearly, some interventions to reduce the impact of viruses in crayfish are possible but
farmers need the most cost-effective methods even if this means the crayfish are not, ultimately, viral
free. This study was undertaken to shotgun trial some possible viral reduction strategies for farmers to
allow some on-farm follow-ups of potential treatments in the future.
The three interventions tested were short hairpin RNA (shRNA), as this was the specified agent to test
in this project, increased temperature, as it was effective in systems described above and may be
practical in hatchery systems, and quercetin, a member of the polyphenol flavonoids, which have been
shown to extensively dampen the inflammasome (Magrone, et al., 2017; Roopchand, et al., 2015)
which may reduce stress-triggered immunosuppression and hence lower viral copy number.
Two therapeutics experiments were carried out in series, with experiment II informed by experiment
I. The overall experimental design is described in Table 5. The plasmids listed in table 5 are described
in Table 6. The experimental periods began on the day of the injection and concluded on day 30. To
determine viral load, haemolymph was collected once weekly on days 0, 8, 15, 22 and 29 for RNA
extraction.
The logic of Exp I (Table 16.1) was to see if shRNA specific against the RdRp of chequavirus
delivered in a plasmid, which has the least manipulations for manufacture, would produce a
meaningful reduction in viral titre. The 8 ppt salinity treatment was to induce mild stress in crayfish
c.f. (Claydon, et al., 2004) to mimic the stress-associated mortality being seen on farms (positive
control).
The logic for the design of Exp II was to double the dose of the RNAi (shRNAa-cv+p) given in Exp I
to clarify its' apparent intermediate position seen in Exp I. The plasmid control was changed to a
different plasmid, pBK-CMV phagemid to further test the role of dsDNA (unmethylated CpG) in the
inflammasome. In addition, the polyphenol flavonoid, quercetin was trialled to further examine the
role of the inflammasome in crayfish viral infections and to test whether this cheap intervention might
help farmers. The quercetin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA) and the dose
was identical to Haleagrahara et al. (2017). A warm water group was also included to determine
whether increasing the water temperature would decrease viral load as seen in some other
virus/crustacean systems.
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Table 16.1. Design of therapeutics experiments I and II. All groups contained 14 crayfish.

Treatment group

Description

Experiment I
Chequavirus shRNA

Injected with 2 μg/g BW chequavirus shRNA in psiRNAh7SKneo G1

Non-specific shRNA plasmid
control

Injected with 2 μg/g non-specific shRNA pGEM-T easy

Inoculation control

Injected with molecular grade water

Weighed control I

Blotted dry, weighed

8 ppt salinity water (stress)

Living at 8 ppt salinity

Experiment II
8 ppt salinity water (stress)

Living at 8 ppt salinity

Double dose Chequavirus shRNA Injected with 4 μg/g BW Chequavirus shRNA in psiRNAh7SKneo G1
Alternate plasmid control

Injected with 4 μg/g pBK-CMV Phagemid

Quercetin (polyphenol flavonoid)

Fed with quercetin 30 mg/kg body weight/day

Weighed control II

Blotted dry, weighed

Warm water culture

Living at 32 °C

Table 16.2. Design of the experimental plasmids noted in Table16.1.

Plasmid

Insert sequence

Antibiotic selection

psiRNA-h7SKneo G1

Target siRNA

Kanamycin

pGEM-T easy

Non-specific insertion

Ampicillin

pBK-CMV phagemid

No insertion

Kanamycin

16.1.1 siRNA
The Target siRNA and other control plasmids described in Table 16.2 were designed and constructed
as follows;
Short hairpin RNAs (shRNA) were designed online using siRNA Wizard v3.1 (InvivoGen, United
States) against RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) of Chequavirus, according to the
parameters indicated on the siRNA Wizard website www.invivogen.com/sirnawizard/design.php).
The target siRNA sequence (5′GGGTGCGCTTTAACTGTATAT3′ with TCAAGAG of Loop
sequence) was synthesised and cloned into psiRNA-h7SKneo G1 plasmid (InvivoGen, United States)
by the manufacturer at BbsI/BbsI cloning sites. The non-specific inserted sequence (131 bp:
AGCCTGTACTGTCTGCACAGACAGCCTATGCTGTCTGCCAGCTTAGTTCATATTTCGCRGC
ACTAAGGTGCTGCCCTCTCTAGRCCTGCCCAGGTCAGTGGGACGCTGGTCCCACTCGCTC
ACTCACTCAG) was cloned into pGEM-T easy plasmid (Promega, United States) and used as a
control plasmid with non-specific insertion. The pBK-CMV Phagemid was used as a control plasmid
with no insertion. The recombinant plasmids or non-recombinant plasmids (Table 16.2) were
transformed into Escherichia coli JM109 cells according to the manufacturer's instructions. Two
colonies were selected for screening of recombinant plasmids. Colonies were seeded into 1 litre Luria
Bertani (LB) medium supplemented with 100 μg/ml IPTG, 100 μg/ml X-Gal and 50 μg/ml kanamycin
or 100 μg/ml ampicillin in a shaking incubator at 150 rpm overnight at 37 °C. Recombinant plasmids
were extracted from bacteria using Isolate II Plasmid Mini Kit (Bioline, UK).
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16.1.2 Quercetin
To prepare quercetin containing feed, 30 mg of quercetin was dissolved in 30 ml of fish oil first; then
the mixture was added to 1 kg of crayfish pellets, well mixed and dried.

16.1.3 Crayfish
For these experiments, redclaw crayfish (14–20 g) were obtained from an isolated population held at
JCC since ∼1995 (Experiment I all crayfish (n=70); Experiment II, n=55) and from a crayfish farm in
northern Queensland (Experiment II, n=20) to make up sufficient numbers. This smaller group of
crayfish was from a farm that had 65% mortality within 11 weeks after transport and were transported
to JCU and put directly into the trial to simulate the stress seen after movement of crayfish at the
farm. All crayfish were confirmed to have pre-existing Chequavirus infection, as determined by RTqPCR. Crayfish were housed individually in plastic cages 20 cm in diameter and 18 cm in height.
Crayfish were assigned to treatments randomly (both experiments) but equally from the sources in
Experiment II. Fifteen cages were placed in aquaria 110 cm in width, 215 cm in length and 50 cm in
height. Crayfish were fed a commercial chicken diet once a day. Water exchanges were performed
weekly to maintain appropriate water quality.

16.1.4 Protocol for Experiments I and II
Crayfish received an injection on day one via sterile Terumo (1 ml) syringes and a 26-gauge needle,
and were discarded after each inoculation to minimize cross-infections. The experimental period
began on the day of the injection and concluded on day 30. To determine viral titre, haemolymph was
collected once weekly on days zero, 8, 15, 22 and 29 for RNA extraction. Viral titre was quantified by
RT-qPCR. The copy number of the virus was tested for normality using Q–Q plots and failed.
Therefore, the copy number was log10 transformed and a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was conducted with least significant difference (LSD) post-hoc tests applied with a P < 0.05
considered significant. Mortality data was analysed using a one-way ANOVA and LSD post-hoc.

16.2 Results
See Section 15.2 for results.
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Chapter 17 Objective C3.2. Understand the role
crayfish eggs play in the spread of the viruses
Objective C3.3a. Develop a quantitative
protocol from the RT-PCR protocol for
Athtabvirus
Objective C3.3b. Understand the tissue
specificity of the viruses in crayfish
17.1 Methods
17.1.1 Methods C3.2
To understand if Chequavirus was horizontally or vertically transmitted, a berried female was bled
and the eggs harvested with either washing or surface sterilisation as vertical transmission should
produce infection inside the eggs, where environmental contamination would result in contamination
on the surface.
The following protocol was used. Haemolymph from a live female was extracted as were the fertilised
eggs (eyed-yolk stage). The eggs were either washed or surface sterilised with 0.5% formalin (5000
ppm) for one minute (Edgerton and Owens, 1997) and then RNA extracted, reverse transcribed and
qPCR performed as described previously.

17.1.2 Methods 3.3a
A qRT-PCR had already been designed for Chequavirus and to study tissue tropism of both viruses, a
similar protocol was needed for Athtabvirus.
A DNA plasmid containing a 207 bp Athtabvirus insert was linearized by EcoRI (Promega, US)
digestions. An aliquot of the digested plasmid was run in a 1.8% agarose gel to confirm the digestion
before purifying the remaining digestion reactions by Isolate II PCR and Gel kit (Bioline, UK).
DNA was quantified by spectroscopy and standards were prepared by 10-fold serial dilutions in
nuclease-free water to prepare stocks containing 1 ×107–101 copies/μl. Two microliters of template
was used in RT-qPCR reactions. The same primers (set 2; Table 3) were used as in the conventional
RT-PCR. The amplification was carried out in 20 μl of reaction volume containing 10 μl of 2 x
SensiFast SYBR No-ROX Mix (Bioline, UK), and 0.4 μM of each bunyavirus-like forward and
reverse primers. The thermal profile was 95 °C for 1 minute followed by 40 cycles of 95 °C for 5
seconds, 59 °C for 10 seconds and 72 °C for 10 seconds. The data acquisition and analysis were
carried out with Rotor-Gene Q Series Software 2.3.1 (QIAGEN, GE). Triplicate reactions were
conducted to assess the analytical performance of the RT-PCR

17.1.3 Methods 3.3b
Tissue specificity is important in assisting with understanding how viruses move and transmit, as well
as assisting with identifying the best tissue to collect from farms to understand viral prevalence. This
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was carried out with multiple crayfish and all common tissue types. Haemolymph was not collected
from these crayfish as they had already died and been frozen.
Five moribund female broodstock crayfish from the farm where the index case was found (Sakuna, et
al., 2017b) were sampled. These crayfish had become moribund from the stress of being moved from
the grow-out pond to the hatchery for breeding. Individual tissues were aseptically dissected from five
frozen carcases and the RNA extracted, reverse transcribed and qPCR performed as described in the
qRT-PCR protocols for both Chequavirus and Athtabvirus. The tissues included the muscle, heart,
gill, antennal gland, hepatopancreas and nerve cord.

17.2 Results C3.1, C3.2 and C3.3ab
The presence of known viral sequence and a quantitative diagnostic tool for Chequavirus allowed for
further study of the virus and effectiveness of therapeutic approaches. This was funded by the RIRDC
grant with a further money being released to carry out this work. A quantitative diagnostic tool for
Athtabvirus was also developed to begin exploration of the roll of this virus and while Chequavirus
has been more thoroughly explored with RNAi and other therapeutics examined (C3.1) and the role of
crayfish eggs examined (C3.2), tissue specificity has been done for both viruses (C3.3), as has a
limited survey (C3.4). This successfully completed the objectives of part C3.

17.2.1 Athtabvirus qRT-PCR development
The qRT-PCR for Athtabvirus was based on primer set two from the RT-PCR previously designed.
The melt data indicated that the amplicons had a melting temperature at 83.2 °C. A strong linear
correlation (r2=0.996) was obtained between threshold cycles (Ct) and viral quantities over a 6-log
range from 107 to 102 viral copy numbers per microliter was confirmed. The amplification efficiency
was 0.88.

17.2.2 Tissue specificity and role of eggs in transmission of viruses
For Chequavirus, there was very little variation in RT-qPCR values (~5 × 104 copies/0.2mg sample)
across the six tissues (Figure 17.1). In descending order of viral copies, the tissues were
hepatopancreas, nerve cord, antennal gland, heart, a slight drop to muscle and least in gills. This
probably represents the systemic nature of the virus distributed in the haemolymph and means a nondestructive haemolymph test is reasonable. The picture of viral tissue tropism for Athtabvirus was
different (Figure 17.2), with muscle having by far the highest viral load and hepatopancreas and
antennal gland having much smaller viral load. It is likely haemolymph does not play as large a role
in transmitting the virus round the body, however this has not yet been tested and may still be of
sufficient viral load to use in therapeutics trials.
The female crayﬁsh examined with eggs had a mean haemolymph Chequavirus copy number of 7.1 ×
105/ul. This load is similar to that of other tissues, once again indicative of haemolymph carrying
virus to all parts of the body including ovaries. After washing eggs, the mean copy number was 4.0 ×
105/0.2mg and after surface sterilisation the copy number was 2.4x103/0.2mg. As viral load was
reduced but not removed by surface sterilisation, this will not be viable Chequavirus removal
protocol. Athtabvirus load has not yet been investigated.
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Figure 17.1. The Chequavirus load in 0.2 mg of various tissues as measured by RT-qPCR.
Hepatopancreas=HP, nerve cord=NC, antennal gland=AG, heart=Ht, muscle=Mu, gills=Gi
(Sakuna, et al., 2018a).

Figure 17.2. The RNA copy numbers of Athtabvirus in 0.2 mg of various tissues as measured
by RT-qPCR. Muscle=Mu, nerve cord=NC, heart=Ht, gills=Gi, hepatopancreas=HP, antennal
gland=AG (Sakuna, et al., 2018b).

17.2.3 Chequavirus viral load, stress response and therapeutics crayfish trials
In experiment I there were significant (P < 0.002) changes to the means of viral copy numbers with
both treatment (F=4.35; df=343,4; P < 0.002) and week of the experiment (F=7.04; df=343,4; P <
0.0001) being significant. The statistical model accounted for ~14% (R2=0.137) of the variability in
Chequavirus copy number. The viral copy numbers rose significantly in all groups, strongly in week
one, possibly due to handling prior to the experiment to weigh the crayfish. This is further evidenced
by the weighing control where this was the only action also behaving this way. The viral copy number
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only rose strongly in week two in the weighed and injected controls. The treatments effectively
clustered into two subgroups, the additional stress groups of plasmid control, 8 ppt salinity and
shRNA anti-chequavirus plus plasmid (shRNAa-cv+p) (subgroup A Figure 17.3) and the less
stressed, control subgroup, weighed only and injected plus weighed (subgroup C Figure 17.3). The
shRNAa-cv+p treatment group effectively straddles both subgroups suggesting the benefit of the
shRNA slightly ameliorates the negative effect of the dsDNA plasmid. There was a significant
(Spearman's rho; P < 0.002) lowered weight increase with increasing viral copy number at around
16% reduction.
In experiment II, the alternate sources of the crayfish had massive, significantly different Chequavirus
loads (F=32.9; df=304,1; P < 0.001) (JCU=103.5, farm=105.4 copies) which dominated the analysis, so
the data from the two sources were analysed separately (Figure 17.4a). In the JCU population of
crayfish, all treatments lowered the viral copy number relative to the weighed control with only the
warm-water culture (32 °C) being statistically significantly (P < 0.05) lower (subgroup B only, Figure
17.4b). Moderate viral loads (averaging 103.5 copies) were statistically significantly lowered (102.75,
82% drop) by the warm water culture (32 °C). The statistical model was weak, only accounting for
~5% (R2=0.054) of the variability. In the crayfish from the stressed, farmed population, only the
quercetin had a statistically significant (P < 0.018) lowering of viral copies from 105.1 to 104.1, a 10fold (90%) reduction (subgroup D only, Figure 17.4c) compared to all others except the weighed
control. The statistical model accounted for ~23% (R2=0.226) of the variability. There was no
significant effect across weeks.

Figure 17.3. Estimated marginal means graph of experiment I. The log10 copies of
Chequavirus with treatments over time in Groups with the same letters are not statistically
significantly different. Red: Chequavirus shRNA (in plasmid), Green: Plasmid control (dsDNA),
Grey: injected control (carrier solution), Blue: weighted control, Black: 8ppm salinity stress
(Sakuna, et al., 2018a).
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Figure 17.4. Estimated marginal means graphs of experiment II: a) The log10 copies
of Chequavirus from two source populations in Experiment II.b) The log10 copies of
Chequavirus with treatments over time in Experiment II in JCU crayfish. Groups with
the same letters are not statistically significantly different. c) The log10 copies of
Chequavirus with treatments over time in Experiment II with farmed crayfish.
Groups with the same letters are not statistically significantly different (Sakuna, et
al., 2018a).

The evidence from experiment I, that handling could increase viral titre, matches the farm experience
of mortalities after handling and translocation. Stress is scientifically measured as immunosuppression
(Dohms and Metz, 1991). Plasmid preparations could possibly have bacterial endotoxin from the lysis
of bacterial cells for recovery of the plasmids, but this was not anticipated in the design and therefore
not tested. In previous plasmid experiments (La Fauce and Owens, 2013; Owens, et al., 2015), this
was not seen to be a problem, but it is possible. Nevertheless, both double stranded DNA (plasmids,
unmethylated CpG stimulation) and endotoxin (lipopolysaccharide) bind to Toll receptors (TR9 and
TR4 respectively) in crayfish and signal through the myeloid differentiation factor 88 (MyD88)
pathway to the NFκB suite of pro-inflammatory cytokines (TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, IL-18);
stimulating the detrimental inflammasome, allowing viral copy numbers to rise. This was the
hypothesis for testing in Exp II.
In the farmed, stressed crayfish, quercetin significantly reduced the Chequavirus copy number 10-fold
accounting for ~23% of the variability. Polyphenol flavonoids (e.g. cocao, grape skin, onion skin,
quercetin, rutin) have been shown extensively to dampen the inflammasome (Magrone, et al., 2017;
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Roopchand, et al., 2015) hence their inclusion as a treatment in Exp II to test our hypothesis on the
inflammasome. Quercetin itself was shown to interact with the vitamin D receptors (VDR) (Lee, et
al., 2016) that directly turn on a number of genes. In a rheumatoid arthritis model in mice, quercetin
significantly reduced TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-17 and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), all
members of the inflammasome (Haleagrahara, et al., 2017). We speculate that the mode of action of
quercetin in crayfish is to bind to VDR and down-regulate the inflammasome thus reducing stresstriggered immunosuppression and the subsequent viral copy number.
In the JCU population of crayfish which was the same source to those in Exp I, the plasmid control
mimicked the first experiment with a dramatic rise in viral copy number over the first couple of weeks
after which it subsided to starting levels. In the JCU crayfish that had moderate viral loads (averaging
103.5 copies), only the warm water culture (32°C) statistically significantly lowered the viral copy
number (102.75, 82% drop) in line with published literature (Claydon, et al., 2004; MontgomeryBrock, et al., 2007). Toll receptor three which does not use MyD88 signalling is the only temperatureindependent Toll pathway. Raising water temperature (32 °C in this case) turns on all other Toll
receptor pathways which would result in strong interferon regulatory factor (IRF 3 and 7) upregulation leading to trans-acting interferon γ, a potent antiviral cytokine (Syahidah and Owens,
2011). In the JCU population of crayfish, the number of viral copies in the double dose sa-Cv+p
group mirrored the drop in the warm water group for the first two weeks after the single inoculation at
day 1 before rising slightly, exactly as expected due to the two-week half-life of the shRNA
(Rajeshkumar, et al., 2009). Nevertheless, the final copy number at 750 copies was only ~20% (5-fold
drop) of the starting load (3724 copies) suggesting the RNAi treatment had an effect even if
experimental variability prevented it from being statistically significant. This result is in line with a
now vast literature demonstrating the effectiveness of RNAi against viruses in crustacea (La Fauce
and Owens, 2012) with most reductions being between 5 and 20 fold reductions. RNAi delivery has
been declared by regulatory organisations to be a non-genetically modifying procedure, so the current
bottleneck is cost-efficient manufacture and delivery most likely by diet. Plasmid constructs offer
sufficient stability to get through the hostile environment of the hepatopancreatic milieu to absorption
(La Fauce and Owens, 2013; Owens, et al., 2015). Unfortunately, the double stranded DNA nature of
plasmids or perhaps unmeasured endotoxin content appeared to trigger the inflammasome, there still
was enough overall benefit to investigate further.
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Chapter 18 Objective C3.4. Map as far as possible,
the prevalence of viruses on crayfish farms
18.1 Methods
Virus prevalence identifies the extent of the viral issue and allows for decisions to be made as to
control or exclusion of disease. Testing was limited depending on availability of crayfish.
As such JCU crayfish were included, as well as Cherax destructor as it is an endemic crayfish.
Crayfish were tested for Chequavirus using either muscle tissue or haemolymph as described
previously. Rt-PCR or RT-qPCR was used and results were reported as plus/minus.

18.2 Results
18.2.1 Screening of crayfish
Limited numbers of crayfish from four farms (1-4) and three subpopulations at James Cook
University were tested for Chequavirus, either directly or as part of the iRNA experiments. The
majority of these crayfish were infected. Table 18.1 presents this data as numbers infected. Two
C. destructor and one Macrobrachium were also tested due to colocation of these crayfish with
redclaw crayfish and these, as well as the control crickets from the cricket bioassay as also included.
There are also very limited results of Athtabvirus presence for two farms and the three JCU
populations included in Table 18.1.

Table 18.1. Results of Chequavirus and Athtabvirus presence in four farms and three JCU
populations. Positive crayfish are presented and number positive/total number tested.

Location

1

2

3

host

Chequavirus testing

C. quadricarinatus

5/9

4

2/3 2/5 1/1

C. quadricarinatus
iRNA experiments

JCURC

JCUCR

JCUVirR

10/14

10/10

10/10 44/52 85%

19/20 106/123

125/143 87%

Total Chequavirus in C. quadricarinatus
C. destructor
Macrobrachium

Totals

87%

0/2

0%

0/1

0%

Cricket bioassay

0/5

0%

Athtabvirus testing
C. quadricarinatus

1/1

3/3

0/3
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1/1

3/3

8/11 64%

Chapter 19 Conclusions and Recommendations
19.1 Sub-Project A
Conclusions and recommendations for Sub-Project A are presented at the end of each chapter
(Chapters 1 to 4).

19.2 Sub-Project B
Conclusions and recommendations for Sub-Project B are presented at the end of each chapter
(Chapters 5 to 12).

19.3 Sub-Project C
Section C1 identified a range of organisms histopathologically as well as possible viral aetiology and
lipid deposition. This was reported to the research group and one hypothesis was the presence of a
myonecrotic virus and a selenium/vitamin E deficiency. This led to further studies to identify a
possible virus and it was determined that there was a +ssRNA virus present that had a sequence too
novel to be identified using known sequences. Advice was also given to farmers to generally increase
greens in feed to increase vitamin E thus alleviating a possible deficiency and this was reported to
lower mortalities in the hatchery.
Using separate (non-RIRDC) funding (Section C2), an alternative approach using next generation
sequencing identified 2 novel viruses, (Chequavirus and Athtabvirus). Both had specific PCRs
designed Chequavirus and Athtabvirus were determined to be present in most crayfish tested. A
cricket model of disease was tested and was determined not to work for these viruses. qRT-PCR’s
were then designed for use in therapeutic trials. This separate funding was also used to confirm the
pathogenic Cherax quadricarinatus Densovirus was not involved in the mortalities.
Further funding from the RIRDC grant was used in Section C3 to use the Chequavirus virus qRTPCR the look at tissue tropism of Chequavirus, whether eggs were internally contaminated, as well as
to relate handling stress to viral load and response to therapeutics. Laboratory trials identified a
correlation with viral load of Chequavirus and stunting and mortality. In addition, several therapeutics
were identified as reducing viral load during Chequavirus infection and increasing survival and
growth. These preliminary results using quercetin, increased temperature and interfering RNA are
promising. Athtabvirus has yet to be tested in laboratory trials, though as a quantitative assay was
developed, and the tissue tropism determined to be different to that of Chequavirus. The methodology
used for Chequavirus studies could also be used for Athtabvirus.

19.3.1 Implications Subproject C
Industry
Losses in production due to the presence of viruses in aquatic crustacean aquaculture have been
determined for a range of viruses using experimental or field methods. The figures below (Figure
19.1, redclaw; Figure 19.2, Prawns) show the potential for increasing production by controlling these
losses. Of note, crayfish handling-stress deaths have resulted in a 30% loss in production due to
deaths and the pilot trials also indicated Chequavirus could be responsible for a 16% loss due to
stunting. Removal of even half of these losses would result in considerable increase in profit.
Anecdotally, the supplementation of leafy green feed has already helped in reducing hatchery deaths.
This is probably due to reduced inflammation via increased vitamin E/selenium and flavonoids.
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Figure 19.1. Losses (% of possible production) based on stunting and death in Cherax
quadricarinatus aquaculture due to Chequavirus (Sakuna, et al., 2018a) and Reovirus
(Hayakijkosol and Owens, 2011).
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Figure 19.2. Losses (% of possible production) based on stunting and death in prawn
aquaculture due to PmergDNV in P. merguensis (Owens, et al., 2011), SMV in P. monodon and
P. merguensis (Owens, et al., 2003) and IHHNV in P. monodon (Sellars, et al., 2019).

Quercetin dropped viral copy numbers by ~90%. For delivery at the pond level, flavonoids could be
incorporated into the food during pelleting. Quercetin is one of the most widespread flavonoids found
in plants. Flavonoid-containing grape skin is a by-product of crushing grapes for wine production; it is
available at industrial quantities and should be cheaply available. Onion skin waste is a major
industrial source of quercetin. It would be relatively easy and cheap to incorporate quercetin or rutin
from citrus waste into pelleted diets at the dose rate of 30 mg/kg body weight/day found effective
herein. There would be limited leaching as flavonoids are fat soluble, not water soluble.
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Temperature at 32°C reduced viral copy numbers by ~82–85% from about two weeks onwards.
Broodstock could be warmed to this temperature in the hatchery via thermocouple-controlled solar
hot water systems relatively efficiently. Unfortunately, initially, this measure by itself would not stop
the distressing loss of crayfish that are moved into a hatchery for breeding. This continual eroding of
numbers of broodstock makes planning quite difficult as farmers never know exactly how many
broodstock will die and need replacing in an ever-decreasing spiral of deaths.
Whilst RNAi appeared to drop viral copy number to about 80% at four weeks, this treatment was not
statistically significant. It is technologically the most complex control and therefore most expensive to
implement. It could be delivered at the hatchery which would limit the amount of RNAi to be
manufactured, injected or fed relative to treating the ponds. The hatcheries already dip eggs into
formalin to control Saprolegnia fungi. Practically, this has not removed the virus from the farms and
when used at 5000 ppm, our qPCR results confirm a massive drop (99.997%) in copy number
compared to the female's haemolymph copy number, but not eradication.
Five crayfish that were bled and tested five or six times always had viral copy number below
detectable levels (< 100 copies) (Sakuna, et al., 2018a). At the prevalence rate seen in crayfish, the
probability of the crayfish being infected but remaining test-negative is 5.8e−8. In spite of their
common co-habitation history and these crayfish being in daily water-borne contact in the
experiments, it seems reasonable to assume these crayfish are truly uninfected and could form the
nucleus of a specific pathogen free selective breeding program. However, the tiny number of crayfish
that qualify (5/140 tested) would mean it will take years of breeding to have sufficient for industrywide stocking and it is likely inbreeding suppression of other traits will occur.
The identification of two new viruses, quantitative assays to detect these viruses and the promising
results of pilot therapeutic trials means that the industry has the potential to increase yield and control
deaths due to handling, which are particularly important for brood stock and the price received from
buyers for live crayfish.

19.3.2 Recommendations
•

•

•

Government: Funding to have a development farm/hatchery and relevant staffing which could
be used for application testing and upscaling potential improvements to management and
therapeutics without affecting existing farm production and profits would provide a reliable
location to gather evidence of effectiveness of improved management techniques.
Industry (farmers of other crayfish species): It is unknown whether these viruses affect other
freshwater crayfish and it should be a matter of urgency to test current status and determine
whether infection could occur and what the outcome would be. There may be quarantine
implications from these results.
Government and industry: The presence of these viruses, Chequavirus and Athtabvirus,
necessarily have to be dealt with to allow profitability and growth of the crayfish industry.
This will require more work on therapeutic feeding rates and options as described above as
well as research funding to investigate these viruses further.
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